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INTRODUCTION
There is a considerable amount of literature on the
In 1838, the year following his

life of Akiba Eger.

death, there first appeared a brief biography by the
noted orientalist,
Ent i tled Biographie

s.

J. Kaempf, a former student of Eger.

~

Herrn Akiba Eger, its main theme

deals with Fger's last years in Posen, making no attempt
whatever to have the subject of the biography come to life.
It would seem that the book stems from the pious desire of
a student to see the memory of his beloved teacher perpetuated.
Twenty-four years later, Naftali Hirsch Bleichrode,
a Berlin publisher and son-in-law of Eger's oldest son,
Abraham, who had not only been a student of Eger but had
exchanged numerous responsa 1 with him, published Eger's
notes on the first part of the Shulhan Arukh, the tradi•
tional Jewish Code.

In the introduction to this work he

printed a concise Hebrew biography, Toldot Rabbi Akiba ~ ,
which contained a nwnber of interesting details about

Eger's childhood, his mode of living, love of learning,
etc.

But it was not Bleichrode's intention to assay F,ger's

achievement or personality, let alone to criticize his
1 rn volume I of Eger's responsa, the following are addressed to Bleichrode: #57, 94, 194, 195; in volume II:
#4, 125-127, and 140.
V

work against the background of his timeo

In 1884 s. Lewysohn published (in German) a Complete
Biography 2:f. Rabbi Akiba Eger which, its impressive name
notwithstanding, was nothing more than a collection of
legends and anecdotes about the great Posen rabbi; it certainly does not contribute to a better understanding of
F.ger' s life work.
Not until the beginning of the twentieth century (in
1906) did Dr. Leopold Wreschner's authoritative monograph,
Rabbi Akiba ~ . appear.

This was the first scientific

biography to appear and contains valuable analyses of many
of F.ger's responsa.

However, although Wreschner ma.de wide

use of other publications dealing with the history of the
Jewish comm.unities in Eisenstadt, Lissa, Posen, etc., he
failed to pay sufficient attention to contemporary documents
affecting the Jews of Prussia in Eger's lifetime, nor did
he always realize the historical significance of what were
apparently purely halachic responsa.

In addition, his study

of Eger suffered because at the time Wreschner wrote there
was not yet available to him the wealth of historical
material that was later published in Freund's monumental
study of the emancipation of Prussian Jews, 2 which shed
light on many aspects of the struggle by the Jews of the
Posen province for emancipation.
In 1908 Solomon Schreiber, 3 a great-grandson of Akiba
2 Ismar Freund, Die Emanzipation ~ Juden 1n Deutschland,
(two volumes) Berlin, 1912.
3His father was the son of Sarl, Fger's second daughter.
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Eger, who had access to many, up to that time unpublished
letters of Eger, wrote a biography of his famous ancestor,
Sefer Hut Hammeshulash.4

The very wealth of family tradi-

tion on which Schreiber was able to draw is, perhaps, the
greatest deficiency of the book:

fact and legend, pious

exhortations, and authentic historical material were
thrown together indiscriminately.

Schreiber is also the

author of the very important Igrot Sofr1m5 which contams
over sixty of F.ger's letters.
The centenary of Fger's death produced a number of
studies.

The first volume of the Israel {then Palestine)

quarterly Sina16 contained a study by Obadya entitled
Akiba ~ , in which the author analyzed the relationship
between Eger and Hassidismo

While important in itself,

this study does not help us to understand the main problem
Eger faced in Germany, viz., the struggle between traditional Judaism and the rising reform movement.
Saul Blum's book on F.ger7 is merely an inadequate
translation of Wreschner' s earlier work, adding nothing of
significance to our knowledge of F.ger.

Of an altogether

different character is the biography by Weitz , 8 which con4solomon Schreiber, Sefer ~ Hammeshulash. Drohobycs, 1908.
5
• Sefer Igrot Sofrim . Vienna, 1929 o
6B. Obadya. "Rabbi Akiba Eger," Sinai, Vol. IT, #1 ,
Jerusalem, 19)9· o
7saul Blum. Hayye Haggaon R. Akiba ~ • Warsaw, 1938.
8Mordechai Weitz. Ateret Poz - Toldot Rabenu Akiba
Eger. Kalisz, 1938.

-----
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tains a wealth of information on F.ger's family and, in
addition, corrects formerly erroneous vital data on Fger. 9
It has been said by a great historian10 that
• • • biography • • • becomes history when it
considers the individual in his setting in
society; • • • for it is only by connecting
the individual with his own society that he
enters into that great general current of
events which we call time.
Yet, in all the available literature on F.ger, no attempt
has been made by any biographer to view him as a product
of his environment, reacting to and influenced by the
pressures of outside society.
In a number of instances the present writer has traced
the significance of some of F.ger's halachic decisions to
their historical background.

Thus, a query by the Berlin

rabbinate as to the proper method to grant a Jewish Bill
of Divorce (.Qtl), in the light of the then recently enacted
Act of Em.ancipation, 11 is shown to be the result of a series
of laborious negotiations with the Berlin authorities.

Again, only a thorough examination of the Prussian government's attitude toward the question of Jewish proselytizing
can reveal the motivation behind F.ger's decision in such a
case. 12
An intensive study of the documents published on
reform Judaism's open challenge, in Fger's time, to accepted
9v1de infra, Chapter I, footnotes 18-20.
lOshotwell. History of Histories.
Press, 1939, P• 7.
11 Chapter IV, PP•
12 Chapter III, PP•
viii

Columbia University

religious practices, revealed that he took a much more
prominent part in the struggle against the reform movement than hitherto had been realized.
Having evidence of Eger's great love for the study
of the Talmud and the Codes, it is only natural to find
him at the forefront of the battle that was then raging
over the issue of their continued study in Gennany.

While

he was much more sympathetic to the question of secular
education than were the leading rabbis of the late eighteenth
century - but one of the most important conclusions of this
thesis is that he looked with favor on only a minimum program of secular education - Fger found it difficult to
bridge the gap between the one-sided exclusive study of the
Talmud, that he could not help but favor due to his upbringing, and what alone could have saved orthodoxy under
the conditions then existing:
of secular and Jewish studies.

the ideal of a combination
Thus, he failed to draw up

a detailed syllabus for a proposed school in which both
Jewish and secular subjects would be taught, 1 3 and thereby

delayed the establishment of a network of Jewish schools
in which scholars would have found Judaism compatible with
secular leaming.

Because he aimed at perpetuating the

study of the Talmud to the exclusion of all else, except
for a bare minimum of secular education, he was not able
to influence the bulk or German Jewry to follow his
thinking.

13vide infra.

Chapter IV, P•
ix

Yet, Eger's boundless devotion to the study of the
Talmud and the enthusiasm he engendered among many of his
students who flocked to his lectures from all parts of
Germany, had so profound an effect that there always was
a small but devoted group of men anxious to carry on the
tradition of their fathers.

In the second half of the

nineteenth century such men formed the nuclei of the revival of modern orthodoxy in Germany, so that F.ger's students
became a strong link in the chain that handed down Jewish
tradition to a modern age.
Among the responsa of F.ger much valuable material is
found on the social, economic, and religious situation of
the Jews during the long years of his ministry.

The study

of rabbinical responsa is important to the historian because
it enables him to study the actual living conditions of a
period.

Eger's responsa consist of two parts:

some deal

exclusively with explanations of difficult passages in the
Talmudic literature; others are requests for halachic
decisions in reference to a particular situation.

The

former, while of great value to the serious student of the
Talmud - Fger's penetrating analysis of a problem and his
incomparable mastery of the vast rabbinic literature make
him one of the most important authorities on rabbinic
scholarship of the nineteenth century - are of little
interest to the historian.

The latter, on the other hand,

dealing with concrete situations, represent a mine of
information to the student of history.

X

In a separate section

of this thesis 14 such material is analyzed and important
data on Jewish life in the first half of the nineteenth
century are brought to light.
While Eger's method of instruction and his attitude
to early and late rabbinical authorities have been
examined in this study, 1 5 it was clearly outside its scope
to evaluate F.ger's accomplishments in the field of Jewish
scholarship.

The writer can only hope that by concen-

trating on the historical aspect of F.ger's writings, he
will have contributed to a better understanding of the
life and time of Akiba Eger.

14v1de Appendix, Excursus.
economic status of women.
l5Chapter VI.
xi

The moral, social and
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I

EnER 1 S YOUTH

1761-1791
Among the hills and dales on the western rim of the
Great Hungarian Plain, where the last spurs of the mighty
Alps merge with the vastness of the lowlands, nestles the
ancient city of Eisenstadt.

Jews have lived there for

many centuries; 1 and since the end of the seventeenth
century, were granted special protection by the feudal
lords of the district, the Esterhazys.

The Eisenstadt

Jewish community became in the course of time an important
center of Jewish scholarship, counting among its spiritual
leaders the well-known MaHaRaM AS:a2 {Rabbi Meir ben Isaac,

1670-1744), author of the responsa Panim Meirot, who
headed an important Yesh1vah in the city from 1718 until
his death in 1744.

The autonomous Jewish community of

t h e city was for a time also the center of the so-ealled
Sheba Kehillot, the seven Jewish communities of Burgenland, Hungary's westernmost prov1nce. 3

Into this

flourishing environment came the family which presently
will produce the subject of our biography.

In the year

1722, Israel Schlesinger, son of one of the elders of
the Vienna Jewish community, Marx Schlesinger, settled
in the city or Eisenstadt.

He bad been for many years

2

the official tax collector of the royal free city of
Guena (today Koeszeg, on the Austro-Hungarian border).
His son, Samuel Guens-Schlesinger, was a prosperous,
civic minded person of substantial means who became the
leader of his eommuni ty (l!.2,!h Hakahal), and who in this
capacity made an important endowment to the community:
two houses and the interest on a capital of 5000 fl. 4
This money was to be used for the support of six needy
children; the houses were to provide homes for the communal employees.
Samuel married Sarl, the daughter of Rabbi Moses
Broda (rabbi of Worms, 1732-1742), son of the renowned
talmudical scholar Abraham Broda, formerly rabbi 1n Prag
and Metz,!,!?~

fill! and head of a famous Yeshivah in

Frankfurt from 1713 until his death in 1717.

Abraham

Broda was the author of Eshel Avraham, novellae on several
tractates of the Talmud, and of many other learned works.
It is not surprising, therefore, that the son of such
parents, Moses Guens - the father a public benefactor and
foremost personage in the city, the mother a daughter and
granddaughter of famous rabbis - should marry a woman
from a family that possessed the admirable combination ot
good breeding and a worthy Jewish background.
Gittel, the wife of Moses Guens, the daughter of the
famous Akiba Eger of Pressburg, the grandfather of our
Akiba F.ger, brought with her the tradition or a deep love

3

of and reverence for Jewish learning.

When her father

died in the prime of his life in his thirty-eighth year
he was already a well-known scholar and author of many
responsa, as well as the Mishnat _4! Rabbi Akiba, published
posthumously.

Her two brothers, Leb and Binyamin Wolf,

both were scholars of standing.5
This, then, is the immediate ancestry of Akiba F.ger II
(as he is sometimes called by historians to distinguish
him from his equally famous grandfather), 6 born on October
29, 1761.

From his earliest childhood it was evident that

this youngster was destined to greatness.

Quite like his

less gifted contemporaries, ~er was instructed in the
study of the Talmud at a veey early age.

His father

Moses, himself a scholar, 7 no doubt first taught his young,
promising son, but soon recognized the necessity tor finding a teacher more capable than he for the child genius.
Akiba was about six years old when his paraits sent him
to the neighboring Mattersdorf, where he continued his
studies under Matan Nate Frankfurter8 for several years.
The choice of this teacher proved to be a happy one;
Natan Nate Frankfurter was appointed

!2

~

!2,!!! of

Mattersdorf at the age of thirteen to succeed his father,
Aeyeh Leib Frankfurter.

One can imagine w1 th what love

and interest the Mattersdorf rabbi taught his young protege, who must have seemed to him a duplicate of his
own studious self.
Young Eger developed his faculties as a talmudic

4

scholar to an extraordinary degree.

At the age of

fourteen his uncle, Binyamin Wolf Eger, helped to bring
the youth to the Breslau Yeshivah.

Uncle Binyamin Wolf

was at that time head of the Yeshivah.

He was the son-

in-law of the Breslau Chief Rabbi, Landesrabbiner Joseph

Jonas Fraenkel, and it 1s in the house of Fraenkel that
an official document of the Fall of 1776 places Akiba.
The entry reads:
Kiewe Moses, born 1762; is a relative of
Fraenkel and studies here at his expense. 9
--yiutiior 1a Italics]
The fact that Feer lived and studied at the expense of
the Landesrabbiner supports the account or Sehreiber10
(and others) that his uncle, Wolf, and the other scholars
in Breslau were anxious to have young Akiba live and
study in their midsto
In Breslau Eger found what could be called an
academy of Talmudic study.

Besides Fraenkel and hie

uncle, the lad joined men who developed into successors
to the Chief Rabbi:
Jew,

11

Yeshaya Pick-Berlin, an Hungarian

Zv1 Hersh Shkalb and Aharon Kartunkel, all of

whom were destined to lead Breslau Jewry in their time.

In the year 1776, or the year following, Eger
began to teach others the intricacies of Talmudic studies
and he was to continue in that position of teacher for
the rest of his life.

In spite of the many infirmities

of body which often threatened to curtail his activities,
he continued to teach until the ver.'1' end.

It is charao-

teristic of the man that when drawing up his Last Will
he requested that no eulogies be mentioned at his
funeral except that
• • • since my fifteenth or sixteenth year
I have taught students [while] under great
personal sufferings [
/J'/i7;. j'110'-;;} ]ol2
Soon the news about the young prodigy spread to
the surrounding towns; many must have been the attempts
to secure this promising young man as a son-in-law.

As

it happened, a family of Lissa, one of the oldest and
most influential of all Jewish communities in Poland,
carried off the prize.

At that time the town ranked

high as a principal place of Jewish learning.

Foremost

among the leading personalities was the town's rabbi,
David Tevele Chorochov.

A galaxy of additional Talmudic

lights included his son, Zecharya Mendel Chorochov, 1 3
who became Eger•s close friend, Tobiah Asche, 14 rabbi of
Zempelburg and author of~ Barzel, and Chayim Auerbach,
Dayan in Lissa for many years, still later (1812) rabbi
of Lenzyoe.

This list could be considerably enlarged,

because a number of outstanding talmudical scholars
lived at that time in Lissa, but a full description of
these scholars can be found elsewhere. 1 5
There lived in Lissa, too, a prominent lay leader

of the community. Yizhak Izik Margolies, commonly knom
as Reb Itzik Parness, because he was, after the death
of his father Eliyah, 16 the parnass (leader) of this
important community.

Through his business friends in

6

Breslau, Izik Margolies heard of the brilliant young
man, Akiba F.ger from Eisenstadt, and in keeping with
the traditions of his time he longed to have such a
promising scholar as his son-in-law.

His oldest

daughter, Massa, had already marr1ed17 Yehoshua Feibelman,
who became Dayan of Lissa in 1794 and later rabbi of
Samter, where he died in 1807.

R. Wolf Eger, who acted

as the guardian of Akiba, agreed to the proposal and in
the spring

or

in Lissa.

In the Pinkas, the minute book, of the Lissa

1778 (April 1) the wedding was solemnized

community we find the following notation of the marriage
contract: 18
Today, Wednesday the fourth of Nissan 5538

[1778] there took place - l'mazal tov - the

wedding of the Chaver Rabbi Akiba, son of our
master Rabbi Moshe • • • of Eisenstadt and
Gliekche, the daughter of the noble, our master
Rabbi Izik Parness • • • • The groom agreed to
pay an additional Ketuba of 807 adumin [l adum
- 3 Reichsthaler; 1 thaler - 6 gold pieces].19
•
o
•
R. Izik and his wife promised to give to
their daughter Glickche a special room in their
home with a bedroom [Stuben-kammer] and a
kitchen • • • • R. Izik also undertook to supply
the couple with their needs from his table for
the following four years • • • •

While these arrangements could not be considered extravagant, at least they enabled young Akiba to devote himselr
exclusively to the study of the Talmud without distraction.
His uncle did not find it possible to attend the
wedding of his beloved nephew in Lissa, but he arranged
a special gathering in Bresla.u of friends and well-wishers
of Akiba, who toasted the young couple.

They also discussed

7

some talmudieal problem at that gathering, as a result
of which quite a correspondence developed between uncle
and nephew.

We have that correspondence in the responsa

of Eger20 who quoted his uncle's letter:
On the day of your wedding we arranged
a special holiday for the scholars and
because of their great regard for you they
all came to the party I arranged for them.
We are all happy and wish you all the best,
my dear nephew, and your partner in life •
• • • Happy are your parents, my distinguished brother-in-law and my only sister
Gittel, who is pious and leamed like a
mano • • • Happy is your father-in-law who
merited to bring you into his house • • •
we praise the Almighty that he has granted
you the pleasure of marrying the daughter
of such a generous and saintly man • • • •
We all bless you with a Mazal ,m blessing
•

•

•

0

Eger was deeply moved by such an expression of kindness
on the part of his uncle and Rabbis Fraenkel and Pick and
other Breslau scholars who attended the celebration in
his honor. 21
Lissa became the town where Eger spent the happiest
time of his life, devoting all his energies to perfect
himself in the complexities of talmudic lore.

Immediately

upon his settling down in Lissa, the scholars or the city
visited him, and he reported to his uncle:

22

"Daily new

people, the honored scholars of the city come to me •• • • "
In later years, Eger was to look back with nostalgia on
the peace and happiness of that time. 23
Eger was already well established by 1781 as an
outstanding scholar in Lissa; we .find a flattering reference to him by his uncle in the introduction to Mishnat

8

~

Rabbi Akiba by his grandfather, the first Akiba F.ger.

Writing about Gittel and Moses Guens, he expressed the
hope that they would derive much pleasure from all their
children, "especially their oldest son, the outstanding
scholar though still young 1n years, who studies the
Torah of the Lord day and night, Akiba." 24
It was an important period not only in the life of
its young resident, but the city of Lissa as well, which
had reached a high level of prosperity; in population it
led Posen by several hundred souls and it was thus the
most important Jewish community of western Prussian
Poland . 2 5
We must pause here to describe a development which
in time was to involve F.ger in a controversy of the "old
and the new," but which already concemed his friend and
master, Tevele Chorochov, Chief Rabbi of Lissa.

Indeed,

it is one of the phases of the movement called Haskalah,
the "Enlightenment."
.

Several years before Eger moved to

.

Lissa, Rabbi Tevele gave an official approbation to the
Commentary on Pirke
Weisel-Wessely.

~

by the young Naftali Hirz

This approbation, which graces the

opening pages of Wessely's work,

26 was signed by the

communal rabbi as well as by his five colleagues of the
~

fil!!, and reads in part:
The distinguished rabbinical student, the
perfect sage • • • the understanding and
learned • • • Narta11 Herz Weisel • • • •
We have heard from those who proclaim the
truth • • • who know how to evaluate that

9

man • • • that our nation still possesses
such a precious vessell • • • • Teach your
children these books which the learned
author has already written and will write
in future • • • let them learn to imitate
him • • • •
Similar praise was showered upon the author by other
prominent rabbis of the time; foremost among them was
Rabbi Yehezkel Landau of Prag, author of the well-knom
responsa collection,~ Bi-Yehuda.

He writes in his

approbation:
Though I do not as a rule like to give
Haskamot but I was very much impressed by
your Gan !!Y! [a philological work on Hebrew
synonyms] • • • • As tar as his other publications are concerned • • • I am very happy
that they will appear • • • and now let him
print this whole letter, word by word, at the
beginning of his books • • • • [signed] Yehezkel
Levi Landau, who is interested in the publi•
cation of his valuable works, especially his
commentary on the Pirke ~ •
This friendship, however, was only of brief duration.
After having received the enthusiastic support ot these
leading rabbis of the old school, Wessely met Moses
Mendelsohn, by whom he was greatly impressed 27 and for

whose~ (Bible commentary) he composed the commentarr
on Leviticus.

This close collaboration with the founder

and main proponent ot the "enlightenment" movement made
Wessely suspect in the eyes of the old rabbis, who must
have rued their endorsement of his earlier works.

At

this crucial period when the old and the new concepts of
Judaism engaged in a life and death struggle, 28 there
seemed to be no place for anyone who, while believing in
the old values of Judaism as practiced throughout the

10

ages, was yet prepared to move with the times and modify
and adapt Judaism to the needs of a new era.
Cooperation with Mendelsohn was but a prelude to
the main controversy which embroiled Wessely with his
erstwhile supporters, the venerable Rabbis of Lissa,
Prague, and Frankfurt.
The next point of contention was the everyday
language that the European Jew was expected to use.

In

1781, Joseph II of Austria issued his famous Edict of
Toleration, in which he removed the harsh disabilities
from the Jewish citizens of his empire, but in requital
he ordered that Jews educate their children in the German
language.

The traditionally-minded Jews both of Austria

and the rest of Europe consequently regarded the F.dict as
nothing less than a calamity. 29

They feared that once

the Jewish youth, as a result of their Germ.an studies
would neglect the study of the Talmud, which until then
was the sole subject studied in the Hadar.tm and Yeshivot
of Central and Eastern Europe, the whole structure of
traditional life for the Jew would collapse.

Wessely,

an ardent believer in secular learning, held that a
knowledge of other subjects and especially a mastery of
the vemacular, far from hindering the study of the Torah,
actually enhanced such studies, and openly supported the
Kaiser's ediet.
Shalom!! ~

He published a pamphlet, entitled D1bre

3o (Words of Peaee and Truth), in which he

urged Austrian Jewry to rejoice at the good intention of

11

their ruler and to implement immediately his order of
establishing German schools for Jewish youtho

The one-

sided emphasis on the study of the Talmud must cease,
be demanded.

Everyone must learn at least how to read

and write the vernacular.

Jewish studies would be graded

and only those who by their thirteenth year had shown
proficiency in and special aptitude for talmudical studies
would be encouraged to continue.

"We have not all been

created to become experts of the Talmud," declared
Wessely 31 categorically, "[and] unless we all become

familiar with European culture, we forfeit our right even
to be called human."
Such an attack on the existing educational system
then prevailing could not go unanswered.

Wessely, in his

enthusiasm, had perhaps spoken a little too harshly in
criticizing the old rabbis who were ignorant of any other
learning but the Talmud and its cormnentators, and the
latter were no less vehement in their condemnation of him.
There must have been close consultation and cooperation
between the leading rabbis of the time.

The Sabbath of

March 23, 1782, preceding the Passover Holiday (Shabbat
Hagadol) must have been selected by agreement as the day
on which the concerted attack on Wessely was to begin.
This we can infer from the fact that at least two of the
most prominent rabbis of the time, Yehezkel Landau of
Prague and Lissa's David Tevele Chorochov delivered stinging attacks on Wessely on that day.
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We are fortunate, indeed, that both these sermons
have been preserved. 32
of the time.

They help us to recapture the mood

The challenge was thrown down to the Jewish

authorities to come forward and lead the erring youth who
were grappl 1ng with the consuming probl em of the day - how
to adapt oneself to the new realities of a life outside an
enforced ghetto.

Of special interest to us is the stand

taken by the Lissa rabbi. 33

After thanking providence that

Jews now live under the protection of monarchs who are
favorably inclined towards Jews - the Kaiser of Austria
and the King of Poland - Chorochov begins his attack on
Wessely:
A low person [ Jt,Gt,-,,..,'r~ C't•<J,? ] has come forward
to advise us about the study of the Talmud and
secular learning • • • • He asks more of us than
the Kaiser himself; we, too, would not mind to
have schools where our children could be taught
a little secular knowledge for a few hours, but
where would the funds for such tremendous expenditure [sic] come from? The Kaiser will no doubt
make arrangements for that too, for he means well
with us Jews • • • • But this accursed Hirz Weisel
presumes to counsel us; there are plenty of
learned scholars in Austria and we do not need
his counselo • • • Perhaps he thinks that people
who are not interested in the pleasures of this
world are therefore devoid of culture and for
this reason he calls anybody who grows a full
beard as devoid ot: human attributes l p,,c JnlJiN " HI].
As leader of this community I must be on guard not
to allow any dangerous books among you. In view of
this last book of Weisel I must suspect also his
earlier works and therefore I ask you to send any
of his books that might be in your possession to
me and I will dispose of them [
;)J!_j~ ].
Chorochov is fully aware of the irony of the situation
that only a few years previously he had so wholeheartedly
endorsed t h e ~ Lebanon, and he explains:
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I did not want to approve the book at first
because a person who is not .fully conversant
with the depth of talmudieal learning based
on the explanations of the r1shonim cannot be~1.
called a real scholar [ fi'o.e.,, 'AJ..:;/J tG~ J>j /'IL].~
But you [the people of Lissa] persuaded me that
it was safe. Landau, who also approved Weisel's
work, must have had his doubts even at that time
for he added: "I want his works to be published
on condition that none of our minha im be chan ed
[ f}'l-')N.N 1c , 1- 'tp;l • author's italics
Wessely was not the man to take these attacks lightly.
In a second letter 35 dated April 21, 1782, which he also
distributed among Jewish communities of Austria, he wrote
that a knowledge of the vernacular was essential for any
student of the Bible; Jews with secular knowledge, like
Mendelsohn, Doctor Herz, 36 Doctor Bloch, 37 who are a credit
to the whole community, bring only honor to their people.
At times his style is devoid of any bitterness and almost
pathetic:

"Why should you be angry, O house of Israel,"

he writes,3 8 "against one who does not deny the truth."
He . ~poke from bitter personal experience, Wessely continued,
because as a youngster of five, without the slightest lmowledge of Bible or Mishnah he was plunged into the middle of
Tractate Kiddushin.

After explaining how Ashkenazi Jews

had had no chance to improve their cultural standards because they used to live among uncivilized peoples, in contrast to Sefardim who often lived among nationalities
intellectually active, Wessely bluntly challenged his
opponents:

"Produce proof that there is anything amiss

in my first open letter, and do it in writing, for all to
see, or forever hold your peace.n39
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At this point Wessely impugns the sincerity of his opponents.

Considering the abuse heaped upon him we can

perhaps understand it.

He writes:43

Even those who do understand the correctness or our stand (i.e., the need for better
education in general subjects) are annoyed
with me for having drawn the attention of our
young men to it because the proponents themselves fear a diminution of the honor they
imagine is due them, irlll,much as they, too,
lack secular education.44
Then he reiteratea:45

"We already found it necessary to

answer the loud cries of protest of these men who think

themselves superior to the whole people [
As can be expected, neither was Chorochov•s attack on
him glossed over in silence.

Wessely writes:46

The rabbi of Lissa demanded on Shabbat
Hagadol in his synagogue that my letter be
burned and that the rest of my books be impounded • • • • You can see how great is the
stupidity, the foolishness ot those districts,
• • • you can see for yourselves how the
rabbis of Prague and Lissa with their whole
eollegium [ ,1 ~ t'j? k>fY] praised my works
warmly47 • • •. and because of this letter how
they have become enemies of mine and of my
Torah explanation.
1

These altercations continued unabated, with Lissa and
its rabbi taking the lead in rigorously defending the old
pattern.

It is interesting to speculate what part, it any,

Eger took in these violent discussions that must have been
going on in Lissa at this time.

It is inconceivable that a

· young man with the brillian mind of Eger would have been
entirely disinterested in the vital question of the need
fo r secular education.

It is probably correct to assume

that Eger did not altogether share the violent dislike of
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Chorochov and of the other prominent rabbis of his time;
that he did not think the violent denunciation of
Wessely was proper.

While we have no direct contemporary

evidence on this point, there are sufficient indications
from Eger's later pronouncements and letters to enable us
to infer what his attitude to the whole question was years
later.

This problem will be discussed more fully in

another ohapter.48

What ls of primary importance now ls

to realize that during the formative years of Eger's
growth, the intellectual battle for complete Jewish emancipation was joined; that the reverberations of these
struggles deeply stirred the minds of Jews everywhere and
particularly so in Eger's home city, in Lissa, which,
owing to its lmportance,49 assumed a position of leadership
among the Jewish communities of westem (later Prussian)
Poland.
Meanwhile, in Lissa, four children were born to ~er:
in 1779 his firstbom, Abraham; in 1781 a daughter, Shendel;
four years later Solomon; and, 1n 1786, Sarah.

By nature Fger was a very affectionate person and he
lavished love on his family.

We have two responsa50 in

which F.ger exchanges talmudical notes on dl~fieult problems
with his father, but which also serve to demonstrate Eger's
deep familial feelings.

They we r e both written when Eger

was still a young man, 51 perhaps while he was still in
Breslau. 52

We see how the lonely Aklba suspects that his

father sought information from him as a means of demonstrating
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his love for his son.

He writes:53

I think I know your intention of wanting
to derive pleasure from my words [ ''l-;l~~ 1tt.e[]
because of the love that nature implanted into
the hearts of the parents towards their
children • • • •
In turn we have abundant material to show the intensity

of his love as a parent.

We have a number of responsa that

Eger exchanged with his first-born son, Abraham.; 54 in them
Eger expresses the pleasure he felt when communicating
Torah-thoughts to his son. 55
This pleasure was even more apparent in his voluminous
correspondence with his favorite son, Solomon; the latter,
best known and historically the more important of his
sons,56 seemed to have inherited his father's brilliant
mind, and there is no mistaking Eger's real joy whenever he
corresponded with Solomon.

In the very first letter, com-

menting on some novellae of his son, Eger wrote:57
To my beloved son, A • • a father in wisdom
though young in yeara5° Solomon, • • • My soul
rejoices at your pleasant words • • • they are
the first fruits of your produce which you
have brought to me since you le.ft me; why did
you hide your words until today, my son? I am
indeed happy when I see you follow the path of
understanding of our great scholars • • • • Continue in your studies and I am certain that you
will yet become an outstanding scholar.
In later years Solomon hesitated to burden his .father with
many questions, knowing that Fger had to answer too many
· queries addressed to him from all parts of the Jewish world;
thus he wrote:
I return to my original request, let not my
father • • • weary himself by replying to my
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question
lieve me
at great
problems

in detail • • • my father may beit is because of his habit to reply
length that I h.es.itate to put my
before him. •
59

To this plea of his son not to exert himself needlessly,
Eger replied with a letter full of love and longing for
his son:

As to the misgivings of my son lest my
answers to him become a burden to me; believe
me, they are my very life, because when I
write to you I imagine that you are actually
standing before me ~nd that I speak to you
face to face • • • • 0
With his wife Glickche, Eger lived the blessed life
of a couple devoted to the same ideals; she watched over
her husband's bodily needs, taking great care that he
should not neglect the nourishment his weak physique so
badly needed; it was she who was primarily responsible for
the early education of her children, instilling the same
unquestioning love and loyalty for Jewish learning that
she and her husband received from their own parents.

She

was a deeply religious woman who combined a thorough know-

ledge of Jewish lore with innate piety, which enabled her
to discuss for many hours matters of the heart and mind
with her learned husband.

As F.ger wrote: 61

Who • • • knows the greatness of her piety
and modesty better than I? Many times we had
prolonged discussions conceming religious
problems [ j>9.-J> .Jltc.,•~ ] until midnight.
Thus the idyllic years in Lissa passed by; surreunded
by his loving and beloved family. 62 in constant intellectual contact with friends and students, Fger lived the
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life of a gentleman-scholar.

All his needs were met by

his father-in-law, who supported Eger well beyond the four
years he had contracted to support him at the time of the
marriage. 63

Moreover, F.ger himself test1fied64 that all

the precious objects of his household - books, silverware,
candlesticks, etc., - date from his Lissa days when, as
he puts it, •t1 could have been considered fairly wel 1-todo [

, 1~-{ .J', 1p Ht-'lJ

Y>'•;) ] •"

Nor was Eger a recluse who lived within the four walls
of his study.

He was treasurer of the Lissa Talmud Torah,

an institute for higher Jewish learning; 65 he was also
consulted by the Bet-Din in important matt,ers, as his
signature on a legal document signifiea, 66 though this
body consisted of dayanim in addition to the communal
rabbi, the !:!f. Beth-Din David Tevele Chorochov.
All this happiness was suddenly shattered by the
devastating fire that broke out in Lissa on June 2nd,
1790.

In the course of a few hours nearly two hwidred

Jewish homes were bumed and many people lost all their
belong1ngs; 6 7

among them was Itzik Margolies, Eger's

generous father-in-law.

The untortwiate victims or this

holocaust found refuge in the neighbouring towns, many
of them 1n nearby Rawits.

Itzik Margolies and his illus-

trious son-in-law were warmly welcomed in the house of
one of the city's leading citizens, where they lived ror
nearly a year. 68
All efforts were made by the Lissa Jewish community
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to rebuild their city and, in keeping with the tradition
of the times, moving letters of appeal, so-called Nlsrafletters, were sent far and wide, all of them being written
by Rabbi Noah ben Shimeon, 69 the noted Hebrew stylist.
Eger found his stay in Rawits a pleasant one; his
oldest son Abraham later married a girl from that city,70
and in later years he wrote with great assurance about the
Rawits Jewish community who, in Eger's opinion, would do

almost anything for him. 71

But he now faced one of the

most important decisions of his life:

in the reduced cir-

cumstances that his father-in-law found himself, it was
not reasonable to expect that F.ger could continue the
leisurely life of a B.2!!! Yeshiva without the responsibilities of the rabbinate that usually went with such a position.

Therefore, he had to be ready to accept a call to

the rabbinate if such were forthcoming.

On the other hand,

he was extremely reluctant to accept the position of a
rabbi.7 2

In the end, the die was cast when the city of

Maerkish Friedland offered the rabbinate to F.ger in the
Spring of 1791.
Itzik Margolies 73 himself urged his reluctant sonin-law to accept the position, and Eger did, though with

a heavy heart.

The call to greatness came.

In spite of

strenuous efforts of Eger to escape it, he could never
again be a respected lay leader.

The rabbinate, with all

its responsibilities and challenges, was now to claim
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him to the end of his life.

For better or for worse,

the following decades of traditional Jewish lite in
Central and F.astern Europe were to carry the imprint
of Eger's personality.
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II

IDER IN FRIEDLAND

1791-1815
The small Jewish community of Maerkish Friedland
is known neither because of ancient origin - it ia not

one of the many old Kehillot that dotted the map of
Central and Eastern Europe - nor for any famous men of
learning and scholarship who were bom or lived in the
city.

Its only claim to fame lies in the fact that for

a quarter of a century it was the seat of Rabbi Akiba
Fger's Yeshiva.
In 1772, by partition of the Kingdom of Poland,
Prussia acquired the western parts of Poland, linking
for the first time F.ast Prussia with the main parts of
the Prussian monarchy.

Maerkish Friedland therefore

passed from Polish to Prussian sovereignty.

As tar as

its Jewish population was coneemed, this change had
very important results.

At that time, life of the Jews

of Prussia proper was regulated by the provisions of the
special law dealing with Prussian Jewry, issued by
Frederic the Great on April 17, 1750 (General-Reglement). 1
With typical Prussian thoroughness this law set forth all
the details of Jewish communal life and lay down the
rules of what was forbidden and what allowed.

No sooner

2.3

had the new provinces been incorporated into the Prussian
monarchy than the provisions of the Reglement were applied to them.
The Jewish community was divided into three categories:

(1) .fully protected Jews (Schutzjuden);

(2) extraordinary protected Jews (ausserordentliche

Schutzjuden); and (3) tolerated Jews (geduldete Juden),
i.e., employees of the loeal Jewish communities.
The sections of the Juden-Reglement of special interest
to us are those dealing with the election of the rabbi, his
duties and jurisdiction within the Jewish family.
section

xxrx:2

In

we read that the election of a rabbi was to

be carried through by a group of 32 electors, representing
the three classes of Jews in the community, the rich, the
middle-class, and the poor.

In section

xxxr3

the juris-

diction of the rabbi over matters affecting internal
affairs, like marriage and inheritance, is conceded, though
reluctantly.4
The Maerkish Friedland Jewish community organization
consisted of three ~arnassim5 (elders) whose election had
to be confirmed by the local authorities. 6

It was such

a group of thirty-five men - thirty-two electors and the
three elders 7 - that met on February- 12, 1791 and decided
. to appoint the young Lissa scholar, Akiba Eger, to fill
8
the vacancy caused by the death of their former rabbi.
During the same meeting the financial conditions under
which their rabbi was to work were written out in full 0 9

His basic salary was to consist of 12 Reichs-Thaler (Rt.)
per month (144 Rt. per annum), and with all other sources
of income did not amount to 200 Rt. per year.

In order

to understand the significance of this sum, it might be
helpful to point out that in 1808 Minister Freiherr

v. Schroetter, in a draft of an emancipation bill submitted
to King Friedrich Wilhelm III, suggested that the basic
salary for a communal rabbi be no less than 800 Rt. per
annum. 10
In spite of these extremely unsatisfactory financial
terms, F.ger accepted the call of the Friedland community
and for the first time occupied a position of importance
as the recognized leader of a Jewish community.

Here he

continued the career of a gifted teacher, already begun in
Lissa.

Though his original contract with the comm.unity

merely called for the establishment of four free tables 11
(pletten) for needy students, soon tens and later hundreds
of students flocked to Friedland to draw from the well of
wisdom and Torah-knowledge in Friedland.
Nor did he neglect to answer questions of Jewish law
and learning that were addressed to him from far and near.
By means of these responsa, he won the enviable reputation
of being one of the outstanding scholars of his time.
Many of the leading rabbis exchanged responsa with him:
Ro Meir Posner, 12 Rabbi of Danzig, author of the

authoritative~

.M!!!:;

R. Zvi Hersh Zamosh, 13 Rabbi in

Glogau (1782-1802) and later Ham.burg (-1807), author of
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the responsa Tiferet !!,!; Yehuda Leb Kalisher, 1 4 an old
friend from Lissa (since 1807 Av-Beth-Din of that city),
author of well-known Ha-yad Ha-Hazakah; Yaakov LorberbaumLissa, prolific author, 1 5 unhappy yet outstanding, 16 and
many others.

A complete list of F.ger's correspondents,

those mentioned both in his own collection as well as those
that included his correspondence in their own collection
of responsa, 17 reads like a register of the great rabbinical
scholars of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.
In spite of these stimulating activities, F.ger was
deeply unhappy in the rabbinate.

Basically, he was an

extremely modest and self-effacing personality who would
have preferred to devote himself to the study of his beloved Torah without having to assume the duties of the
rabbinate.
As a rule, he was reluctant to give a decision to a
practical problem for fear lest his decision be erroneous
and he might therefore have caused others to err.

As

for his modesty, few leading rabbis of his or any other
time so longed to escape honor as did F.ger.

When faced

with some difficult problem, Fger would be loath to ac-

cept the responsibility and would preface his decision
with the remark that this decision be accepted only if

one or more fellow rabbis subscribed to it.
wealth of material

will be presented.

From the

18 only a few striking illustrations
Eger was asked1 9 if a Sorer (a scribe),
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who was found to have fraudulently supplied the local
citizenry with ritually unfit phylacteries, could still
be trusted with regard to two sifre Torah (Torah scrolls)
he had written in the meantime.

After a careful analysis

of the relevant rabbinical literature, F,ger came to the
conclusion that these sifre Torah were fit to be used,
but he added:

"In this matter I do not want to depend

on my own reasoning without the approval of the great
rabbis."

In another instance, 20 of much greater importance,
Eger was asked by the rabbinate of Slotwe (Fl.atow) to
decide a difficult and serious case:

A woman, whose

husband left for a long journey after Pessaoh, (and who
apparently committed sane offense later and was imprisoned
and unable to attend sessions of t h e ~ Q!!! later) 21 and
who since then twice observed her menstrual periods, gave
birth to a child on Purim of the following year.

There

were rumors about her marital infidelity and, after careful investigations by the local~

!2!!!, 22

witnesses came

forward testifying that they saw the woman in compromising
situations with a certain young man, of known loose moral
standards.
After a thorough analysis of the testimony and a
supreme effort 23 on the part of Eger to save the child
now bom f'rom the stigma of bastardy, he found a way to
declare the child as being considered her husband's truly
born son.

But again he writes: 24

27

Heaven forbid that you should rely on my
humble opinion, for who am I and what is my
strength, I who am but yo!_lllg and incapable 2
of understanding [
,f
~•p ,,f; ,1r(-.i/tl 1(';:lJ ] 5
except if the great men of our time were to
agree with me, and if the decision will be on
their respons1b1li ty, (_
,l)Nt Ji ,1/c.'1t;)rl [!.J 'J '-;J'f )
then I too will add my humble consent to their
favorable verdict.

,~,c

Following the suggestion of Eger, the local Beth Din
submitted his detailed decision to some of the greatest
authorities of the time:

Meir Posner, Zvi Hersh Zsmosh,

then rabbi in Glogau, and his own cousin Zabel Eger,
Av-Beth~ of Braunsohweig.
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Now followed an extraordinary series of responsa.
Meir Posner, in a detailed scrutiny of all the arguments
advanced by :Eger, while agreeing basically with Eger's
views (and heaping praises on Eger for his brilliant and

original deductions) was unable to come to a clear deeision.27

"The Lord knows," he writes, "that I strongly de-

sire to find a way to adjudge the child as born in wedlock
[

'1?/tr>

·)'t..);i)

]

•

•

•

if at all possible• n 28

He there-

fore suggested that :Eger, in conjunction with one other
rabbi that t h e ~ Q!n of Slotwe might choose, come to a
decision, and he, Posner, would acquiesce in it, since
the evidence culled from the authorities was none too clear.
"May Haven help us in reaching a true decision," he added
as an afterthought.

It seems that the very sincere dread

to incur such a heavy responsibility was relt as strongly
by Posner as by Eger.
Eger was now faced by a serious problem.

His innate
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modesty urged him to abide by the verdict of Posner, the
recognized authority of the time and by many years his
senior.

He was aware, too, that in a serious case of

this nature doubt was tantamount to an unfavorable decision.

On the other hand, he was filled with compassion

to save the child from the stigma of being a mamzer
(bastard).

Moreover, he felt that his interpretation of

the authorities was sound.
Without hesitation Eger wrote a second, searching
responsum,
argument.
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in which he refuted point by point Posner's

In a properly respectful tone, 30 he showed that

a careful reading of the sources would still uphold his

interpretation; that therefore there was really no basis
for Posner's doubts.

With typical humility he decided,

however, that he would never render a favorable verdict
against the considered negative opinion of Posner.

He

would come out with a favorable legal opinion, he concluded,
only if Posner could see his way unequivocally clear to
admit the child into the Jewish comm.unity.
Posner accepted the challenge; though valiantly defending his original position, 31 he nevertheless gave the
declaration Eger asked of him in favor of the child and
accepted the responsibility of the final decision.32

All

he asked now was that Eger should obtain the approval of
at least one other rabbi, since their decision was rather
novel in its apparent contradiction to the textual interpretation of earlier authorities.

Though concord seemed
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to be reached, ~er, with the zeal of a scholar, could not
restrain the impulse to answer some of the points raised
by Posner in his second letter.33

We now come to the exchange of views between Hersh
Zamosh and F.ger; the former was disinclined to agree with
the favorable verdict of Fger, 34 finding fault with a
number of technical points conceming the trustworthiness
of the witnesses 1n this sordid affair. 35

In Fger's reply

we suddenly find a complete change of attitude.

Gone is

the self-effacing hesitancy he adopted in replying to
Posner; he used very strong 36 language wherever he felt
Zamosh did not fully understand a certain fine point that
he made, and did not hesitate to tell his correspondent:
0

From his words it becomes apparent that his Honor did not

suf ficiently examine my statement."
He was especially surprised that, with regard to the
reliability of one of the witnesses, Zamosh seemed to take
the opposite view from that taken by himself or Posner.
~t any rate, Fger felt positive enough not to be shaken by
the adverse opinion.

His cousin Zabel Eger also hesitated

to accept Eger's reasonings fully, and even quoted his
father, Yehuda Leib Fger;37 but he ultimately acquiesced
in the decisiono
Thus we see E:ger in true perspective:

usually modest,

s cholastically cautious, and :full of awe lest he decide an
issue not in strict accordance with the laws of the Jewish
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religion; yet full of a warm understanding towards the
needs of people in distress and ready to marshall all
the arguments his inventive mind could wring from the
codes and commentaries of Jewish learning.
During the first few years of his life in Friedland,
his wife Glickche continued to lavish care and affection
on him, enabling him to devote himself wholeheartedly to
the study of the Torah.

She even succeeded in hiding the

difficult financial situation38 under which the family
had to live with Fger's low salary.

She lent a patient

and understanding ear when out of the depth of his oversensitive nature he complained to her about his plight:
that he had to accept this position of the rabbinate in
which he was being paid for doing nothing 39 and which
moreover imposed on him the terrible responsibility to
decide matters of Jewish religious law.4°
Though the daughter of a prominent businessman,
accustomed to the amenities of life which money provided
even in the frugal, unsophisticated life of that era.,
she was willing, according to the testimony of her husband,41
to retire with him from his position, once their children
would be settled, and to live on bread and water alone.
Two of their children were already happily married:
in 1795 the proud parents led their scholarly firstborn,
Abraham, li-2 to the Huppah, and early in 1796 their daughter
Shendel married a well-to-do, learned, and charitable
merchant in Bromberg, named Davidsohn.
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Fger already was discussing with his son Abraham
and other friends the possibilities of giving up his
position and accepting the humble post of a sexton
(Shammash) or a night watcbman,43 when his wife began
to ail.

Her condition deteriorated rapidly and in spite

of the greatest etforts by her husband and her physicians
she died on February 21, 1796.
F.ger's grief at the loss of his beloved wife was
uncontrollable.

During her illness he had watched over

her day and night, and the exhaustion of his limited
physical strength brought on a severe illness.

He was

unable to retain food, nor sleep, nor, what was even more
taxing for him, could he concentrate on his beloved
studies.

Three weeks after Glickehe 1 s death the desolate

widower wrote to his friends in Lissa:44

Friends suggest different matters [possible
re-marriage] to me • • • but I do not listen
to these suggestions and I tell them that I
will not consider anything of that kind until
I have recovered a little from 'lff1 sorrow • • • •
When I open letters [containing suggestions
for a match] as soon as my eyes see anything ot
that kind my tears cover the letters and I
throw them down, without answering them.
Earlier in the same letter Eger poured out his grief to
these two friends from Lissa, Rabbi Mendel Chorochov45 and
Rabbi David Pollak:46
Now that she has returned to her Father's
house in her youth • • • I am bereaved and
smitten, a broken vessel • • • • With whom will
I talk of my worries and ease my mind? • • •
How can I ever forget my own right hand? • • •
All happiness and joy have gone from me.
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We obtain a glimpse of his real attitude to the rabbinate
in this passage of his letter:

I need a little time to gather my thoughts
conceming my bodily needs • • • the needs of
my household, before I can begin to think
about a second marriage • • • • Whether I will
continue to remain in the rabbinate or whether
I will search out a way to find some respite
and throw oft the yoke of the rabbinate and
to live like one of the people; it is known
to you how intensely I dislike the rabbinate Thou O Lord knowest it all - • • • •
Now his reasons follow:
Quite apart from the fear of the wrong decision, for one as ignorant as I am [it seems]
as if the Gehinnom were open undemeath me;
moreover the necessity to lecture before
others • • • and to expotmd pilpulistic arguments, where it is at times impossible tp
suppress the [vain] joy of satisfaction.47
And then comes the one reason that is perhaps most characteristic of him:

lest by accepting the piteous allowance

his community paid him at that time, he should in fact be
a parasite, receiving a salary without really deserving it:

The manner of eaming my livelihood also
displeases me; to be a burden to the congregation [and getting paid] for nothing, without
any actual work; to take [ money] from individuals who perhaps only give reluctantly, under
pressure of public opinion • • • • Believe me.
I pray most fervently during the High Holidays
to be saved from this predicament • • • • Though
I realize that I am not unique in this position,
I presume that the other rabbis have their own
reasons • • • but I cannot find any solution
for it at all.
·
There was one more factor that Eger was considering
and weighing before making up his mind about a second
marriage.

There was the possibility48 that his widowed

mother~9 who had in the meantime led to the Huppah her
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youngest daughter, Sarl, in 1794, and who lived under
rather difficult financial conditions, might want to join
her oldest son, Akiba.

Fger realized what strain this

would impose on a young and inexperienced girl like the
one his friends proposed to him - the daughter of his
brother-in-law Yehoshua Fe1belman; and he felt that if
such an eventuality came to pass, and his mother were to
live with him, a more mature person than his young niece
should be his partner for life.
The fact that his two friends hurried the matter and
had already spoken about the proposed match to the bereaved
in-laws of Eger in Lissa greatly disturbed Fger; he felt

that such premature action might be misconstrued by his
parents-in-law, for whom Eger had the greatest love and
admiration;50 it might indicate that he could easily
forget the love and devotion that had united him with his
first wife.
On second thought, however, Eger found the proposal

more to his liking; he knew and respected Feibelman as an
outstanding scholar51 and by marrying his daughter he
would perhaps bring satisfaction to Izik Margolies, his
liberal and devoted first father-in-law, whose granddaughter he would now wed.

This consideration tipped the

scales of decision and in the summer of the same year
(Monday, August 29, 179652 ) the wedding took place in
Lissa. 53
With his second wife, Brendel, Fger also lived very
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happily, and in spite of her youth (she was only sixteen
years old when Eger married her) his children from his
first wife treated her with consideration and respect.
In one of his letters54 to his "new" father-in-law, Fager
wrote:
• • • concerning his daughter • • • let
his pure heart be confident and assured and
let him not worry about anything because
great is the fear of the Lord in her and her
wisdom stands her in good stead • • • • in
spite of her tender years she is, the Almighty
be praised, the vecy support and mainstay of
the house • • • my children also • • • are
comforted through her after their mother and
revere and honor her as if she were their
true mother.
In the same year, 1796, his uncle Wolf Fger passed
away and the men of his community in Leipnik pressed Eger

to accept the position there.55

Eger was almost willing

to accept, it would seem from the inquiry of his relative
Hersh Zamosh who wanted to know if Eger intended to move
to Leipnik.

Similarly, we can understand the significance

of a letter which Fger wrote to the leaders of the Friedland
community, asking them for an increase in his salary.56
Since the community of Leipnik was willing to accept him,
presumably at a higher salary-, and since Eger was now
fully aware that he could not manage on his present salary,
he was forced to ask for an increase.

Though this letter

was undated we are safe in surmising that it must have
been written at the time of his second marriage, when he
was made aware of his poor financial condition.

In view

or his attitude to the rabbinate in general and his
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reluctance to accept a salary at all, this step could
only have been taken under great compulsion.
Eger asked for a weekly salary of

5 Reichsthaler,

as against the original salary of 12 Thaler per month
under the agreement signed at the time of his coming to
Friedland.

The relevant passage in which F@;er seems to

hint at being ready to leave Friedland if his request for
an increase would go unfilfilled reads:5 7
Undoubtedly it is not your wish that my
stay here should be under forced hardships
(
j}h'~ --,, . ] so that my desire should b_e to
endeavor to find another way before me o • • •
The desire to leave the rabbinate and to lead a
humble life, devoted exclusively to the study of the
Torah and to the service of the Lord, never left Eger.
We know of at least one more letter that Eger wrote 58 to
one of his students, begging him to help in the great
cause; he had already enlisted the interest of a few
generous men who were willing to set aside a sum of money
for the purpose of supporting Eger, but this sum was not
yet sufficient - would his correspondent also help?

This

briefly is the essence of the letter, and because it enables us to see Eger clearly before us, a few abstracts
from this letter now follow:
I then thought that I and my household
will live like some of the poor; for who says
that it is necessary for us to dress in expensive clothes and to eat rich food? Are
there not many people • • • who eat but dry
bread and wear cheap garments! Let us also
be like than; and such expenses I could easily
earn by being a Melammed or something similar,
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because I would prefer any such profession to
being a rabbi • • • but my wife and my
children • • • held me back because they were
unwilling to change their accustomed way of
living and because of this I was drowned in
the mire of the rabbinate.
About a year before writing this letter, 59 Eger had
decided to extricate himself, come what may.

He had

persuaded his wife to accept the change and had found the
brothers May, printers and publishers in Dyhrenfurt,
willing to set aside a sum of money \'lhich would enable
him to retire.

Some of the rich men in Friedland, who

understood and sympathized with their rabbi's spiritual
plight, also volunteered to contribute a small sum, and
together this would have sufficed for him to leave the
rabbinate, though it would have meant a life of hardship
and extreme economy.

As :Eger wrote: 60

I said now was the time to accomplish my
intention, and I encouraged my wife until
she also agreed to it • • • and I was certain
that now my plan would succeed.
A new complication arose, however, when the decision had
to be made to what locality Eger would move after his
retirement.

On the one hand his son Solomon suggested that

he return to his native town of Eisenstadt, while both his
son Abraham, who was then living in nearby Ravits, and
his son-in-law Avraham Mosheh Kalisher, 61 rabbi of
Schneidemuehl, urged that he should remain in Prussian
Poland so that they should be able to remain in close personal contact.

F.ger continued in that letter:
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• • • , since I did not want to settle in either
Lissa or Ravits they advised me to settle in
Dyhrenfurt; because I prefer a small city • • •
where the few inhabitants would not unduly distract me [from the study of the Torah]; my
friends also told me that since the brothers
May were the first to commence with this Mitzvah
it would only be right to give them the satisfaction of living near them.
Yet, at the last moment difficulties arose:

leading

rabbis of the time, relatives - Zvi Hersh Zamosh of Glogau,
Meir Weyl of Berlin, and others - begged him not to go
through with his plan.

Most important of all, his own

mother categorically refused to allow him to resign his
present position on the ground that the various contributions promised to date would not be sufficient for the upkeep of his family; nor did his friends and well-wishers
actually set aside a sum specially for the purpose. 62
In utter despair Eger continued:
They [his mother and other relatives] persuaded my wife to change her mind and now I
remain imprisoned as I was before, unable to
extricate myself. The Lord knows my affliction
• • • daily I loath my life on account of the
rabbinate; after all, I was sent here to do
the work of G-d • • • • is indeed one, who occupies the positioo of a rabbi, worthy to be
called a servantb3 of the Lord? Many are the
victims of the rabbinate o • • my thoughts
will not rest from planning some means to
escape it.

In spite of these strenuous efforts, F.ger was never
to succeed in escaping this burden; before many years
passed he was to occupy one of the most important positions in Greater Prussia, in one of Europe's oldest communities:

he was called to be the spiritual leader of the

venerable Jewish community in Posen.
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There was one aspect of the rabbinate, however,
which Eger did enjoy:

the opportunity it afforded him

to work for the improvement of local conditions.

In

this letter, from which the preceding passages were quoted,
Eger proudly refers to the good institutions he was privileged to introduce in Maerkiach Friedland as his real
treasures [ /;,,);/
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It might not be out of place to mention here that this
strong dislike of the office of the rabbinate influenced te
a certain extent some of Eger's relatives and friends.

His

son Solomon followed the occupation of a businessman 1n
Warsaw until he lost his fo rtune in the aftermath of the

anti-Russian rebellion of 1830, when he was forced to accept the position of a rabbi in Kalish. 6 5 A son-in-law of
Eger, Chay1m Shmuel HaLevi Birnbaum, while an outstanding
talmudical scholar - Eger himself speaks very highly of
him in a letter66 to Birnbaum' s .father: " • • • whenever I
see him my heart greatly rejoices that I was privileged to
give my daughter to such an outstanding scholar • • • " refused many offers of rabbinical positions and lived as
an independent layman in Dubno until his death 1n 1887. 67
The most striking example, however, we find in the
person o.f one of his students, Mordechai Michael Yaffe ,
rabbi in Krotoshin , author of several works of novellae
and responsa. 68 Yaffe apparently succeeded where his more
illustrious master .failed; toward the end of his lite we

note would have sufficed.

We have his reasons for such

a departure, in a letter to his sons who were about to

publish the first volume of his responsa:73
Occasionally I would reply with a lengthy
answer because of my respect for the questioner, when I knew that he would appreciate
a detailed answer; and then again [I would be
profuse in my answer] when I lmew that my
questioner was unhappy or suffering so that
I might cheer him with my words.
Thus we find him replying at great length to his relative
Meir Weyl of Berlin, in the ease of a woman whose husband
was drowned, but whom the witnesses were not able to identify with absolute certainty (not having been present when
the accident occurred).

At first he ignored some points

that Weyl raised but which were somewhat irrelevant; and
he actually apologized for doing so:
There still remain~ few points that are
mentioned in his holy74 letter which I did
not discuss; not because I find them unimportant because all his words are beloved by me - but
because I intend to fulfill his request and
reply by return mail, and the mail is about to
leave.

As fate would have it, F.ger missed that mail anyhow and
he immediately added a postscript:
Since my reply has been delayed on account
of some difficulties with the mail, I will
not refrain from further discussing the points
his holy words raised. Though they do not
materially affect the issue, I do so, because
of my great love for himo
Numerous examples of this attitude are found in his
responsa .76
Whenever :Eger answered with such lengthy replies
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find him outside the pale of the rabbinate, happily
established as the "Klaus"-rabbinner of a small~
Hamidrash in Hamburg, where, freed from the responsibilities of an official position, he could devote himself
exclusively to the study of the Torah.

In the introduc-

tion to his Tshuvot MRa'M Yaffe, he writes:
I am grateful that fate has been ' kind to
me and brought me here [i.e., Hamburg] into
the house of study: I rejoice that I succeeded in breaking the yoke of having to
render religious decisions [
, / (..1/;,-;J J( ]
and the bur,4en of leading a congregation
[
1/~ 1")-;i Jy; ] 69
0

During the years that Eger spent in Friedland, there
flowed an ever increasing flood of letters addressed to
him by scholars from all parts of central and eastern
Europe.

F,ger's attempts to answer these letters almost

immediately70 imposed a considerable strain on him;

more-

over, Eger insisted on keeping a copy of all his decisions,
retaining both the question addressed to him and the
answer he went. 71

Eventually, he was forced to refuse to

answer any but the most urgent requests, informing new

correspondents that in the future he could not answer the
problems they might address to him.

Thus he writes to

one correspondent:
I usually reply the first time, when my
correspondent does not know my attitude [of not
replying to questions from outside his own town]
lest he should consider me discourteous, but
let him know what to expect in the future.72
At times his good nature and kind heart triumphed
over his i ntention of carefully economizing his time~ and
he would write a long and detailed answer where a brief

which consumed more time than he allotted for his daily
correspondence,77 he would make up for this indulgence by
curtailing the few hours of his nightly sleep.

His son

Solomon testified: 78
I myself refrain from asking my father
difficult talmudical explanations because I
know how busy he is and he will under no
circumstances give up his regular lectures
[
,t> 'Yl~p)) /'')/fl./
]•
If a question is
addressed to him from outside his own city,
he will deprive himself of sleep in order
to reply.
1

That this is no exaggeration we can see from a statement
by Eger himself:

"I did not want to give up my regular

lectures • • • and since I did not want to delay I did
not sleep last night • • • • n7 9

In another letter80 to

the same correspondent 81 he writes in a similar vein:
"Last night I stole a little time • • • to reply • • •
very briefly."
Whenever possible he would leave all answers to
questions addressed to him from other cities to Fridays,
because this was the one day of the week on which no
olasses were held in his Yeshiva.

His son Solomon writes:

All the letters containing talmudical
novellae as well as the majority of his reeponsa were written on the eve of Shabbat,
on the day on which no classes were held for
the students of Yeshiva.tl2
On

one occasion Eger wrote 83 a responsum a half-hour

before the commencement of a holiday.
Gradually, the scholarship and piety of Eger won
him a reputation among Jewish communities which made it
impossible for him any longer to entertain thoughts of a
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possible life of contemplation and study, removed from the
troubled realities of life.

Important communities far and

near were interested in securing the services of such an
outstanding scholar and saintly man for the greater renown
of their Kehilla. 84
Politically, too, Fger's superiority and leadership

Im-

in his own area - Prussian Poland - was recognized.
portant political developments had taken place.

After the

peace treaty of Tilsit (1807) between Napoleon and the
defeated Prussian monarch, a substantial part of Poland,
including some of the territory hitherto ceded to Prussia,
was reconstituted as the Duchy of Warsaw.

Instead of

bringing complete liberty to the Jewish subjects of this
French-controlled protectorate, a series of oppressive
taxation laws were issued against them.o

In June, 1810 the

government introduced, in place of the original poll tax,
a special Kosher meat tax, which inflicted hardships on
the Jews of the Duchy.

After various attempts to revoke

this tax failed, it was decided to send a delegation, representing all Jewish communities of the Duchy, to the responsible minister in Warsaw , and the rabbi of the Friedland
community was chosen to head that delegation. 85

Two years

later, a similar assembly of Jewish leaders took place, at
which ~er again played a leading part. 86
Nor was the city of his birth, Eisenstadt, unmindful
of the greatness her son had achieved in Germ.any-.

The

more people spoke about the fame of Rabbi Akiba ~er, the
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greater became their desire to bring about the return
to that city of its most famous son.

In the summer of

1810 the leaders of the Eisenstadt community decided to
act.

They sent Eger a formal letter of invitation

[ . .}).!J~1

1 6 Q,] asking him to accept the call to his native

city in order to "raise the Torah to its former glory. 118 7
The terms offered were very liberal:

an annual salary of

3,000 .florin {Gulden), to be paid in four quarterly
installments (two men had already been appointed to see
that the salary was paid without fail), additional income
guaranteed, an unequivocal connnitment to increase the
salary if it proved insufficient ("because our desire is
that the income of our Master and Teacher, the Gaon,
should enable him to live in comfort, without any worries"),
and above all, a promise to support all the students who
would flock to his Yeshiva.
The terms of this contract appealed very strongly to
Eger, who was especially pleased about the prospects of
finally living in a community that would beproud to support
a large number of Yeshiva students. 88

Moreover, he had

reasonable hope to raise some Torah scholars among the
young students of Eisenstadt, whereas, as he bitterly
complained in a letter8 9 written towards the end of his
s t ay in Friedland, he had been unsuccessful in enlisting
even a single local boy in his Yeshiva.

Added to all this

was the prospect of being re-united with his beloved

mother whom he had not seen since he left for Breslau in

1776, and of living with the other members of his family.
Eger consented and he agreed to go to Eisenstadt in the
summer of 1811.
The news of Fger's decision to leave Friedland and
Germany and to return to his native Hungary caused a sensation among his own congregants and constemation among
the rabbis of the province.

At this late moment the

leaders of the Friedland community reminded themselves in
what niggardly manner they had treated their illustrious
rabbi.

They decided90 to raise his salary to 12 Rt. per

week, and when that did not seem to outshine the tempting

offer of EisenstadtD they increased it to the handsome sum
of 16 Rt. per week.

In addition, they undertook to donate

250 Rt. on the occasion of the marriage of each of Eger's

children. 91

When all this did not seem yet enough, they

resorted to the one means that was certain to be effective:
they appealed to his sense of duty and loyalty to the cause
of traditional Judaism.
A lively correspondence now began between the

leaders of the Friedland eonnnunity and the leading rabbis
of Germany (included in this are the formerly Polish towns
such as Ravits and Lissa which belonged - for a time at
least - to Prussia).

The leaders of the community did

not want F.ger to leave Friedland for fear lest his departure pave the way for reform tendencies within the community.
The rabbis in their turn appealed to Eger to remain at his
post to safeguard the interests of traditional Judaism.
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Typical of the correspondence was the letter which three
of the Friedland connnunity leaders sent to Rabbi Abraham.
Titkin, 92 then in Gross-Glogau, appealing to him to
intervene with Eger and to urge him to remain.

By that

time ~er had already allowed himself to be persuaded that
it was in the interest of traditional Judaism that he remain in Friedland; he regretted his promise to the
Eisenstadt coDDnunity, and Titkin's intervention was sought
to help break the deadlock:
Undoubtedly it is known [to you] how our
rabbi •• o decided to leave this city and
to return • • • to Eisenstadt.
We are heartbroken • • • and only with
the greatest difficulties will it be possible
to find a successor worthy of him • • • •
From outside the country [it 1s impossible to
obtain a successor] because it is against the
law of the country [
fc.JlJ0 /;;~ /'? ~c:J
].93
This argument of the leaders of the Friedland community
was a very sound one; it was indeed the deliberate policy
of the Prussian government not to allow any Jewish scholars
from abroad to take up rabbinical posts in that country.
This factor contributed significantly to the rapid decline
of orthodoxy in Germany during the first few decades of
the nineteenth century.

The letter continues:

If the office of the rabbinate will not be
filled immediately • • • many good institutions which our rabbi introduced, as well as
the upkeep of the Yeshiva will be threatened.
Our rabbi now wants to remain here, because
he realizes the great ha;rm [that would be
caused by his leaving].94
In the same souroe,95 we find Eger's reply to Titkin, in

which he consents to remain in Friedland if only a release from his promise to the Eisenstadt community would
be obtained.

Eger mentions that in addition to Titkin,

such prominent rabbis as Yaakov Lorberbaum of Lissa, his
uncle Leib ~er of Halberstadt, and Meir Weyl of Berlin
had urged him to remain.9 6
Eger, then, did remain in Friedland, though he was
to visit Eisenstadt in the fall of 1812.

The occasion

was the wedding of his widowed daughter Sarl to Hungary's
leading rabbi of the period, Moses Sofer-Schreiber. 97

This

marriage, which united two of the outstanding leaders of
traditional Judaism, had a profound effect on Eger.

Several

years before the wedding Sofer and F.ger had exchanged responsa which reveal a feeling of closeness that must have
already existed between th

two; 98 now these contacts

became more and more cordial.

Eger displayed so much

affection for his illustrious son-in-law.?9 that when
Sofer, shortly after the wedding, wrote to the leaders of
the important Moravian community of Trietsch, whose rabbi
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had left them for a position in Regensburg, and asked them
to offer the vacant position to his father-in-law, for whom
he had great affection and with whom he had spent eight
101
happy days of intellectual kinship,
F.ger was willing
to move even to that small community provided it was near
enough to his son-in-law to enable them to remain in close
personal contact.

The affection he felt for his son-in-law

must, indeed, have been great, when we remember that he had
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less than a year before withdrawn his acceptance of the
position in Eisenstadt, despite the many attractions it
offered, because of a feeling of loyalty toward the position of orthodoxy in Germany.
On the face of it, this sounds incredible.

Were Eger

to leave for Moravia, all the arguments advanced by the
rabbis of Germany, quoted above, would still obtain;

1~
moreover, his beloved mother had died in the meantime
and, therefore, the one incentive - to be closer to his
mother - no longer existed.

Yet, Eger was ready to leave.

We must assume that his desire to be close to his son-inlaw was so great that he was prepared to ignore everything

else:

the appeal of his own parishioners, the counsel of

his peers, the desire to fight a rear-guard battle for
traditional Judaism. For some reason this plan did not
103
materialize
and Eger remained in Friedland until he
finally left that community for his great post in Posen.
The prospect of occupying Germany•s 1 04. largest
rabbinical pulpit .filled

F.ger with misgivingso

Eger did not love the rabbinate for its own sake, neither
its honors nor its responsibilities.
him mental anguish.

The rabbinate caused

The only consolation was his ability

to introduce needed changes in the life of his community,
to check abuses and to help organize philanthropic institutions that werelacking.l05
In the Spring of 1814, when Eger was about to accept
the call to Posen, he wrote, with characteristic humility,
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to his beloved son-in-law, Sofer: 1 o6
He who knoweth hidden things knoweth that
I am fully aware that I am not worthy to be
a head for foxes, let alone for lions; m,
position here 1n Friedland 1s greater than I
deserve, and how much more so would be Posen.
But then he states the decisive reason for accepting:
• • • But my teachers and colleagues from
Lissa, Ravits,107 Berlin and other communities near Posen appeal to me [ ,fy _,.o R- ~-J1,1 ]
• • • to go [there] and to • • • increase
the love for the study of the Torah.
1

1

The same men who so violently objected to his leaving
Germany for his native Eisenstadt, now beseeched him to
accept the call to Posen.

He concluded his letter

typically, 108 by begging Soffer to pray for him:
••
o I very earnestly beg of my distinguished
son-in-law that he should mention me in his
prayers, that the Lord might strengthen me to
lead such a big congregation, that He enlighten
my eyes in His Torah and that He let me find
favor in the eyes of the people so that I
should not be disgraced in this world nor be
put to shame in the world to come.

On

the same day F,ger also wrote109 to his younger bro~her,

Samuel, who had apparently urged Eger to accept the position for the sake of prestige, so that his children and
especially his famous son-in-law should be proud of him
as the "Posener Rav."

Indignantly F.ger rejected any sug-

gestions that such motives should in any way influence his
decision.
seem

The Almight

e praised, he cried, that people

to be quite willing to enter into arrangements for

marriage with hi

children even now; and, as ror Sofer,

it is he who is proud of his illustrious son-in-law, not
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the reverse.
Thus we rind Fger at yet another crossroad in his
career, facing the future with the same mixture of
humility and determination that we have come to associate
with him.

Germany's largest Jewish connnunity, against

the turbulent background of internal strife, was a challenge
ror any personality; ror one as shy and humble as :Eger, it
was indeed a supreme test •

•
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III
PRELUDE TO PO.SEN

Prussia and the Jewish Question
In order to understand fully the background of the
struggle inside the Jewish community of Posen, it will
be necessary to outline the attitude of the government
of Prussia to her Jewish subjects.

In 1812, a few years

before the call of Posen's leaders to Eger, Frederic
William II had issued in Berlin the long anticipated and
eagerly desired Edict of Emancipation, removing most of
the restrictions under which Prussian Jews had lived ever
since they were re-admitted into Prussian territories by
the king's ancestor and namesake, the Margrave of
Brandenburg - the "Great Elector."
While it is obviously outside the scope of this
dissertation to discuss its many ramifications, 1 we will
examine the attitude of the government to the internal
affairs of the Prussian Jews.

To what extent - if any -

did the government show a desire to bring about a change
in the basic attitude of the Jews towards their own
religion?

Was the govemment favorably disposed towards

those who wanted to introduce reforms in the worship of
the synagogue?

And, above all, what was the attitude of

the authorities to the most burning Jewish problElll of
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the day:

the question of the education of Jewish youth?

Though at first glance it may appear that the
Prussian authorities, reactionary in their dealings with
non-Jewish subjects, would show little inclination to favor
movements within the ranks of Prussian Jews to change the
traditional pattern of worship or education, a careful
examination of the data available shows that this was not
so.

However, during the development of the new policy,

examples of official disapproval of any innovations are
recorded - and some of these will be mentioned.
The first attempt of Berlin Jews to establish a
"reform" congregation met with official disfavor. 2

The

struggle of Leopold Zunz and others for the right of Jewish
ministers to preach in the vemacular is another example
of the restrictive policy of the official Prussian authorities toward their Jewish eitizens. 3

The zeal of some

authorities to prevent innovations in the religious life
of Prussian Jewry is exemplified by this rescript of the
Prussian Ministry of the Interior,4 addressed to the
Jewish community of Minden (in Westphalia), when the local
synagogue authorities apparently intended to introduce the
ceremony of confirmation.

Thereupon the Ministry of the

Interior intervened, saying:
• • • that no changes, leading to the possible
formation of sects among Jews, could be
tolerated. Since confirmation has to be regarded as such [a dangerous change] it 1s not
to be permitted.
Nor were orthodox rabbis slow 1n taking advantage o~
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this attitude of the authorities, since it would enable
them to receive governmental support against changes that
certain sections of the Jewish community wanted to introduc e .5

Thus, Chief Rabbi Abraham Sutro of Muenster

appealed to the authorities 6 to intervene in the practices
of the nearby community of Soest, where confirmation and
other changes had been introduced.

In reply to his re-

quest, the Ministry of Education advised the local authorities to take adequate measures against these changes.
Yet, a careful examination of the utterances of
responsible leaders of the Prussian government shows that
the instances just mentioned did not arise because of any
respect f'or or interest in the maintenance of traditional
Judaism for its own sake o

Quite the contrary is true; the

government consistently tried to break the religious
solidarity of the Jewish community.

As an illustration

we may use the attitude of successive Prussian legislations on the use of religious exccmnunication (herem) o
In the edict of 1714, which King Frederic William I
issued shortly after his succession to the Prussian throne,
he specifically permitted? the use of the ban by the
rabbinical authorities provided that two-thirds of the fine
of one Thaler per day, which the well-to-do Jews had to
pay as long as they were under the interdict, were to go
to the royal coffers.

This followed the traditional

pattern of medieval potentates who were interested in the
strengthening of Jewish authorities, as long as a handsome
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excommwiication, was strictly prohibited.
After the death of Frederic II the Jews of all
Prussian cities sent a petition to the new monarch,
Frederic William II, asking him to abolish all the petty
injustices and special financial burdens, and grant them
full rights of citizenship.

Now followed a long period

of memoranda, commissions, reports, etc., in which the
whole Jewish problem was carefully analyzed with Prussian
thoroughness.

After negotiations which lasted for a full

quarter of a century, in which some of the roremost men
of the country took part, the famous emancipation edict
of 1812 resulted.
It will be of special interest to take chronological
note of some or these views rrom 1787 to 1812, inasmuch
as they reflect the attitudes of these high orficials
toward Jewish religious lire, and the authority of the
rabbis within the Jewish comm.wiity.
In 1787 Staatsminister von Werder inrormed13 His
Majesty that in the opinion of the competent authorities
it would be necessary "to moderate the compulsion of their
ec clesiastical law which rests exclusively on the authority
of their rabbis" (author's italics).

A rew years later

the general directorate (Generald1rector1um), which the
king had entrusted to make rurther recommendations concerning the solution of the Jewish question, 14 came forward
with the following suggestion:
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profit could be achieved for the benefit of the ruler.

In the most important legislative act of this king
concerning his Jewish subjects - the Generalprivilegium
of the year 1730 - there is a general tendency to restrict
the rights of the Jews, in keeping with the hostility that
this Prussian monarch nursed against Jews. 8
however, remained unchanged:

One item,

a Jew might be put under

herem provided that the royal exchequer would receive
the two-thirds of the fine imposed upon the sinner. 9
The next monarch to issue a set of regulations concerning his Jewish subjects was Frederic II.
the Privilegium in the year 1750.

He revised

This elaborate document,

comprising thirty-three paragraphs, now contained certain
significant changes. While it still maintained the
10
position
that all Jews in Berlin and other cities of
the Prussian monarchy were, in religious and synagogue
matters, subject to the authority of the rabbis and the
elders, it curtailed the jurisdiction of the rabbinate in
connection with the ban.

No one could be put under ban

without consent of the magistrate for such secular "transgressions" as .failing to pay one's taxes.

For mere reli-

gious transgressions, where the rabbi would sometimes
put the offender under a secret interdict, the ban was
categorically prohibitedo

11

As in earlier provisions,

the crown was still entitled to two-thirds of the ban
penalty that was officially imposed.

Under later legisla-

tion,12 dated April 17,1797, any kind of ban, or
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••• to abolish completely the jurisdiction of
the rabbis both in civil and in synagogue
affairs, because by means of this jurisdiction they are kept under a compulsion which
hinders their cultural development • • • •
It also recommended that:
••
o no further alien, especially Polish
teachers, who instill in the youth prejudices • • • tending to separate them from
Christians, be tolerated • • • • 15

More outspoken on the first point was the opinion of the
Legal Committee of the general directorate which frankly
declared16 that the main purpose of the planned reform
was to break the consciousness of unity among the Jews
and to wipe out any vestige of rabbinic authority. 17
This first attempt to improve the lot of Prussian
Jews by partial emancipation was eventually abandoned

because the Jews began to fear an attempt to interfere
with their freedom of relig1ono 18

Under this plan the

autonomy of the Jewish communities was to be suspended.
This gave rise to suspicion on the part of responsible
Jewish lay leaders.
Various other attempts to bring about the full emancipation of Prussian Jews from the restriction of Prussian
officialdom failed until after the great catastrophe of
the years 1806-07, when the complete defeat of Prussia
and its subsequent partial dismemberment led to a searching
of hearts, from which the Jewish question also benefited.
The man primarily responsible for the edict of 1812 was
the Minister of State, Freiherr von Schroetter, who
turned from a convinced anti-Semite19 to a champion

or
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the cause of Jewish anancipation.

Even this man, who was

ready to grant Jewish subjects equality before the law
and who worked out a draft on which the final version of
the 1812 edict was based, "had his axe to grind" when it
came to religious observance and the feeling of national
consciousness among the Jews.

Thus he wrbte. in his

supplementary notes to the draft: 20
The • • • appointment of a Chier Rabbi
[over all Prussian Jews] is necessary in
order to innuence more vigorously the reli•
gious institutions of the Jews through him,
especially the gradual modification of their
ritual laws .
The provision concerning education [no
special Jewish schools to be tolerated] are
intended to bring about the same [level or]
education among Jews and Christians and thus
to lead to the eradication of Jewish
nationality.
Schroetter•s plan for the new legislation concerning
Prussian Jews (this drart included also such provisions
as:

"Marriages between Christians and Jews are legally
pennitted, " to which provision Schroetter remarked: 21
"This provision will surely help bring, at least, part
of the vast fortune amassed in Jewish hands to Christians
since marriages between rich Jewesses and Christians can
safely be expected • • • ") was now. put before the
members of the cabinet so that their opinions might be
included in the final draft.

Of these opinions there

are two that are of special interest; both are from the
Ministry of Education and Culture.

•

The world-famous philosopher and scientist, von
Humbolt, 22 indirectly paid a handsome compliment to the
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Jews when he declared

23 that the Jewish situation was so

remarkable that many highly intelligent people doubted
if it were at all explicable by ordinary reasoning.
Nevertheless, the Prussian in him cropped out.

Among the

important suggestions he forwarded, the demolition of the
Jewish ecclesiastical organization occupied a pivotal
position. 24 He opposed the appointment of a Chief Rabbi
because 25
• • • one should not introduce a separate
orthodoxy among the Jews, but, through
natural toleration, encourage further schisms
and the Jewish hierarchy will disintegrate by
itself.
The Jews will gradually realize that they
have no real religion but only a ceremonial
law • •• and, driven by the innate human
urge after a higher faith o o • they will turn
to the Christian religion.
Similar sentiments were expressed by Humbolt's
colleague, Suevem.

He analyzed the situation by stating: 26

The Jewish nation is based on its faith
and it will not fully be assimilated among
Christians until it ceases to be Jewish [i.e.,
until the Jews become Christians].
He was also in complete agreement with the proposed amelioration of the position of the Jews in the Prussian monarchy;
indeed, for him the proposed changes were not far-reaching
enough.

Only the granting of full equality could lead to

the ultimate aim:
Jews and Gentiles.

the gradual, complete union between
Suevern writes with disarming frankness:

Perhaps the Jews will forget Palestine ,
if one would make them feel fully at home in
Europe; perhaps they will believe Jesus was
the Messiah , if one will no longer force
them to await another.
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Nor was he less outspoken when he discussed the role of
the public schools to which all Jewish children of school
age would have to go.

These schools would have to become

veritable "missionary institutes" for them, he insistently
demanded. 27
Events held out great promise to these Prussian
statesmen to whom the ultimate solution of the Jewish
question seemed relatively simple:

merely wait for the

eventual conversion of the Jews to the dominant religion.
The wave of mass conversions of Jews both in Berlin and
in other provincial cities 28 seemed to indicate that their
endeavors to lead Jews to forsake their ancestral religion
would be crowned with success.

Nor are we to assume that

with the granting of the emancipation edict in 1812 the

Jewish question ceased to occupy the thinking of leading
statesmen.

The acquisition of the grand-duchy of Posen

in 1815 brought large numbers of Jews into the kingdom of
Prussia and afforded the statesmen an opportunity to deliberate the problem of either granting equality also to
these Jewish citizens or re-examining the edict in the
light of this new reality. 29
One opinion above all others will be considered here
because it shows clearly how the main objective of Prussian
bureaucracy was still the conversion of Jews t.o the
Christian faith.

From the Ministry of Finance a lengthy

brief was filed, outlining possible approaches to the
problem.

"There are two ways open to us," wrote the
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Minister.
cate them.

"We could either exterminate the Jews or eduIt seems to me we do not have enough justifi-

cation to adopt the first way.n30
Jewish Proselytism
The widespread desire to achieve the conversion of
the Jews to Christianity was noted above; to prevent
Gentiles from embracing the Jewish religion, however, was
the concern of no less a personality than King Frederic
William II himself.

We can surmise it from a brief re-

ference in one of Eger's responsa; 31

Eger was asked if

it were permissible to teach the Siddur and Bible to a
Gentile who would like to convert to Judaism.

Since it

was against the laws of the goverrunent32 to circumcise a
Gentile and formally accept him as a Jew, the rabbi
wanted to know if he could at least study with him Hebrew
subjects.

Apparently the rabbi felt, and Eger agreed

with him, 33 that it would be illegal for a rabbi to admit

a Gentile to the Jewish religion.

But we have much

clearer evidence on the attitude of the king to such conversions.
The Ministry of Interior in Berlin addressed a note
to the appropriate authorities in Posen,.34 concerning the
cases of a number of young Christian girls who had indicated their desire to convert to the Jewish religion.
These girls had become pregnant after having had affairs
with Jewish men and must have thought that conversion to
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Judaism might pave the way to an eventual marriage with
their paramours.
At any rate, the Minister instructed the Posen
authorities that the King ordered the Jewish communities
not to accept a Christian into their religious congregations until the intended convert had been dismissed from
the Christian community (Gemeinschaft
appropriate Christian authorities.

ill

Christen) by the

When the intention of

such a person became known he should, moreover, be taught
the principles of Christianity by a Christian minister so
as to discourage him from leaving his own religion.
This document taken in isolation does not give the
complete picture.

There exists a letter which the Minister

of State, von Rochov, received from Frederic

William II.

The former had inquired how converts to Judaism should be
treated before the law, and suggested that they be given
the same status as Jews.

To this the King indignantly

replied: 35

• • • My order of November 19th, 1814, under
which conversions [to Judaism] will not be
permitted, must under all circumstances be enforced. If the rabbis will make the acceptance
of a Christian into the Jewish community conditional on the release [of the would-be convert]
by the Christian spiritual authorities, and if
the latter would refuse to issue such releases,
then such changes of religion could not be
effected.
Accordingly, I must correct your opinion,
to consider every convert (to Judaism] as a
Jew; because, if my orders will be carried out
everywhere, there would not be any converts.
The local authorities in Posen in turn informed the
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Jewish communities of the new regulations concerning
possible conversions of Gentiles to the Jewish religion.
This note, which was addressed to all Jewish communities
of the Grand-Duchy, ordered:36
By order of His Majesty, there is to be no
conversion to the Jewish faith without a formal
release of the would-be convert by the Church
authorities.
l. Transgressions against this order to
be punishable by four weeks imprisonment or
a fine of 50 Thalers;
2. Every case of conversion must be notified to the authorities;
3. The would-be convert must produce a
written document of release; in case of a
Protestant - from the Evangelical royal consistory; in case of a Catholic - from the
archbishop's consistory; and finally;

4. This document of release must be carefully kept by the Jewish authorities, to be
produced whenever necessary. [author's italics]
In other words, after the Church authorities had been
ordered to refuse the grant of an official release for a
Christian who wished to embrace Judaism, therefore making
such a conversion practically impossible, the local
authorities admonished the Jewish communities to preserve
such documents.
True to the letter and spirit of the royal command
the Ministry of the Interior advised 37 the local authorities of the Royal Government in Bromberg that:
The Church authorities [die geistlichen
Behoerde] will in the meantime have been instructed by the Herr Minister of Spiritual
Affairs [1™ geistliche Angelegenheiten]
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never go release a person from the Christian
union3 so that there will be no further conversions within the country if these instructions are followed.
Thus we can see that in spite of official documents
that seemed to indicate that conversion to Judaism was
permitted - though difficult (the convert had to produce
a fo rmal release) - Eger and the other rabbis were much
nearer the truth when they maintained that conversion to
the Jewish religion was against the laws or the government.
While these pressures were •being brought to bear upon
the Jews of Prussia from the outside - the promise of full
equality at the expense of at least outer conformity to
the cultural pattern of the majority, with eventual adherence to the majority religion as the driving power behind the government's attitude - a bitter inner struggle
went on in the Jewish community.
In Berlin a school of thought among leading members
of the Jewish community, the friends and pupils of
Mendelsohn, David Friedlander, and the men of the Haskalah
movement, welcomed the idea of introducing changes in the
pattern of Jewish life and worship.39

We shall see how

these influences made themselves felt in the venerable
Jewish community of Posen.
The Struggl e in Posen
The Jewish community in Posen looked back upon a
proud record of several centuries when, following the
Partition of Poland in 1793, the city passed under Prussian
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rule.

The city enjoyed a reputation for Jewish scholarship

that ranked among the highest in Poland.

SoDE of the

greatest talmudioal scholars were active as rabbis in the
city:

Moshe Mintz, 40 Yehuda Loew ban Betzalel41

("ill

h2h.!? Rabbi Loew"), Mordecai Yaffe42 ("the Levush"), to
mention but a few .

In 1780 Rabbi Yossef Hazaddik Falkenfeld,

a son- in-law of the Prague Rabbi Ezekiel Landau, was elected
rabbi or Posen .

When the Prussians occupied the city (1793)

it was inevitable that some of the changes that had taken
place in the capital city of Berlin, concerning the internal development of the Jewish community , should also begin
to make themselves felt in Posen .

These changes were

partly brought about by the Prussian authorities .

In 1797

a special set of laws was introduced43 into the province of
Posen, regulating the life of the Jewish inhabitants of this
newest Prussian acquisition.

One of the most far- reaching

of these laws was the provision that:44
In matters of ritual and Church discipline
no Jew • • • should be punished • • • for dis obeying religious statutes by either omission
or commission .
The rabbis are strictly prohibited from
putting into effect excommunications .
Rabbi Yossef had difficulties in adjusting himself
to the new conditions, and his relationship with certain
parts of the community, who were beginning to disregard
the traditional Jewish way of life, became increasingly
strained .
When he died in 1801 there already was considerable
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opposition to the proposed election of the rabbi's brother,
Shmuelo45

Nevertheless. Rabbi Shmuel. who enjoyed an

excellent reputation among Talmudists.46 occupied the
position as Chief Rabbi of Posen until his death in 18o6o
By then, however, the community was in no position to
think of appointing a successor.

The unsettled political

conditions 47 together with the after effects of the
devastating fire that caused enormous damage in 1803 - a
large part of the Jewish quarters, including t h e ~
Hamidrash and hospital were destroyed - made it difficult
to overcome the existing obstacles.
The oonnnunity was carrying a staggering load of
100.000 Thalers in debts. accumulated through a series
of calamities during the eighteenth century. 48

Though

under the peace treaty of Tilsit in 1807 Posen was incorporated into the Grand-Duchy of Warsaw. a French-controlled
Napoleonic puppet state. where the Code Napoleon - in
theory at least - granted full equality before the law to
all its citizens, the Jewish hopes for equality were sadly
disappointed.
In the following year49 the Grand Duke of the Duchy
of Warsaw declared that the Jews were to be excluded from
the provisions of equality of the Code Napoleon for a
period of ten years.

During that time it was hoped that

Jews would become worthy of this equality by eschewing
all customs and ceremonies which separated them from the
Christians.
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The fact that Jews were now forced to live in what
had hitherto been exclusively Gentile quarters - the
fire of 1803 left no altemative - plus the -official
encouragement of the authorities for Jews to become,
at least outwardly, like their fellow citizens, acted as
a great stimulus to those members of the Jewish comnunity
who wanted to follow the new "Berlin" trend.

In 1812 a

cultural society was founded50 which aimed at introducing its members to the German culture.
The leading spirit among these young men of the
time was David Caro, a scion of a Hassidic family, who
after extensive study of Talmud and cognate branches of
learning, taught himself European languages and culture.
He fought for the establishment of a Jewish preparatory
school, where boys would be prepared for entry into the
gymnasium, while also being taught Jewish subjects.51
For eight years the position of the connnunal rabbi
had been left unoccupied.

In the meantime the city was

not without spiritual guidance:

it had, as always, a

number of distinguished scholars as Dayanim.

But now the

traditionally-minded faction of the community, members of
the "electoral college," (under the constitution of the
Jewish community only men who carried the honorary title
of "Haver," bestowed upon them for their knowledge of the
Talmud and impeccable manner of living, were entitled to
vote) thought the time for action had comeo
At the suggestion of the Dayan R. Joseph Landsberg,
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a "shtar rabbanut.," a call to office, was dispatched to
the Friedland community calling on E:ger to come and fill
the vacant seat of Posen.

In order to follow closely

the course of events it will be necessary- to watch care!\1lly the dates in question.
The meeting of these electors took place on Sunday.,
March 13, 1814. 52

On Friday, the 18th of the same montb., 53

E:ger humbly acknowledged the oall.

While declaring to the

leaders of the comm.unity how much he appreciated the honor
bestowed upon him, he begged to be given a little time to
make up his mind.

F.ger hoped he would be in a position to

give them a definite answer within a few weeks.
In the meantime, knowing Eger's modesty., the Posen
Dayanim must have connnunieated with ~er's friends and
colleagues, urging them to encourage the rabbi to accept
the call to Posen.

We are strongly reminded of the

feverish correspondence a few years earlier, when all
efforts were made to prevent him from accepting the call
to Eisenstadt .

In fact, Eger himself draws attention to

this striking difference in a letter to his son-in-law
and devoted friend, Sofer.

He writes:54

• • • I am about to send an affirmative reply
to Posen, accepting the call • • • • Just as
they [the rabbis of Germany] beseeched me
not to, and prevented me from going to Eisenstadt, so now, on the contrary., they insist
I should go to Posen.55
From this letter we can see that as late as May, 1814, a
full two months after the executive committee (Vorstand)
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of the Posen Kehilla had sent him their call, F.ger had
no idea what a stoi,n of protest this invitation was soon
to produee. 56
The opposition was vociferous in denouncing the act
of the executive committee.

Consisting of the rich mem-

bers of the community, who were opposed to the older
system of exclusive study of the Talmud, they saw in the
appointment of Eger an d:> stacle to their more liberal
views.

~er's reputation and personality, they rightly

feared, might attract the young of the city to devote
themselves exclusively to Talmudical studieso
What followed now is not quite clear; apparently the
executive committee decided to bide their time, and wrote
to Eger informing him of the changed situation.57
In January of 1815 a special letter from Posen was
delivered to Eger, advising him that the auspicious moment
had arrived to proceed to Posen immediately in order to
assume the position of Chief Rabbi and thus present the
opposition with a!!.!,! accompli.

This letter was sent to

him by the Posen rabbi and Dayan Eliezer Zultz58 together
with the learned layman (ha-ra-ba-ni) Yossef Vielen.;5 9
they had both written after consulting with the first
Dayan of the city, R. Hirsh Skag. 60

An air of mystery

surrounds t his letter and there are hints of some acts
not quite above board - on the part of Eger's friends in
Pos en - which do not quite fit the pattern of Eger's
usual sincere and honest dealings.
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A letter was addressed to a certain Reb Aharon - ·
neither he nor his town of residence is further 1dent1fied61 - and in it Eger wrote: 62
I wrote to my son-in-law in Filehne63 that
a letter was sent to me by a special messenger
FROM THERE, from rabbi • • • • Since they heard
that I want to go away from here (i.e. ,
Friedland] they want to know if I am willing
to go THERE, because, in their opinion, all
the important people in the community
(
,7(,',~;-in ,'1[l 7f' G
] have acquiesced to
(his acc,ssion].
They (his Posen friends] ask me not to consult with anyone (author's italics], but to
answer according to the dictates of my
heart (
'P~J:::. ~":) /.JI' 1/l,tc__:::, ] •
I sent the letter to Filehne • • • sealed
to give it to my son-in-law; and he should
open it to read it and make a copy of it and
send it to my son Avraham who will sign it
with my own seal which he has in his possession.
1

Eger then gave the gist of the letter he sent:
You will recall that I was already once
willing to go to Posen when I was prevented
from carrying out my plans because of the
heart-rending letters that reached me from
Posen.
He was afraid to go to Posen for fear that new quarrels
might break out inside the community.
There is no escaping the impression that something
surreptitious was being carried on here.
Eger consult with anyone?

Why should not

Did his Posen friends fear that

if their plans were to become known in the city there
would be .further opposition?
We have no .further information as to what happened

between January and mid-swnmer of that year 1815, but
apparently Eger was won ro'Wl.d to the idea of accepting
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the call to Posen, in spite of the very apparent opposition he would encounter.

In August the Vorstand of the

community met in the little town of Moshin and sent an
invitation to Eger to come; though they had by no means
overcome the powerful opposition to Eger ' s appointment ,
they reasoned that once he was in Posen the forces of the
opposition would soon be won over by his personality .
But they seriously underestimated the energetic and
alert leaders of the opposing group .

Though F,ger had

been duly elected by all members of the elective
assembly64 the previous year, according to the constitution of the Kehilla , the opposition lodged a protest with
the Oberpraesident of the city , pleading that the appoint•
ment of Eger would constitute a dangerous act for the
whole canmunity .

They said : 65

Every reasonable member of our oonnnun1ty
will agree with us that in view of the fact
that [general] jurisdiction is prohibited for
every rabbi and since we have in our community
very learned men who are fully competent to
decide issues of a religious - ceremonial nature ,
we only need a good moral teacher who will encourage the people through his vigorous sermons
to [follow] every virtue and shun all vices .
They then proceeded to show that :Eger simply did not
possess the necessary qualifications; his voice was weak
and almost inaudible and, in addition, he was a sick
person suffering from dangerous maladies that threatened
his life hourly .

To reinforce their objections they also

pointed out the precarious financial situation of the
Jewish community, with its huge debt of over 100,000 Thalers.
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This protest, which was circulated among the members
of the congregation for signatures, called upon the government to order the communal executive committee to reverse
its decision with regard to Fger's election.

Appended to

this protest were the "real" reasons for the opposition
to Eger's appointment.

It is interesting to note that

the authors of this appendix, who were well aware of the
popularity that F.ger enjoyed among the Jewish masses, did
not state their real reasons in the protest itself.

To

quote their own words: 65
o • • in order not to expose ourselves to
the blind fury of some fanatical zealots.

In giving their real reasons, these men did not hesitate
to reveal their violent opposition to the one-sided study
of the Talmud for which, they knew, F.ger stoodo

They lmew

how strongly the Prussian government was interested in
modernizing Jewish life in the newly-won territories, and
felt certain that the authorities would veto the appointment of a man who held such "backward" views as did Eger.
Nor did they fail to denounce

66 Eger as a fanatic who

was diametrically opposed to the spirit of the time; it
was to be feared, they continued, that he would succeed
in suppressing all interest in progress and education.
Notwithstanding this growing opposition, the Vorstand
went ahead with its plans for bringing Fger to Posen.
the government authorities intervened:

Now

on August 31, 1815

they demanded to be shown the minutes of the election, and
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ordered suspension of the appointment of :Eger because bis
views concerning education gave cause for some concem. 67

Moreover, the elders of the community were asked to show
that, in the election of Eger, they had not overstepped
their prerogatives; they were likewise asked to show on
what grounds they based their conviction that the candidateelect would be able to satisfy the needs of the community.
The leaders of the community replied immediately:
they had acted within their rights, according to the
community's election law, having consulted with "a number"
of members from the community.

The minutes of the election

were written in Hebrew and would be submitted later in
translation.

In spite of the opposition of a large seg-

ment of the community, they had elected Eger because he
enjoyed a reputation for extensive Jewish theological knowledge and because he had held the position of a rabbi in
Friedland for over twenty years.

Moreover, Eger had al-

ready resigned his Friedland position and there would be
complications and inconveniences for the comm.unity if his
election were to·. be annulled.
This last argument of the pro-Eger Vorstand makes
one more inclined to believe the charges of the opposition
that a carriage had already been sent to Friedland to
bring Fger to Posen and that they (the Vorstand) were
ready to use every means, including the establishment of
F.ger as a private person in the city for the time being,
in order to secure the Posen rabbinate for him.
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Nor had these leaders of the opposition misjudged
the attitude of the Prussian authorities toward the vital
question of whether Jews should continue in their isolation from the general population or whether they should•
in time, become one with their fellow-citizens.
Oberpraesident Sposetti informed the opposition that
he had passed their complaints on to the competent authori68
ties and remarked:
The Prussian Government honors your conviction to make your co-religionists more capable
or being fully accepted into the union of
citizenship, by removal of all customs that
are outside the very nature of the mosaic cult,
and will gladly help you in every way.
On

September 6th the government decided• however, that

a majority of all members entitled to vote (st1mmberechtigte

Mitglieder) could elect Fger and decide the details of his
duties; nor could the dissenting minority have any valid
and well-founded objections.
In the meantime, strenuous efforts were made to reach
an agreement between the two opposing factions, and on
September 5th. 1815 a document was drawn up that Eger was
to sign before the opposition would give their consent to
his election.

The main provisions of this agreement were

intended to secure the gradual removal of the Talmud as
the only source of instruction for the Jewish youth of
the city.
1.

Here follow the most important points: 69

Eger must keep no more than six students
from other cities in his Yeshiva; he is
authorized, however, to secure free places
(Pletten) for them for Shabbat.
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This limiting of students was explained by the fear
that unless such a provision of limiting foreign students
were made, their number would grow to at least fifty,

with corresponding heavy financial obligations to the community.

2.

No "Haver" or "Morenu" cert1f1cates 70 to
be issued to unmarried men.

''Since the study of the Talmud leaves very 11 ttle
time for the mastery of.' useful sciences, 11 the comment to
Point 2 adds, "these honorary titles tend to limit the
education of our youth to the exclusive study of the
Talmud."

3.

The rabbi must never cause enmity of one
section of the community but should onl1b
preach "moralitz" in a general way [
..:>

1

-.-;i~ ] .

This was meant to prevent the rabbi from preaching
against the part of the community sympathetic to the ideas
of the Haskalah.

4.

The Vorstand undertakes to provide 150 fl .
every month for a fund to teach indigent
youth a profession or trade.

The purpose of this provision was to make sure that
these poor youngsters would be able to earn their own
livelihood without resorting to the shameful practice of
begging.
It was agreed that two representatives of the opposition would accompany the deputation to Friedland and
witness Eger's signing the document7 1 before he was handed
the official Shtar Rabbanut.
In compliance with the govemment's decision that an
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election be held, 161 of the total of about 200 members
of the community who had the right to vote cast their
vote unanimously for Eger. 72

After receiving the polling

register, the government sanctioned the election. 73
Eger, who had already signed the document of compromise
drawn up by the leaders of the opposition and the executive conmittee, was now free to proceed to Posen, and on
September 14, 1815 he entered the city.
The agreement between Eger and the executive committee
was never strictly adhered to; neither by Eger who could
not - by his very nature - accept the numerical limitation of students he was permitted to teach; nor by the
communal committee who failed to live up to their obligations for the establishment of a trade school for Jewish
youth.

This failure will be discussed in greater detail

in the next chapter.
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IV
IN POSEN

Eger came to Posen at a crucial juncture in the
history of German Jewry.

The upheavals of the Napoleonic

wars, the changes of sovereignty in many areas of the
country following these wars, the granting of .full rights
to Jews in the older parts of Prussia proper1 under the
edict of emancipation of the year 1812 - all these
threatened a disintegration of traditional Jewish values.
As mentioned previously, some prominent Berlin Jews had
attempted to set up a modem house of worship where sermons
were preached in the German language by enterprising young
men.

One of the young men who had taken an active part in

the Berlin conventicle as a preacher, Eduard Kley, gathered
a small group of like-minded people around him in Hamburg
and there set up the first Reform synagogue in 1818.

In

this chapter we will examine the part Eger played in the
concerted attack of the traditional rabbis of' the time
against this new venture.

With the spread of the reform

movement into other parts of Germ.any and

some

of its

r epercussions even .further afield in Hungary, we shall
examine Eger's activities in the light of his avowed int ention to restore "the ancient glory of the Tor$." 2
I t was not only against intemal opponents that Eger

fought; he was also a fearless champion when it came to
the defense of Jewish values against the infringements
of the government.
The Hamburg "Tempelstreit"
No single event in modern Jewish history, neither
the monumental Bible translation of Mendelsohn, nor the
fiery appeal of Wessely to rally to the cause of secular
education as advocated by the "Tolerance patent" of
Joseph II of Austria, caused such a wave of excitement in
the camp of traditional Jewry, as did the establishment of
the Hamburg temple.

The heads of the l o c a l ~ Qi!! -

Hamburg did not have a chief rabbi at that time - appealed
to the leading rabbis to come to their support.

When the

temple was first opened the rabbinate appealed to the
local authorities to have this house of worship closed,
because it violated the basic Jewish Law.3

Thereupon

the leaders of the temple searched for and found a man
willing to write a book defending the innovations of the
temple:

L.

Eliezer Lieberman, · an unprincipled opportunist,

possessed a fair amount of Jewish learning, wrote such a
book, Nogah Tzedek. 5
In this book Lieberman ar~ued that the use of an
organ to beautify the service, the introduction of the
vernacular as a medium for prayer, and other changes
could be defended from the point of view of the Jewish law.
Faced by this direct chall nge, the Hamburg rabbinate
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now issued a formal prohibition against the reform practices, declaring especially the following thre

innova-

tions as illegal: 6
1.

It is forbidden to change the accepted
order of services • • • and especially
to omit any parts of it.7

2.

It is forbidden to pray in any other
language but Hebrew; it is likewise prohibited to pray from any but the traditional prayerbook.

3.

It is forbidden to use any musical
instrument in the synagogue on either
Shabbat or Yomtov, not even if a non-Jew
were to play it.
8
The Hamburg Dayanim wrote to Sofer asking him to
publish a book in which the arguments of the author of
the Nogah Tzedek would be refuted; they wanted him to
publish it in cooperation with Eger.9
Surpri ingly enough, Sofer refused to enter into any
10
polemics with Lieberman. In his opinion
a book published
against these reformers would only be followed by their
reply and the matter would develop into a "free for all,"
in which idle spectators would be the judges.

Then follows

a surprising passage in the letter which would indicate
that none other than Eger himself indirectly caused the
defection of Lieberman to the camp of the reform movement.
Sofer wrote:
• • • it [the book Nogah Tzedek] only originated
because Lieberman was persecuted by the Gaon,
my father-in-law; he joined himself to the sect
and wrote a book for them according to their
wishes • • • • 11
Be that as it may, both Sofer and :Eger, as well as
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many other leading rabbis from Germany, 12 Hungary, 13
Italy, 1 4 Poland, 15 and other countries 16 wrote a letter
to the Dayanim of Hamburg approving of their prohibition.
Of special interest to us is Fger's letter, which the
Hamburg Dayanim published17 together with the replies of
the other rabbis.
Fger first bemoaned the fact that any man should have
gone so far as to discard important prayers that are mentioned in the Talmud, 18 and likewise to omit references to
the rebuilding of Jerusalem and the coming of the Messiah. 19
He then expounded the vi•ew that the Talmud, the Oral
Eaw, forms an indivisible unity with the written Torah and
that, therefore, anyone who does not recognize the authority
of the sages is, ipso facto, a heretic.

20

He was in full agreement with the Hamburg Dayanim who
had prohibited any change in the accepted order of services,
and advanced a very cogent argument against the introduction
of prayers 1n the vernacular.

Eger wrote:

And if some of them do not understand the
Holy Tongue, and they did not familiarize
their children with it, then this in itself
is very tragic, to despise our pure and beautiful language •• o • Indeed it is a disgrace for
us among the nations; because every nation
loves and speaks its language; should we forsake our Holy Tongue?
They instruct their children in French and
Latin, but they forsake Hebrewl
Nor did Figer see any reason for omitting references to
the rebuilding of Jerusalem; he felt that this in no way
conflicted with the loyalty of Jews to the country in which
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they reside:
Though we live peacefully among the
nations • • • and • • • are duty bound to
pray for their welfare, nevertheless we
look forward to and pray for the rebuilding
of Jerusalem.
In a very ingenious manner Eger pleaded that our
longing for the messianic era and the restoration of
Jerusalem, far from being disloyal to the countries in
which we Jews reside, is actually an act of kindness to
21
the other nations. He explained:
And then the goodness [of the messianic
era] will accrue both to us and the nations
[in the midst of whom we live] in great abundance and prosperity, as it is said in the
Scriptures: Praise ye the Lord, all ye
nations • • • for the truth of the Lord endureth forever.
Without going into any details, Eger also condemned
the use of the organ in the house of worship, comparing it
to the prohibition of the setting up of an idolatrous
pillar (

,? ,.

3N ) •

The letters of protest that the Hamburg rabbinate
published in 1819 did not long remain unanswered .

In the

following year there appeared an anonymous book, entitled
Berit ~ , 22 in which the author, 23 displaying remarkable
erudition, assailed the attitudes and arguments of the
rabbis, frequently quoting other rabbinic authorities of
a former age, and always mercilessly satirizing the defenders of the old tradition.
.y

The author of this aggressive book was David Caro,

mentioned in the previous chapter as leader of the pro-
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gressive elements in Posen. 24

He decided on anonymity

because he did not want to expose himself to the ire of
the traditional elements of his city and especially of
Rabbi F.ger, who had not escaped from a scathing attack
himself in the Berit Em.et.
We know that the moving spirit of reform Judaism in
Germany, Israel Jacobson, 25 counseled Caro not to incur
any risks; in a letter about Caro, Jacobson wrote:
• • • but I would not want the author [David
Caro] to receive the martyr's crQwn for bis
work - yet I fear it very much.20
To illustrate the style and methods Caro used in his
book, here follow two brief excerpts.

The first casti-

gated Abraham Titkin, the well-known Breslau rabbi.

In

his letter to Hamburg, 27 Titkin had discussed the importance
of the prayers and the impossibility of translating them
into another language.

"There are so many hidden meanings

in every word," he had written, "that it is impossible to
convey these in any other language but Hebrew."

As a

proof, he adduced the reluctance of the rabbis to compose

,

the "Bir at Haminim"

28

(the blessing against slanderers);

they did not feel they had the right kavanab (intention)
to compose such a prayer.
To this argument Caro bitingly remarked:
Our sages of blessed memory did not want
to write this prayer against the sectarians
because they g~ve them the benefit of the
doubt [ .Jt6 _4 J>..)r j>..Mc {lie. j-? ] • • • like
Abraham who interceded for the people of
Sodom •• o •
They [our sages] did not want to curse
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and revile them like the rabbis of our time
• • • who [are prone tol curse and revile
like the common people.29
When attacking Eger, Caro selected two minor points
from Eger's letter to the Hamburg rabbinate, and with
biting sarcasm uncovered apparent inconsistencms.

Eger

had written that "generally speaking, one is not permitted
to introduce any changes into the versbn (

l>°.!J ] that

has been arranged and fixed for us by our fathers from
generations past to our master Moses, of blessed memory."
To this Caro retorted:30
But he [Eger] did not inform us what
versions he had in mind when he ascribed t~m
to Moses: 3~hether he thought of Adon~
the Amidah
or the Psalm of Davicrr l')Q,Jc ] •
o

••

Secondly, Fager had compared the playing of the organ
in a house of worship to the biblical prohibition on
erecting an idolatrous pillar; to this Caro retorted:
• • • our sages of blessed memory did not
think so but they said: He who appoints an
unworthy Dayan over the community could be
likened to one who transgresses the biblical
injunction of"
;>?,.3.,vlJ/>'?_,.,rJ' 1" [Thou
shalt not erect a pillar.]
.
There can be no doubt but that Caro wanted to remind
~er of the bitter struggle that had preceded his call to
Posen.

It is clearly evident that in Caro's opinion Eger

was not worthy to occupy the position of a rabbi in
Posen. 33
In this connection it is no surprise to learn that
during Fger's lifetime, Caro never publicly admitted the
authorship of the Berit Emet; he simply did not feel
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strong enough to challenge Eger openly.

Immediately after

Eger's death, 34 however, we find that Caro, in a contribution to the Allgemeine Zeit:gng des Judentums 35 openly acknowledged his authorship.
Needless to say, despite the fact that Caro had his
book published anonymously, enough of his attitude was
known to Eger so that the latter had no illusions about
Caro's position.

Though nowhere in the letters and re-

sponsa of Eger is Caro ever mentioned by name, it is
reasonable to assume that Eger refers to him in a letter
to Sofer36 in which he discussed the question of education
of Jewish children in Posen.

In that letter Eger wrote

that "One Satan of our own people causes all the trouble
[

f 1L'1AJI

,AJ/t j1t1¥'N

,Mc

/0L ] •"

In order to assess properly the activities of Eger
in this struggle against the reform movement, one should
pay attention to the following:

F.ger's letter to the

Hamburg Beth-Din was sent on January 24, 1819.

A month

later, 37 F.ger wrote to his son-in-law Sofer, strongly
urging him to convene an assembly of Hungarian rabbis who
would issue a public prohibition against the reforms introduced in the Hamburg temple.

He likewise recommended that

Rabbi Mordecai Benet, 38 rabbi of Nikolsburg and the
officially recognized Chief Rabbi of Moravia, do the same
under his own powerful name.

In this letter Eger re-

ferred to the notes that Sofer had appended to Lieberman's
book (which according to another letter of Sofer39 Eger
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had sent to him) and promised to send it on to others
interested in the fight against refonn practices.

F.ger

wrote: 40
On my arrival here in Raw1ts 41 I found w~ur
letter and notes on the book [by L1eberman4 ];
I sent these notes to the • • • rabbi of
Breslau43 and I alsp1 intend to send it to • • •
the rabbi of Lissa.44
In my opinion it would be advisable • • •
to convene a meeting of all rabbis as I suggested
in my earlier letter [
/1 1-;,IJ.lfJ -r.J> JJ? Yi~6 ].
[author's italics]
...::)
Apparently Eger had already communicated twice with
Sofer on this matter of finding the best way to combat this
dangerous reform movE1nent; and now he reiterated his
opinion that a public declaration, in book fonn, would be
the best solution.

e have already noted45 that Sofer

opposed the idea, and in spite of the feverish correspondence that went on between Pressburg, Posen, Triesb:\46
and Alt-Ofen (Buda-Pest)47 there seemed to be no action
forthcoming.4 8
Moreover, the rabbis of Hamburg did not possess the
finances needed to keep up a sustained campaign against
the new movement; for example, they had to ask Sofer to
pass their letters on to Trieste, because they did not
have sufficient funds to drfray the costs of their extended
and prolonged oorrespondence.49
No account of the early activities of Eger against
the reform movement would be complete without mention of
the only important sympathizer with religious reform in
Hungary - Aaron Choriner, rabbi of Arad.

Choriner, who
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had received a traditional Jewish education in the Yeshivot
of his native Moravia , 50 became suspect in the eyes of
Hungary's traditional rabbis because of some ritual decisions that deviated from the accepted practices of the
day.5l

Lieberman found support for his views in the Arad

rabbi, and this open support for the reform point of view
aroused a new storm of protest in Hungary.

Rabbi Moses

Mintz of Brody, rabbi of the old Jewish community in Alt
Ofen (0-Buda, the older part of Buda-Pest) directly appealed
to Choriner, calling upon him to reomt publicly his
"heretical" pro-reform views.5 2

Rabbi Choriner53 acceded

to the request and wrote a letter in which he withdrew his
support of Lieberman .
Mintz immediately passed this good news on to Sofer, 54
who was responsible for the Mintz -Choriner correspondence

in the first place.

Though Sofer did not trust this public

recantation, he nevertheless sent it along to Fger with a
request to have it made public in Berlin and in Hamburg.
Sofer wrote: 55
[Date: March 2, 1819, i.e., shortly after the
receipt of Eger's letter.] I send you a copy of
the recantation of • • • ACHeR, written in German
letters [ });)Ji, /~It-?- ] • • • because after I had
written to the Gaon of Alt-Ofen [Moses Mintz] a copy of that letter I sent to my teacher and
father-in-law the Gaon56 - the latter sent a
long letter to "ACHeR," as a result of which he
confessed • • • • It would be good to publish it
[Choriner's repudiation] in Berlin and Hamburg.
Nonetheless, Sofer regarded anything coming from such a
source as suspect, and added:
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had sent to him) and promised to send it on to others
interested in the fight against refonn practices.

~er
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On my arrival here in Rawits 41 I found w~ur
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dangerous reform movement; and now he reiterated his
opinion that a public declaration, in book fo:rm, would be
the best solution.

We have already noted45 that Sofer

opposed the idea, and in spite of the feverish correspondence that went on between Pressburg, Posen, Tries~46
and Alt-Ofen (Buda-Pest)47 there seemed to be no action
forthcoming. 48
Moreover, the rabbis of Ham.burg did not possess the
finances needed to keep up a sustained campaign against
the new movement; for example, they had to ask Sofer to
pass their letters on to Trieste, because they did not
have sufficient funds to drfray the costs of their extended
and prolonged correspondence.49
No account of the early activities of Eger against
the reform movement would be complete without mention of
the only important sympathizer with religious reform in
Hungary - Aaron Choriner, rabbi of Arad.

Choriner, who

84

had received a traditional Jewish education in the Yeshivot
of his native Moravia, 50 became suspect in the eyes of
Hungary's traditional rabbis because of some ritual decisions that deviated from the accepted practices of the
day.5l

Lieberman found support for his views in the Arad

rabbi, and this open support for the reform point of view
aroused a new storm of protest in Hungary.

Rabbi Moses

Mintz of Brody, rabbi of the old Jewish commW1ity in Alt
Ofen (0-Buda , the older part of Buda-Pest) directly appealed
to Choriner, calling upon him to recait publicly his
"heretical" pro-reform views . 5 2

Rabbi Choriner5 3 acceded

to the request and wrote a letter in which he withdrew his
support of Lieberman .
Mintz immediately passed this good news on to Sofer, 54
who was responsible for the Mintz-Choriner correspondence

in the first place .

Though Sofer did not trust this public

recantation, he nevertheless sent it along to Eger with a
request to have it made public in Berlin and in Hamburg .
Sofer wrote: 55
[Date: March 2, 1819, i.e., shortly after the
receipt of Eger's letter. ] I send you a copy of
the recantation of • •• ACHeR, written in German
letters [ });')51 t-:ilt-c' ] • • • because after I had
written to the Gaon of Alt-Ofen [Moses Mintz] a copy of that letter I sent to my teacher and
father-in- law the Gaon56 - the latter sent a
long letter to "A.CHeR," as a result of which he
confessed •• •• It would be good to publish it
[Choriner's repudiation] in Berlin and Hamburg .
Nonetheless, Sofer regarded anything coming from such a
source as suspect, and added:
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• • • But I say, let this public confession be
bumt together with all the other books of his
witchcraft. • • •
Thus we see that while Sofer was the moving spirit
behind the battle of the old rabbis against the Hamburg
reformers, he cooperated closely with Eger.

Fger was also

in close contact with his relative, Meir Weyl, the acting
Chief Rabbi of Berlin, in this matter.5 7

Thus F.ger

achieved a reputation among the Jews of Gennany as a fearless champion of traditional Judaism.

Whenever the rights

of traditionally-minded Jews were threatened by interference from outside, through govemment intervention or by coercion from inside by a rabbi of a connnunity who
sought to follow the new trend and wanted to force new
ceremonies on his unwilling flock - they would appeal to
Fger.
We have a record of such an appeal to ~er from the
small Jewish community of Stadtlengsfeld, in the Arch Duchy
of Weimar.5 8

On June 20, 1823, the Archduke of Weimar

ordered that henceforth Jewish divine services were to be
held only in the German language.5 9

This edict caused

considerable constemation among the small Jewish connnunities of the district who were, on the whole, loyal to the
traditional methods of worship.
The rabbi of Stadtlengsfeld, Isaac Hess Kugelm.ann,
handed the Archduke a rormal protest, and during his life ..
time the law was not enforced in this small community.
After the death of the rabbi, however, the authorities
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ordered the strict enforcement of the law conceming the
language of worship.

We find 60 that several members of

the Jewish Community (Juedische Familienvaeter) turned for
advice to a nwnber of rabbis, especially to Chief Rabbi
Akiba Eger in Posen.
He quieted their fears in the firm confidence
in the justice of H.H. the arch-duke, the tolerance of the authorities • • • • Since any change
of ritual could lead to heresy and complete disbelief he .felt certain that a prince, being
G-d's ambassador, would want to prevent it.
But he was willing to go further, because he added:
Public Jewish services could only be held
in Hebrew • • • or else they had sooner to be
cancelled altogetheroOl
The document goes on to say that other rabbis, especially
M. Weyl of Berlin, concurred in this view.
We possess another letter

62 that F.ger addressed to

the leaders of the Eisenach Jewish community after the
latter had inquired of him what to do with their rabbi,
who wanted to introduce changes in their mode of worshipo
Fger's letter is lengthy, strongly reminiscent of the one
he had sent to the Hamburg rabbinate. 6 3

In it, he reit-

erated the arguments against any changes in the prayers,
urging them to dissociate themselves from men who wanted
to introduce such changes. 64

The whole Torah is one,

F.ger wrote, and those who belittle the Talmud undermine
religion itself, because
Without a perfect belief in the words of
the Talmud and in their tradition the whole
Torah would collapse, heaven forbid • • • •
There have always been men [who denied the
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authority of the oral law]; in the days of the
sages of the Talmud there were the Sadducees.

• •

•

But we had nothing to do with them • • • •

As to the question of the rabbi who openly disregarded
the laws of our religion, Eger counseled that of course he
was not to be listened to; that he either did not lmow the
laws, in which case he could not possibly be an authority,

or what is even worse, he knew them and deliberately
transgressed - in which case he was not a rabbi, but a
teacher of evilo 65
Eger then gave this advice:
Since the Lord has made us dwell • • • under
kings and princes who deal kindly with us and
who encourage us to keeE our religion and who
don't want us to transgress against our
religion • • • why do you not appeal to your
ruler? [author's italics]
Eger was fully convinced that were the Archduke but to know
that the prerequisities of an orthodox rabbi were the complete mastery of the Shul<;fuan Aruch and the personal observance of all the Laws of the Talmud, he would remove the
apostate Rabbi of Eisenach from office.

The naive and

childlike faith displayed by Elger in the authorities, whose
good faith it never occurred to him to doubt, is very
remarkable indeed. 66

However, this childlike trust in the

goodwill of the authorities towards internal religious
affairs of the Jewish community was shared by other rabbis,
tooo 67

It is all the more surprising since Eger had

come across numerous instances of intolerance and outright
obstruction on the part of the govemment whenever their
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policies came in conflict with traditional Jewish practices.
The Problem of Hasty Burial
At the end of the eighteenth century, various European
governments questioned the need for early interment of the
dead, as practiced in all Jewish communities.

In Austria

the famous Prague rabbi, Ezekiel Landau, wrote a lengthy
reply to a govemment inquiry, giving the reasons for such
practices.

In time there was quite a discussion about this

subject in the Meassef of the 1780 1 s, and the matter came
to a head when Dr. Marcus Herz 68 wrote his booklet, Ueber
die fruehe Beerdigung

ill

Juden.

Herz was not satisfied

with merely attacking the practice of early interment and

demolishing the arguments adduced by its defenders; he
branched out into a broad attack on the rabbis and their
opposition to progress • . He said:
• • • And what is the source of so many of our
weaknesses and our insistence on them • • • which
are the cause that the other nations accuse and
despise us, what else is it but the labyrinth,
in which our national scholastics love to mislead
reason, and from which no exit can be found • • • •
Herz declared that in arguing with the rabbis it was
impossible to use rules of logic (Vernunftsregeln) since
they did not recognize such rules.
As a result of some agitation on the part or the progressive elements in Breslau, the magistrate ordered that
in the case of Jewish burial the body would have to remain
uninterred for two or three days.
the

Thereupon the leaders or

Hevrah Kadisha (Jewish Burial Society) appealed to the
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authorities and obtained from them permission to resume
the old practice of early interment.
In the year 1823 the local authorities in Posen were
advised by the royal government to enforce the rule that
no person could be buried before the local police physician
gave his approval.

This caused considerable alann, and 1n

a letter to the leaders of the . Hevrah Kadisha in Breslau,
Eger urged them69 to send him a copy of their letter of
appeal so he could use it in Posen in his dealings with
the authorities.
We are in a position to see this question from the
point of view of the local authorities as well; one of the
documents of the Heinemann "sammlung"?O deals with the
unsatisfactory situation in the Posen district.

"It has

come to our attention," the report said, "that in the Jewish
communities the prevention of the possibility to bury people
alive is not treated with sufficient care."

To prevent such

an error, the government strongly reminded all rabbis to
follow instructions carefully, and then, with biting sarcasm:
• • • because in all the arguments adduced by
the followers of the faith of the Old Testament
(alttestamentarischen Glaubensgenossen] for an
early interment, always a real dead body
[ein wirklicher ~oter] must be presupposed; but
the question whether somebody is dead or not, is
not a matter of religion but of physics • • • •
Accordingly, it is for the local police
authorities to decide the time of the burial.
At the request of %er, young Solomon Plessner, of
whom we shall speak in greater detail in the next chapter,
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wrote a booklet in which the traditional mode of Jewish
burial was successfully defended before the authorities.
J\n echo of this prohibition against early interment

is found in a hal.achic reference of Eger, 71 where he wrote:
• • • according to the orders of the king ••
they don't permit to bury anyone until the
third day.72

o

The Problem of Divorce
Of a more serious nature was the other instance where
F,ger's considered opinion clashed with a govemment decree:
the problem of Q!! as opposed to civil divorce.
Under the edict of 1812, sweeping religious changes
were introduced among Prussian Jews.

Those dealing with

the laws of marriage and divorce were among the most important.
Section #17 of the e~ict stated73 that Prussian Jews
did not need to obtain a special marriage license
(Trauschein) before marrying.

The local Berlin rabbinate,

who feared that this provision might have some effect on
the existing marriage laws, inquired of the Ministry of
Interior whether the religious forms of wedding ceremony
would in any way be altered because of it.

On

June 12 6

1812 the Ministry replied 74 and clarified the situation:

paragraph #17 of the edict applied only to civil marriage
and did not interfere with the religious ceremonies of
the wedding.
Much more serious were the provisions of the edict
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regarding divorce.

Section #26 stated:

.Any party may institute divorce proceedings
on grounds established under the general law
[Allgemeine Landrecht] .
More important still was the following paragraph which
read:
The decision of a competent judge is sufficient to effect the civil changes [buergerliche
Wirkungen] in the case of a Jewish divorce o
It will not be Decessary to obtain a bill
of divorce [Q2!] o7;>
Not only did this law imply that henceforth the status of
a wife with regard to financial obligations (property ,
inheritance , etc o) would be dependent on the granting of
a civil divorce, but it seemed to render the granting of
a Jewish Get unnecessary, if not illegal .
Apparently this was the view held by the Royal
Supreme Court of Judicature in Berlin (Koenigliche
Kammerger1cht) , which , in the summer of 1813, ordered the
head of the Berlin rabbinate , Meir Simon Weyl , to fumish
a list of all Jewish couples who had obtained a ~ since
March 12 , 1812 . 76

It was implied by this request that in

granting such a divorce the rabbis had overstepped their
rights .

In a spirited reply, Weyl defended the action

of the Berlin~ Q1!: and wrote:77
Though the famous edict under section 30
prohibits actus jurisdictionis on the part of
the rabbis [in no case must the rabbis • • •
arrogate themselves • • • the right of jurisdiction • •• ], the issuance of a Q.il is a
non-judicial [aussergerichtliche] act o
To support this position, Weyl quoted Section #25 of the
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edict which provided for a religious ceremony at a Jewish
marriage (wedding ring, marriage canopy, etc.); since no
party could re-marry in accordance with Jewish law without
first having obtained a religious divorce, it followed that
of
the law must recognize the validity /and the need for a
religious divorce bill.

Weyl asked for further instructions.

On August 17 of the same year the Minister of Justice,
von Kircheneisen , upheld the views of the Berlin rabbinate
and declared the motion of the Kammergericht to prohibit
the issuance of a ~ by the rabbis or their assessors as
inadmiss ible o
• • • The edict merely states that a ~ is not
necessary; but in no way does it decide that a
Get is expendable or even improper for religious
conditions among Jews. These Jewish bills of
divorce, however, will not be effective in civil
matters until 8 the decision of a judge [Erkenntnisa]
is obtained. 7
Apparently the Minister was satisfied with the logical argumE11ts of Weyland he asked the Kammergericht to inform the
Vice-Ober-Landrabbiner79 accordingly.
On the very same day we find the Kannnergericht connnunicating the decision of the Minister of Justice; they copied
his letter verbatim but made explicit the provision about
the ineffectiveness of the Get in civil matters: 80
• • • The rabbis may therefore continue to issue
divorce bills at the request of their co-religionists.
On no account must these bills of divorce be effective in civil matters {buergerliche Wirkungen] until
the appropriate decision of a judge has been obtained • • • • Everybody desiring to obtain a bill
of div orce must be informed of this. [author's
italics]
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Rabbi Weyl must have felt quite happy that at least
the main problem - that of issuing a Q.!.!?. at all - was
solved.

He was uneasy, however, about the condition of

not considering the Get valid in civil matters and of the
need to so inform the parties who came before a fil!! Dino
Consequently, he addressed a responsum to Eger, 81 asking
him to consider the problem, which he succinctly summed up
as :follows:
It is not our custom to inform the couple
seeking a Get :from the Beth Din that in all
monetary affairs [
J1!}INA1..J ? J such as inheritance, etc., everything remains as before
until such time as a divorce called ''Scheidebrief'"
will be granted by the court.
1

Eger was fully aware of the difficulties involved but was
not willing to accept the government's decision, which was
contrary to the Jewish law.

"It certainly seems to me,"

wrote E:ger, "that the king has no right to say [ w1P1fil,, pti,-, J"c. '1c1J~ ]
that the~ should not be effective and that in matters of
inheritance she should be considered his wife and inherit
from him," [should the husband die after the Get was obtained].
Moreover, he continued, if the couple were to be told
explicitly that in al1- 'financial matters everything remained
unchanged, then a very serious question as to the validity
of the

~

from the Jewish point of view would

a·rise.

According to the Talmud, if a man intends to divorce his
wife and does not deprive himself of sharing in any possible
inheritance by the wife, 82 then the~ is invalid.

Being

a realist, Eger tried to find a compromise solution which
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would maintain the supremacy of the Jewish law and yet
not clash openly with the provisions of the govemment.
He came up with this solution:
The husband should make the following
declaration: I give you this Get without
any reservations whatsoever andit should
be effective in every respect; as your
husband I have no claim wbatever against
your property [ ~JJ-2 r-r'Y.> 7;fi:';.Jl0!, j))L j}"J 'J J'IC ] o
It is the law of the ki g, however, that
though you are no longer my wife • • • the
king gives me the customary [property)
rights a husband vis-a-vis his wife.
Thus, here we find that when it came to a matter of
religious principle Eger would, if necessary, fearlessly
oppose the orders of the government - if no other avenue
remained open - to fight for what he considered right.
Perhaps the best example of this determination to fight
for his rights is seen in the events around the most
lasting work of :Eger - the Beth Shlomo Hospita1 . 8 3
The Struggle for the Beth Shlomo
We have already mentioned 84 that in 1803 t h e ~
Hamidrash and the Jewish hospital of the city of Posen were
destroyed by the great conflagration that devastated the
Jewish quarters.

Fger, who had always shown a great per-

sonal interest in the welfare of the sick and ailing of
his connnunity - while in Friedland he had personally
visited every sick member of the connnunity - felt the
urgent need for a hospital.

He enlisted the aid of Shlomo

Zalmen Binyamin Latz on a great hospital project .

In his

Will Latz left the sum of 6,000 Reichsthaler for the
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establishment of a hospital and a ~ Hamidrash, to be
erected and administered by the local Oberra:biner.
There can be no doubt that this sum of money - it was
officially designated as the "Solomon Benjamin Latz Fund 11
was left at the disposal of Eger, rather than that of the
community, because the testator lmew of the great need
Eger felt for the establishment of a hospital.

The very

fact that Fger would be responsible for its establishment
would ensure that its character be of an unquestionably
orthodox nature.

To this end, presumably, the joint occu-

pancy of the building by a hospital and a Beth Hamidrash
would serve such purpose.
Latz passed away in 1829 and Eger soon began to take
steps to implement his Will; at first he rented two rooms
for the temporary establishment of the hospital and the
house of study. 85

After hesitating for a time whether

to rent a house or erect a new building, Eger eventually
decided to build.

He organized a committee of laymen86

and, with their assistance, a substantial building was
erected in the year 1832.
As if anticipating the later wrangling over the administration of the new institution, Eger reiterated the
will of the testator in an official document, on the occasion of its establishment (Stiftungsurkunde).

He wrote: 87

[Latz] declared in his Will officially
[gerichtlich] that the sum should be handed
over to me and that I should have full
authority over it • • • and nobody, not even

-
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his heirs, should have any right to interfere with my disposition of the money • • • •
The official leaders of the Jewish community did not
care for the idea of a semi-public charitable institution
in which administration they had no voice.

In the next

year, when the government reorganized the set-up of the
Jewish communities in the Posen

88 province, the communal

leaders asserted their right to supervise all charitable
institutions, including the Krankenanstalt that F.ger built.
When their insistent demands were spurned by Eger, they
lodged a formal complaint of mismanagement and abuse with
the local authorities, since they could get nowhere in
their dealings with Eger.

We can imagine how F.ger must

have felt when the leaders of the community proceeded
against him in this manner, and it is not surprising, therefore, to find that F.ger again contemplated leaving Posen. 89
On

August 10, 1836 the local authorities addressed

a letter to Eger asking him to show cause why the management of the hospital should not be entrusted to the
communal leaders in order to rectify any existing abuses.
(It should be noted that an official inspection of the
Krankenanstalt had been made but no evidence of mismanagement was found.)

In a dignified manner .Eger replied to

the official inquiry, remarking:

"I forgive them willingly

for it [the complaint against himself] but I deeply regret
to have noticed such a weakness

0 "

9o

After receiving F.ger's answer the govemment decided:
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(1) the local public health authorities would in future

also have the right of inspect i on, and (2) the Posen
Jewish community did have the right to plac e patients into
and to supervise the hospital o
While F.ger conceded the first point of the gove r nment ' s decision , he very strongly attacked the second
point .

In a second letter to the local authorities he

stated that he had no intention of allowing the connnunity
to dictate the conditions under which he would have to
administer the hospital , since this would be clearly
against the intent of the testator .

Eger then enumerated

the principles according to which he int ended to administer
the hospital , most of them designed to safeguard the religious character of the hospital , and he concluded his
official reply :

"I hope that H. M. Government will c ome

to the conclusion that they have no right to interfere
with (my planned administration] it . 1191
Aft er a long correspondence with the local authorities ,
in the course of which Eger was not int i midated , even by
threats of "strict measures" against him unless he would
hand over the administration of the hospital to the Jewish
community, he was asked to hand in a written constitution,
which was approved by the authorities o
In February of 1837, about a half year before his
death, the long , drawn out struggle for the Latz Hospital
came to an end .

Eger triumphed o

Under the terms of the

constitution, the religious character of the Krankenanstalt
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was secured;9 2 but the bitterness engendered by this
struggle must have alienated the heads of the community
from their Rabbi .
We find that a.ft er Eger' s death the 1 eaders of the
Posen community did not heed the last wishes of their
departed Rabbi .

In his w111 , 93 Eger requested the Posen

Jewish community not to leave the rabbinate unoccupied for
more than four weeks .

The leaders of the comm.unity , who

had but recently fought their struggle with Eger , were in
no hurry to risk the appo i ntment of another personality of
the type of Akiba Eger.

Such is the inference one obtains

from reading a letter by Solomon Eger to his brother- inlaw, Moses Sofer:94
• • • In Posen itself the work of Satan prospered and about a year a.go the common people
[ J>'ef» 1(''1 I ·f-1 ] obtained the maj ority and appointed leaders who looked askance at traditional
values . 95 • •• According to the constit ution
[i . e ., the Verordnung regulating the working of
the Jewish communities , of 1833] the religious
elements • • • cannot even assemble [in protest)
without the consent of the leaders, let alone
take action .
Solomon no doubt referred to the fact that the leaders of
the community had successfully prevented his election to
the Posen rabbinate for two years . 9 6

In even a relatively

small request or their late Rabbi, the Posen leaders had
shown their disregard for ~er .

In his Will be bad asked 97

that a notice of bis demise be inserted in the newspapers
to inrorm the students of the passing away of their teacher .
It was bis wish that the students should study a chapter
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These conditions might apply to the one-room school
of the average American community, the little red school
house, of about the same period!
The instruction of the older students was not of a
different caliber, for, as Lazarus continued:
The higher school [9-13) is for , Humash
and Rashi, also for Talmud. Arithmettc and
calligraphy are a form of relaxation.5
As in the lower school, there were no qualified

teachers either.

The students, however, underwent regular

weekly examinations, "Verhoer, 11 where an apple or a pinch
of the cheek constituted the only reward.

Yet the

students were ambitious to shine at these examinations.
According to our informant, the small town of Filehne
(Jewish population at that time: 200 families) had about
fifteen to twenty such poorly paid, unqualified

11 Melamd1m."

The older students went to the Yeshiva where ''they eat at
the homes of beneficent families during the week for
nothing, but on Saturdays they are assigned "Billets''
[ pl et ten l •"7
At the age of fifteen the student was ready for the
Yeshiva; we have as authority &ser himself, who considered
this the ideal age to send a boy to this highest school
of Jewish leaming. 8
In Posen itself the study of the Talmud occupied
the central position in the Jewish school though there,
too, about two hours each day were devoted to secular
subjects, mainly writing and arithmetic.

The local

6
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authorities, while not actually supervising the Jewish
schools, insisted that this minimum program of secular
education be covered.9

This was, of course , far too little

for the progressive elements among the Jewish population,
who were in favor of reversing the program, viz ., to teach
secular subjects during the bigger part of the day and to
reserve but a few hours of the afternoon for Jewish
studies.
The attitude of the government to the whole problem
was one of "wait and see . "

As far back as April , 1797,

when Prussia first acquired the city of Posen under the
third partition of Poland, the General - Juden - Reglement of
that year ordered the establishment of German schools for
Jewish children . 10

The Jewish community was not too en-

thusiastic about this plan and in the following year they
complained about the prohibitive costs such an undertaking
would entail and the difficulty of procuring suitable
teachers who would master Polish, German, and Yiddish .
Apparently some type of school was established, but in
1805 the community declared itself unable to maintain it
and recommended that those Jewish children who desired a
good secular education should attend the public schooi. 11
During the next decade, the political upheavals in
the wake of the Napoleonic wars made it impossible to pursue the solution of the problem seriously, and when in

1815 Prussian troops re-entered Posen the progressive
group within the Posen Jewish connnunity, with the whole-
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hearted approval of the authorities,

12

agitated for the

establishment of good elementary and trade schools.
Despite the solemn intention of the community executive committee to establish a trade school for indigent
children - a promise which formed the basis for the compromise between the conflicting groups prior to the
election of Eger13 - nothing happened.

The old "chadarim"

continued, and eventually David Caro established a private
preparatory school for the sons of the rich members of the
community, where such students were prepared for eventual
entry into the local gymnasium.

14

Two leaders of the progressive group in Posen, Peter
Lippmann1 5 and Wolff Eichhorn16 protested to the government17 that not only did the Jewish community do nothing
to establish a trade school, but that young Jews who were
willing to be apprenticed to Gentile masters were being
discriminated against.

To remedy the situation they sug-

gested the founding of a society which (1) would provide
clothing and food for poor children and assist these in
the learning of a useful trade; and (2) would, in the
evening, instruct the young people in the main principles
of their religion.
The local authorities then requested the Jewish community to take action, but again things were allowed to
continue in the old manner.

The authors of this protest

preferred to remain anonymous, using the pseudonym.
"Zadeksohn and Neumann" instead of their real names .

18
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This is one further proof of the great respect which
Posen had for Eger at that time, since any accusations
leveled against the community leadership would automatically reflect upon the rabbi as the spiritual leader
of that community. 19
Gradually the complaints of the dissatisfied members
of the community against the Gemeindevo r stand became
bolder; they demanded that the government force the Jewish
communal leaders to act.

A typical complaint from the
20
year 1822 reads, in part, as follows:
A father who means well with his children
• • • cannot send them to our [i . e ., J ewish]
schools . Our teachers know nothing but Talmud •
• • • Scientific knowledge they do not understand at all • •• •
Two years later: 21
The Talmud is revered by us but our children
need more, if they want to progress in this
modern age.
Finally the government decided to act.

They realized

that they could hardly expect wholehearted or enthusiastic
support for the planned improvement of the status of the
Jew in Prussian territories .

On May

15, 1824, the Ministry

of Education in Berlin passed a law concerning the organization of the Jewish schools in the Prussian St ate.

The

most important provisions of this law were:
1. If Jews do not make adequate arrangements for the
education of their children they must send them to
public school.
2.

3.

School attendance to be strictly enforced.

Only qualified teachers to be permitted to teach
in Jewish schools.
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4.

Even religious instruction must be given by
teachers who are fully qualified.
Since this law was also applicable to the Grand Duchy

of Posen, it vitally affected the Jews in that province
as well.
Several years prior to this date,

22

instructions had

already been given to put all existing Jewish schools
under the supervision of the State; while this was, perhaps, done in the older parts of Prussia, we saw how the
Posen province - just recently reincorporated into the
Kingdom of Prussia, took no notice of this legislation .
The new law was primarily intended to put an end to the
indifference of both the responsible Jewish authorities
and the local government .
The Ministry of Education was aware of the fact that
the more progressive elements among the Jews were anxious
that action be taken, but they had no ill usion s about the
rest .

The preamble to the law stated: 2 3
• •• the mass [of Jews] cannot be expected
to undertake voluntarily measures designed to
save them from their terribly neglected situation .
It will be necessary to insist - with rigor,
if necessary - that the following provisio~r,
[of already existing laws) be carried out . 4
This law, in effect, demanded that all sub- standard

schools (Winkelschulen) be closed immediately; this meant
that all existing Chadarim were to be closed and Jewish
children either would have to attend the public school , 25
or the Jewish communities would have to establish schools

lo6

that would meet the exacting requirements of the Prussian
Ministry of Education.
When the government granted full civil liberties to
the Jews but insisted on the integration of the Jewish
population in the State, the main intention of the Prussian
authorities was to ensure that the secular instruction of
Jewish children be on a par with the standards prevailing
in the general schools.

The authorities did not wage war

against the study of the Talmud per~ - though they had
little enough sympathy with this branch of learning - but
merely insisted that all Jewish schools be conducted by
qualified teachers.

The end result of this new legisla-

tion, however, spelled the doom of intensive Talmudical
studies as it had existed hitherto.
Eger could not allow such a threat to pass, without
fighting vigorously against what he believed to be a
danger to Jewish religious survival.

As soon as the new

legislation was announced there began a widespread correspondence between Eger and leading Jewish personalities
in all parts of Germany.

Eger appealed to Aron Moses

Fuld, 26 a prominent Frankfurt leader and friend of Baron
Amschel von Rothschild, the noted orthodox banker, also
of Frankfurt .

Apparently Eger had approached Fuld and

had asked his help in combatting the danger that
threatened traditional Judaism in the wake of the new
legislation concerning Jewish schools.
Fuld wrote : 2 7

In his reply
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• • • Concerning the new [evil] decree • • •
it seems to me that this is the result
the anti-traditional element among us. 2

gr

Now follows a highly important revelation:

Fearing

that the government's decrees concerning secular education were irrevocable, Fuld and Baron von Rothschild suggested that Eger himself draw up a syllabus for a Jewish
school that would combine both Hebrew and secular studies •
• • • von Rothschild agreed with me that your
Honor draw up a syllabus for a Jewish school
where the students would learn Bible, Mishnah ,
Talmud, etc • • • • and also writing, arithmetic, history, etc.
Eger was to work out the details, how many hours should
be devoted to each subject, and above all, he was to see
to it that these subjects were actually taught, in order
not to give an opportunity to the opponents of traditional
schools to find fault with the arrangements.

Nor should

the leaders of traditional Judaism neglect to appeal
directly to the Berlin authorities to revoke or modify the
obstacles that were placed in the way of students desirous
of studying the Talmud.
You from there and the baron from here
will write to the Berlin authorities; he [the
baron) will ~end you the answer he will receive • • • • 9
We do not know if Eger did work out a syllabus for a
Jew 1.sh day school, combining secular and Jewish studies.
But there can be no doubt that he not only caused a letter
to be written in his name to the authorities, but he was
also instrumental in alerting all the Jewish communities
of the newly-acquired Prussian provinces to the dangers
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of the situation.

In a letter which the rabbinate of

Lissa sent to the Jewish communities of the district, 30
we read how Eger had written to Lissa, asking the community to make a formal appeal to the government.

He

asked that the answer to their appeal should be sent on
to him because ''if, heaven forbid, the reply should not
be to our liking, then we can take counsel together about
any further steps we might take.n3l
In this letter mention is also made of the fact that
the unqualified Melamdim were forbidden to continue to
teach the young; 32 likewise, the fear was expressed that
even if recognized Jewish schools would be established,

the religious qualifications of the teachers active in
these schools would continue to be a vexing problem.33
F.ger was not satisfied with the steps taken thus far.
He therefore approached one of the outstanding traditionminded yowig men of the time, Solomon Plessner, who also
possessed a fair amount of secular education, to write a
pamphlet in defense of the Talmud.

Plessner was born in

Breslau in 1797 and had received his early Jewish training from the well-known Abraham Titkin; he later also
studied in Kaempfen under the guidance of the revered
rabbi Yisrael Yona Landau .34

In general subjects he was

a self-taught man, and he had a good knowledge of the
classics - both Greek and Latin.
Plessner was attracted by the works of Naftali Hirz
Wessely and shared the latter's love for the study of
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secular knowledge.

For many years he was active as

preacher in Posen, and he was one of the first orthodox
rabbis in Germany to preach in the vernacular.
In 1826, Plessner published his Edut LeYisrae1, 35
a defense of the Talmud.

In this pamphlet Plessner col-

lected the testimony of ancient, medieval, and modern
authors who had spoken favorably about the Talmud.

This

book, and a letter which he wrote at the expressed request of Eger, were submitted to the authorities by Fger
in his attempt to modify their strict measures against
the Chadarim.
Of special interest is Plessner's introduction to
the Edut LeYisrael.

His enthusiasm for Wessely is appa-

rent from the very beginning.

He wrote: 36

"Very true

are the remarks of Hartwig [Naftali Hirtz] Wessely , who
is without peer among the newer Jewish theologians. • • • "
In a footnote a d ~ Plessner said:
These words were spoken by the grave of
Wessely, on March 3, 1805, in Hamburg: J7 "Here
were joined in one harmonious soul a thorough
and rare knowledge of the Divine Word with a
true life lived in accordance thereof • • • •
o, House of Jacob, come let us walk in his
lightl If anyone can show you the word of
G-d in its beautiful glory, • • • it is the
great Wessely in his almost incomparable
works ."
Further on in his volume, Plessner mentioned how he had
expounded the Ethics of the Fathers in the synagogue,
u~ing Wessely 's commentary.3 8
Eger enthusiastically praised the merits of Plessner's book.

In a letter dated January 26, 1826, Fger
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said: 39
• • • Today I have finished reading your book;
I rejoice in its words • • • your Honor did
well • • • to show that the great sages among
the gentiles also speak very highly about the
Talmud.
May the Lord reward you for your work • • •
and may He give you strength to continue in
your endeavor • • • •
It is said that "necessity makes strange bedfellows"
and it is possible that Eger was not at all in agreement
with Plessner's views on Wessely and on the usefulness of
secular knowledge,4° and that he merely expressed his
appreciation for the booklet in general terms; but, in
view of F.ger's sincerity it is unlikely that he would

have lavished praise on a person with whose basic philosophy he disagreed, especially since, in the same letter,
Eger seemed to admit the need for a minimum of secular
education.

He wrote:

"It is good to combine Torah with

secular knowledge and to teach thechildren 1 to 2 hours
a day, writing and reading. 11 4 1
Forty-four years had elapsed since young Eger had
heard the violent denunciation of Wessely from the pulpit
of the Great Synagogue in Lissa.

Here we have clear evi-

dence that Eger did not agree with the verdict of Rabbis
Chorochov, Landau, and others who had heaped abuse upon
Wessely because he espoused the cause of secular education.
In a second letter to Plessner, 42 Eger stated that
he did not want undue emphasis to be put on secular
education at the expense of traditional Jewish stuqies.43
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What good is there in the study of Gemara
in those hours • • • when the children are
already tired from the study of other subjects
and they will have no longer the energy,~nd
the enthusiasm to study our holy Torah?44
In this letter to Plessner, Eger also was enthusiastic in his praise of the author's book; everybody wanted
to see it and read it, wrote Eger, and in fact the one
copy he possessed had been borrowed by so many people
that he did not know who actually had it then.
if Plessner would let him have another copy.

He asked
With a typi-

cal touch of his consideration for others, he even suggested acting as the local representative for Plessner:45
"You could send me about twenty copies and if I will find
it possible to sell them to your advantage, I shall not
hesitate to do so."
Eger was receptive to new ideas; he was concerned that
women should also have some text which would acquaint them
with the basic tenets of Judaism.

In a time when mass

conversion to Christianity was rampant in Berlin and other
towns, Eger felt that it was of paramount importance that
Jewish women should have a book that would defend Judaism
against the calumnies of its detractors.

In the post-

script of the same letter to Plessner Eger wrote:
I heard that in Breslau there is to be found
the book Chizuk Emuna, which contains an excellent defense of Judaism [ ,.o;,(), ....fl!J'N '")~,' h iiOl'N ] •
Perhaps you would be kind enough to publish it
both in Hebrew and German so that women and the
less learned among man might read it.
It is remarkable - and typical of Eger's broadmindedness that he did not hesitate to recommend the translation of
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this book, when he felt that its publication would serve
a useful purpose, although its author was a Karaite,
Yitzchak ben Avraham Troki (1533-1594).4 6
A close personal friend of Eger, Shlomo Zalmen
Landsberg,47 whose father, Joseph, was a member of the
Posen~ Din, and who had proposed the appointment of
Eger to the Posen rabbinate,48 held views that were quite
in keeping with those Eger cherished.

A compendium of

their feelings would have produced a policy holding that
while concentrating on sacred lore one should by no means
neglect a minimum of secular education.

In a letter to

his son Moses, who at that time (1818) was a student in
Eger's Yeshiva at Posen , 49 Landsberg drew up a detailed
~chedule for his son at the Yeshiva.

This document is of

significance because it demonstrates that leading orthodox
men of that time were fully aware of the need to broaden
the horizon of the young talmudical students with the
fundamentals of a sound, general education.

Landsberg

wrote:5°

In these long [summer] days it is quite sufficient for you to rise about5 one hour before
the waking for the synagogue 1 • • • so that you
may hurry • • • to say your prayers by all means
in the synagogue • • • •
After your main atieu.r [lesson] in the Talmud,
practice Hebrew writing [
R.-?j' ;ieS J)A'J,v~ .Jl''I~~ ~"~.::>]
for at least one hour. Then study codes • • • •
And study how to read and write German and
Polish on alternate days. Engage for this purpose a gentile who is thoroughly familiar with
these languages.
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At least once a week study intensively
Hebrew grammar; also geography; read the
newspapers.
Have on your window some plants and
flowers in order to observe their nature;
peruse occasionally books on Mathematics.
This detailed schedule is but an elaboration of Eger's
desire for a minimum amount of secular education.5 2
Thus we have seen the approach that Fger followed
when personally appealing to the authorities - through
Plessner - to revoke their limitation on Talmud study.
Apparently some Jews had approached the local authorities
and suggested to them that the study of the Talmud be
prohibited.

While the government order about the reor-

ganization of the school system did not actually go so far
as to prohibit the study of the Talmud - it merely wanted
all Jewish schools brought under the close supervision of
the state - the Jewish opponents of the traditional school
did go all the way.53
After deploring the low esteem in which the study of
the Talmud was then held among the Jews, Plessner, in his
Edut LeYisrael , wrote:54
• • • And some Israelites even brought themselves to appeal publicly to the authorities
55
to prohibit completely the study of the Talmud.
This total prohibition of the Talmud, if it did occur,
could only have been a short-lived measure.

Already in

the Spring of 1826, when Plessner, at the behest of Fger,
drew up the letter of appeal to the government,56 Eger

found it necessary to ask for a new draft:
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[Your letter] is based on the assumption
that they [the authorities] forbid the study
of Gemara; but they say that, on the contrary,
they want [our children] to study Gemara in
their free time, after the children have completed their secular studies.
The important point was, however, that even the
teachers of the Talmud had to be men authorized by the
government.5 7

It was this last point which made the

government's decree so obnoxious to Fger, because he knew
how difficult, if not impossible, it would be to obtain
such teachers. 58

The insistence of the local authorities

that only they had the right to license even private Jewish
(i.e., also Talmud) teachers would, under the then existing

circumstances, have been tantamount to a total prohibition
of the Talmud.
Happily for Eger and the exponents of traditional
Judaism, the local authorities reversed their stand and
vested authority for the appointment of teachers of Jewish
subjects in the rabbis.

This was the situation, at least

in Posen, in the year 1829, where, according to an official
survey of the Jewish child population,59 there were 801
Jewish children of school age.

These children attended:

a.

Five pre-school institutions for Hebrew studies
for children under seven, in which they were taught
only Hebrew subjects by teachers who were found
qualified by the rabbis;

b.

Preparatory schools for elementary instruction in
Hebrew, German and Polish; and

c.

Public higher elementary classes.

The sub-standard schools (Winkelschulen) were abolished,
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but the study of the Talmud was approved.

60

For the time being, at least, Eger's intervention
was crowned with success.

The small group of convinced

reformers, who saw in the continued study of the Talmud
a threat to the spread of their own version of enlightenment, continued their agitation.

In a letter to Sofer

dated February 21, 1830, 61 Fger wrote:
As far as the education of our children
is concemed, thank G-d the authorities do
not cause arry difficulties; indeed, they heed
my words.
But a certain Satan among our own people62
causes all the trouble; as Rashi explains the
biblical passage: "And lQur enemies shall
have dominion over you." J
One other question caused difficulties to the Jewish
population:

While by this time the community had established

its own elementary schools, in which children received their
secular as well as their Jewish education, the community
was still being taxed for the upkeep of the public schools
as well.

By a decision of the Ministry of Education in

Berlin, 64 Jews had to contribute to the maintenance of the
public schools, through local taxation, even if their
children did not attend such schools.

Nor did the govern-

ment agree to compel individual Jews to pay for the upkeep
of the communal Jewish school.

The Ministry of the In-

terior ruled65 that:
• • • the authorities must not intervene [to
ensure funds for payment of teachers in Jewish
schools] because even • • • schools supported
by the whole [Jewish] community do not have the
character of a public school, inasmuch as the
66
Jews are only to be considered a tolerated sect.
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As a result of this attitude of non-interference on
the part of the authorities , Jewish teachers were often
not paid on time by the local Jewish schools .

In such

cases the school ministry advised the teachers to deal
directly with the communal leaders . 67
The supervision of Jewish schools in the Posen district was intensified by the special legislation of June
1, 1833, which we will now examine.

The Patriot
Ever since the Posen province had been re- incorporated
into the Prussian monarchy, the Jewish population had
chafed under the injustice that they alone , among all other
Jewish inhabitants of the kingdom, were denied the benefits of complete equality under the Edict of Emancipation
of 1812. 68

When two years had passed and the authorities

still had not taken any steps to improve the civil n.ghts
of the Jews of the Grand Duchy , 69 Jewish communal leaders
met in the city of Kurnik in 1817 and addressed a formal
plea to the Oberpraesident of the Posen province,
di Sposetti .

They humbly beseeched the authorities to

grant them full civil rights enjoyed by Jews in the older
parts of Prussia . 70

In reply , the Oberpraesident expressed the hope that
things would improve soon; 71

yet fifteen years were to

pass , when thanks to a more liberal Oberpraesident ,
Flotwell,7 2 Friedrich Wilhelm III consented to give his
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Jewish subjects of the Posen province their inalienable
rights as citizens.
The unsettled legal situation of Posen Jewry prompted
F.ger to address himself to the supreme appellate court in
Posen (Koenigliche Oberappelations-gericht) in order to
clarify his own authority in matters of inheritance.

The

court denied any jurisdiction to Eger and submitted its
decision to the highest legal authority in Prussia - the
Minister of Justice - for approval.
court's ruling.

The latter upheld the

It stated that in considering the juris-

diction of a rabbinical court in civil questions - such as
inheritance - one would have to determine when the case of
inheritance occurred:
1.

Before May 1st, 1808;

2.

Between May 1st, 1808 and March 1st, 1817; or

3.

Since March 1st, 1817,

because the autonomous jurisdiction of the rabbis was completely abolished after 1817, while until 1808 it was fully
effective.
On May 1st, 1808, French civil law {the Code Napoleon)
was introduced, affecting all inhabitants; consequently,
all former jurisdiction, including the prior autonomous
jurisdiction of the rabbinical court, was suspended.
Though, as we noted earlier, 73 there was a special ordinance
in 1808 suspending the political rights of the Jewish population in the Grand Duchy for ten years, this had no effect
on the question of civil jurisdiction.

Not without a touch
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of official anti-Semitism, the legal document continues:
Should their rabbis, however, have arrogated
to themselves the right to decide questions of
inheritance according to [their] ritual law • • •
and if such arrogation was not censured officially • • • it is only due to the incompleteness
of supervisio94practiced against this class of
people • • • •
Finally, since on March 1st, 1817, the Allgemeine Preussiche
Landrecht had officially been introduced for all citizens,
all cases of inheritance would have to be adjudicated in
accordance with the Prussian law, unless valid Last Wills
or contracts changed the circumstances. 75
We intend to so inform the local Chief Rabbi
Kivo Ginsimo [sic]76 who [the document concludes] by his in uiries caused this report to
be written • • • • 7

1

Thus the Supreme Appellate Court in Posen acknowledged that
the zealous will of the local chief rabbi to clarify the
legal status of his own Beth Din had led to a report from
that august body.
But Fger's desire for conformance with the laws of the
nation showed itself in other ways too; we have already
briefly alluded to a rabbinical decision of Eger78 concerning
his opposition to the conversion of a Gentile to Judaism,
since he felt - very rightly - that this was against the
intention of the government; in connection with that decision F.ger addressed himself to his correspondent and delivered a veritable paean in praise of patriotism.

Since

he did not write with an eye to the public,79 this feeling
of intensive loyalty to the country in which he lived represented, then, his innermost conviction.

He wrote:
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It is indeed the duty of evecy rabbi • • • to
impress on the people in whose midst he dwells
that they should by all means keep the regulations of the government [
] and not
transgress in his commandments; as I have • • •
repeatedly shown in my addresses • • • - and here
is not the time to discuss this at length - that
this is the inescapable duty of every Israelite
• • • howmuch more so is it incumbent upon the
rabbi to practice what he preaches so that the
whole congregation should follow his ex§~ple and
honor their king and respect him • • • •
We have two examples of such sermons which the Chief Rabbi
of Posen delivered .

One was delivered on the occasion of

the election of representatives to the new Jewish Synagogue
Council under the special legislation of Friedrich William
III.

81 meant a

To the Jews of Posen , this new legislation
great deal.

Granting them partial equality before the law -

while not giving them the full advantages of the edict of
emancipation to which they had aspired - at least removed
the worst disabilities of one category of Jews 82 naturalized Jews.

It is not surprising, therefore, that

when Posen Jewry was about to elect the representatives,
who in their turn would elect the officers who were to administer the internal affairs of the Jewish community,
they made it a festive occasion.

Eger himself delivered

the address that was later published. 8 3

In it Eger said:

The great and important moment of history,
which begins with the naturalization of
Israelites in the Grand Duchy of Posen and which
places us in a higher and more honorable position
in society, demands of us that we thank G-d in
our multitudes, and that we solemnly express • • •
our heartfelt thanks to our all-merciful king • • •
for his fat~~rly act or bringing us closer to
his throne.~

12)

After elaborating on the need of Jewish subjects always
to be loyal to their sovereign, he quotes the verse:
"Fear the Lord, my son, and the king J" 85 and continues:
We call on you especially: Revere the
ruler, our king Friedrich Wilhelm III, wise
and just regent and lawgiver, who, by the act
of naturalization, placed us in a more !'~vorable
position, and who inspires us with self-respect
- and self-confidence by his esteem of us.
Eger had a deep devotion to Israel, to its land and
its Torah. 86

He vigorously attacked the Hamburg reformers

who ignored references to Israel's eventual return to its
ancestral home .

However , F,ger was heartened by the exten-

sion of full civil rights to Posen Jewry .

He was fully

aware of the significance of the new legislation, the
impact it was bound to have on raising the status of the
Jew and enhance the possibilities of his taking his rightful part in the country of his domicile.
It is of interest to compare - and to contrast Eger's attitude on the question of Jewish emancipation and
that of his famous son-in-law, Sofer.

On the occasion of

the granting of partial rights of emancipation to the Jews
of Austria (in 1832) there was great rejoicing among the
Jews of Pressburg.

Sofer saw fit to use this very occasion -

in an impassioned appeal to the Jewish community in the
great synag ogue - to arouse their feeling of being in exile .
"Woe to us," Sofer exclaimed, "if our heavenly father makes
our lives easier here, apparently indicating that the
return to the land of Israel is still in the distant
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future." 87

Eger, on the other hand, singled out for

praise the pro-Jewish Oberpraesident Flotwell , whose
favorable report on the eligibility of Posen's Jewry for
at least partial emancipation hastened the new legislation .

Said ~er :
It is our most sacred duty to show our
exalted benefactor [Flotwell] our gratitude
by punctilliou~ obedience to his commands
at al 1 times • t5t5

At the conclusion of his address , Eger composed a special
prayer for the occasion , in German , at the end of which
the congregation was enjoined to respond with the traditional Amen veAmen . 89
Lord , G-d of hosts • •• Thou hast begun
to show Thy mercy to • • • Israel, in that
we rose in the esteem of the nations • • •
and were brought closer to the illustrious
throne of our most gracious king Frederic
William III .
Bless • • • our • • • king • • • and all
the royal family , the • •• state council
• • • and especially the Oberpraesident of
this province • • • and let the congregation
sa.y ~
, ~
In accordance with the new regulations , 90 the representatives duly elected by the connnunity were formally
installed in the synagogue during a solemn ceremony on
April 2nd , 1834.

Again Eger delivered a sermon91 wherein

he renewed his expressions of gratitude to the local authorities , the government, and the king .

After briefly re-

viewing the history of the Jews during the Middle Ages
when they were merely a tolerated group of aliens living
under the protection of the monarchs , to their present
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happy state when they are recognized as full citizens in
their land of domicile, he called on the people to be
extremely careful in the observance of the laws of the
country.
Since I am one of the most loyal subjects
of the king • • • and I am careful not to
transgress the smallest regulation, because I
realize that this is one of the principles of
our religion - would that H. M. the King had
many such loyal subjects as I am - I have
chosen this day, on which we celebrate a
special thanksgiving service • • • to bless
the king • • • •
In this sermon Eger struck a more serious note in
regard to internal Jewish affairs.

The newly-elected

representatives were about to choose men for the management of the communal affairs.

Eger wanted to make sure

that these new officials would be men who revered and respected Jewish traditions.

He assured them that the

government authorities did not want to interfere in any
of the religious practices of the Jewish community.

For

this reason, he said, it was essential that the communal
officers now to be elected should all be G-d fearing men,
well-versed in the management of communal affairs, who
would zealously guard over the religious character of the
community.
In the conclusion of his sermon there was still an
echo of the old controversies that had rocked the Posen
community prior to Eger's election and that had continued
throughout his ministry; but the pleasant personality of
F,ger must have won him the love and affection of the
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majority of the Jewish population, because he said: 92
• • • I have now been here for eighteen
years and have grown old and weak; there is
no doubt in my mind that you would want to
make me happy • • • you can best achieve it
if everything will be done in complete harmony and there should be no memory of any
conflicts or division of opinion.
On this occasion, too, Eger recited a special prayer
in German for the royal family.

He said: 93

• • • Look down from Thy heights on Thy holy
anointed one, whom Thou hast appointed king
over fortunate Prussia, our king Friedrich
Wilhelm III • • • •
We beg of Thee, whose Power is infinite,
to requite our king according to his deeds,
since we enjoy the same favor as the other
subjects.
Eger also maintained close contact with the local
authorities during the outbreak of the cholera epidemic
in 1831.

He took immediate measures to ensure that es-

pecially the poorer elements of the Jewish population
would be adequately provided with food and medical care;
he likewise took precautionary steps in the synagogues
to prevent the gathering of large numbers of people at
one time.
Largely because of these measures, which a very
active committee of laymen · helped to carry out, 94 the
mortality rate among the Jewish population was low; this
activity of F.ger was noted with great interest by
Flottwell, who informed the monarch about it.
In a letter dated September 5th, 1831, Friedrich
Wilhelm III addressed a special note of appreciation to
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Chief Rabbi Jacob Moses Eger for these precautions .

95

In the midst of the fight against the epidemic , through
preventive measures and through special prayer-sessions
to ask for help from on high , Eger included a prayer for
the welfare of the royal family as an integral part of
every Divine Service.96
In writing to the rabbi of the nearby town of Plessen, 97
he advised him-· to ask for the cooperation of the local
police in order to maintain strict control over the number
of worshippers at each service •
• • • Submit an application [for police
cooperation] to your local magistrate informing him that I have advised you to do so; if
they refuse to cooperate write to the government [authorities] here in Posen and you will
certainly succeed if you will mention my name .
Tell them that I warned you about having too
many people in the synagogue • • • •
• • • That I have also advised you to say
psalms daily and to pray for the welfare of
the king . (author's italics)
All this would indicate that Eger had the most cordial relations with the local authorities and that he
understood the need for cultivating among his fellow Jews
an attitude of deepest loyalty to the government and to
the royal family .

Liberal Interpretation of the Halachah
Eger was liberal and realistic in the application
of Halachah.

In a certain city there was only one Mohe1, 98

who was not a Shabbat observer; the question arose whether
it was permissible to employ this man to perform the
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circumcision ceremony.

Fger used every pilpulistic

argument to prove that it was indeed lawful for this person to act as mohel, saying that since it would be difficult to obtain another qualified person, this case could
be treated on an emergency basis (

fh 1!J /.)~),

especially in

view of the fact that if they insisted that an out-of-town
person be brought in, this would lead to internal fights
in the community. 99

Again he was askedlOO if the Jewish

population of a small city that was not surrounded by a
101
wall
would be allowed to carry their small children,
who were not yet able to walk.

F.ger came to the conclu-

sion that from the point of view of the law this was definitely prohibited; nevertheless he continued:
• • • since this case would come under the
category of [
/J •e-~I~ f,,1,e, ?(i;µ ]102 since the
people are certainly not going to listen to
our prohibition - it will be best not to broadcast the truth.103
Only to those people who are disposed to accept the decision of the Jewish law unquestioningly, should the truth
be told, he added.

1<1+

In another instance Eger ruled that though a person
openly violated a Jewish religious law, he could not be
prevented from serving as a witness, since this transgression was widespread.
Another aspect of Eger's realism can be seen in his
readiness to consult expert opinion on matters that had
to do with Jewish law.

When asked to decide the case of

a woman who had difficulty in observing the seven days
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of purity following her menses, because o:f some internal
malady, 105 Eger consulted medical experts, and when he
found that they were not unanimous in their views he wrote
to a specialist in Frankfurt. 106

Thus, he did not hesi-

tate to make his own decision on a religious issue dependent
on the opinion of a medical expert.
In spite of F.ger's reluctance to decide a point of
law against the verdict of early rabbinic authorities this will be discussed fully in the next chapter - he did
not hesitate to use the opinion of experts to decide a
serious issue against the noted Talmudist, Isaac Barfat
(RIBaSH). 107

The latter had stated that a person who had

drowned but whose body had not been recovered could be
presumed to be dead only after the lapse of three hours.
When called upon to decide the legal status of a woman
whose husband was carried away by the waters of a river, 108
Eger held that Barfat's time limit of three hours was merely
a guess and that one could therefore depend on the views of
experts (

_,,[)'1>,vlµ />J'~N )

that nobody can survive for more

than half an hour under water.
At times he permitted, and even welcomed modification
of current religious practices if he felt that such modification would strengthen their observance.

Thus, he per-

mitted the use of heating devices in a Mikvah in Rogasen,
though until the new mikvah was built women were willing
to use cold water for their ritual immersion.
two arguments in support of the innovation:

Eger used
first, by

109
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using cold water the women exposed themselves to physical
dangers, and second - here he is again the great realist it was to be feared that some women would simply cease to
h Mikva h a t all,.llO un1 ess minima1 requ i remen t s
go tote
of comfort were met.
Writing to another correspondent, also on the problem
of making the ritualarium more attractive, he said:
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I am fully aware of the importance of the
question to make our ritual baths in such a
manner that they be consonant with the requiremen ts of hygiene [
.JYlc.""> ~ §) 'j11nI' /J.1 tc.J>' ] •
In
my own community we built a mikvah where • • •
other pipes remove the unclean water.
1

By modernizing the ritualarium Eg er hoped to stop the
drifting away from traditional Judaism that became apparent among large sections of Germany's Jewish population.
This attempt, however, failed in the end to stem the tide
toward complete assimilation, even in Posen itself.
Eger, while standing squarely for Jewish tradition
and staunchly defending the old against the inroads of
opponents from without and within, was not implacably
opposed to the new.

He was a moderate advocate of secu-

lar education, a convinced and sincere patriot, grateful
for the improvement of the lot of his co-religionists in
Prussia.

He was, moreover, a man who was prepared to

re-interpret the law so as to solve halachic questions
in keeping with the spirit of the times.
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VI
EGER :

THE SCHOLAR AND MAN

F.ger's main and lasting contribution still is to be
found in the realm of Halachah. 1

Of special interest is

his attitude to the Rishonim2 and early Aharonim, 3 and
his own method of instruction in vogue at his Yeshiva,
especially his views concerning pilpul.4

His own numerous

works will be discussed as well as the bases on which he
approved the works of others.

Attitude to Talmudical Authorities
We already have had occasion, in a previous chapter,5
to mention that by nature F.ger was unwilling to disagree
with the decision of any of the earlier authorities.

If

his own reasoning compelled him to disagree with their
views, he would only do so reluctantly, often prefacing

his remarks with words of abject humiliation for having
dared to differ with them.

Hundreds of examples 6 from

his responsa and other writings could be quoted.

Here are

just a few typical instances.
In one case, when E:ger disagreed with the views of
the RaSHBA 7 concerning a difficult theoretical discussion,
where according to Eger we should involve the talmudical
principle of

,)p ~/Ir (c0ft N
1

l'AIO

,

whereas the RaSHBA main-
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tained that this principle did not apply, he {Eger) said:
I am but like dust under the soles of the
feet of the RaSHBA , and I say with dread and
fear [
r10 ? ! p t,1 1c -:=i ] that [we do have many
instances where this principle is applied] .
1

1

Writing to his brother-in-law, Shimon Feibelman, 8
F,ger, because of his interpretation of the Talmudical
sources , was inclined to decide a question involving a
new and ingenious interpretation of the Talmudical principle of j-;,.AJ t~ '~f ;uc

,

against the views of the rishonim .

He wrote:
If I would dare to go against the views of
our saint1 rabbis , the rishonim , I would
say • • • •
10
In discuss i ng the problem
of whether it was neces-

9

sary that parents observe the rule of shivah11 in a case
where the news of the death of a son reached them on the
eve of Shabbat, thirty days after the event happened, F.ger
was puzzled by a decision of the SHaCH and Taz , 12 and wrote:
I am [at a loss] to understand whence these
two lions arrived at their decision • • • •
Since Eger regarded the study of the Talmud as a
religious obligation, he was deeply unhappy if he failed
to understand the views of the early commentators and
codifiers, and he often addressed a pious prayer to the
Dispenser of all knowledge to help him understand an
obscure passage .
In the introduction to his novellae Derush veHidush,
his sons attest that their father would only utter such
prayers if the difficulty were a very apparent one; never
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if it were the outcome of some

11 pilpulistic"

reasoning.

When finding it diffic ult to penetrate the meaning
of a difficult passage in Rashi, F..ger would intone:
May the Lord remove blindness from my eyes
and reveal to me the secret of Rashi's intention in this passage • • • • 13
Again:
May the Lord enlighten mine eyes in the
4
holy words of our saintly teacher, Rashi • • • • 1
In a correspondence discussing a difficult Talmudical
problem with his brother Bunim, Eger lamented:
I did not grasp fully these words of the
Tossefot • • • I was not fortunate enough to
understand them • • • • 15
A good insight into the deeply reverential attitude
of Eger to Tossefot may be obtained from an interesting
correspondence 16 with his son Solomon.

The latter had

raised a number of interesting points based on a novel
interpretation of a passage in the Talmud by Tossefot. ;
Eger proceeded to answer the points raised by his beloved
son and developed a fascinating, seemingly very simple
theory, under which the whole complex problem became perfectly clear.

The only difficulty was that if Eger's own

views were accepted, the interpretation of Tossefot would

be seriously challenged.

With deep humility, however,

Fger retracted his views:
But I withdraw my proposed ro lution because
we must make a supreme ef'fort [
!J.l~ !/otNr '1!:)1c pi...::)'13
to grasp the intent of Tossefot , in order t~' remove the problem we ourselves raised earlier • • • •

]
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He expressed similar feelings toward an apparent
contradiction in Rashi, which someone had brought to his
attention. 17
That these difficulties really caused him deep unhappiness we can see from a most significant passage, taken
from one of his letters. 18

Eger was puzzled by a passage

of the Mishna, which, to his chagrin, all the Mishna commentators had passed by.

In real anguish he wrote:

I was not fortunate enough to understand
[this passage] • • • • It grieves me
[
.J? jN ,1'1
t,; ] because none of the commentators seems to have found it difficult;
apparently the matter is quite simple, and only
my understanding is too limited to grasp it.19
(author's italics)

,r

Occasionally we find that Eger, with all his great
respect for the early authorities, would oppose their
decision.

In the cause celebre of Zlotowe, in which, as

we have noted above,

20

F.ger took a prominent part, he even

dared to criticize a decision of the ReMA. 21

Though he

felt very diffident about it ("I am not worthy to question
his decisions • • • "), 2 2 in the interest of the truth as he understood it - he dared to disagree.

Quite dif-

ferent was F.ger's attitude towards Aharonim or his own
contemporaries.
In connection with that famous case, we saw 2 3 how
Eger could be very outspoken to his correspondents if he
thought that they did not understand his point.

Through-

out his responsa we find ample evidence th.at he did not
hesitate to criticize the views of Aharonim, if their
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reasoning were forced or illogical.

A correspondent had

sent him an attempted answer to a question that the wellknown Mishna commentator, YomTov Lipman Heller, 24 posed
in the tractate of Keritot.

To this Eger replied with

unusual acrimony: 25
In my humble opinion it is not worth while
to waste one's time in attempting to answer
this question, because theJ;.e is absolutely no
basis for it [
/J>'lljlI' ,1 J f).JJ» ; 11c ] as I wr~ge
in my notes to the Mishnah commentary • • • •
In a more conciliatory manner he dismissed an attempted answer to a difficult Tossefot in the tractate of
Pessachim, which the well-known Talmud commentator MHaRSHA
advanced. 27
Though Rabb i Yeehezkel Landau enjoyed a reputation as
the foremost Talmudist of his time, Eger did not hesitate
to attack his views wherever he found them incorrect.

In

a note to his son Abraham 28 he succinctly said that Landau
erred greatly in a note to the Talmud, as found in his
[Landau's] commentary, TZLaH; 2 9

in another case30 he made

this comment:
We are not obliged to answer the question
of this Gaon [Landau) of blessed memory • • • •
In reality there is absolutely no basis for
the statement he makes • • • •
His argument is a good one - but here it
does not apply.
Eger took the decisions of the Halachah very seriously,
as problems of life and salvation, 31 and he was an implacable opponent of anyone who dared to issue a religious
decision without adequate knowledge.

In the case we men-
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tioned earlier, 32 the matter was further complicated by
the fact that an unauthorized person had presumed to lay
down the rule without waiting for the decision of the
local rabbi, Ezra Apolant, rabbi of Jastrow .

Eger bitterly

assailed this act:33
As for that man who decided and took a
lenient view , he does not understand the
first thing about the issues involved; they
also [the family who listened to him] a ct ed
wrongly in depending upon this broken reai•
• • • Let them not do it again .
Against the background of F.ger's desire to have the
rabbinate held in the highest possible esteem, we can
understand his actions in protesting the appointment of
men who , in his opinion, were not yet ready for the position of a rabbi .

Early in 1830 Eger wrote to a young

man warning him not to proceed with his plans to assume
the office of rabbi in a small locality: 34
It has become known to me that • • • you
are attempting to secure a position as a rabbi
and thereby go back on the promise made to me
but recently .
I want to make it absolutely clear that I
do not agree with this and that I forbid you
to decide religious questions. It will be
best if I won't have to publicize this • • • •
If not , I will not be silent.
In a second letter35 Eger elaborated the point he had just
made; during a personal interview he had convinced himself
that young Schwerin, the man in question, had not yet had
sufficient time to study the Talmud adequately, as well
as its early and late codifiers and commentators.

There-

fore, he felt it would be necessary for the young man to
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spend at least another three years in intensive study
before he would be ready to assume the responsibilities
of the rabbinate.

The man, Jonathan Alexanderson-Schwerin,

later went to Hungary where he became the rabbi of Tshaba,
near Miskolcz .

There, in the early decades of the nine-

teenth century, he was involved in a violent struggle that
rocked Hungarian Jewry, with the leading orthodox rabbis Sofer of Pressburg, Moshe Teitelbaum36 of Ujhely, Heller
of Alt-0fen 37 - solidly arrayed against him.3 8
Almost incredible was the persistence with which
F,ger tried to prevent the appointment of young, unmarried
Baruch Yitzchak Lipschitz as rabbi of the latter's native
Wronke.

E,ger had been a close friend of the family for

years; he had exchanged responsa with the young man's
grandfather, Gedalya Lipschitz, 39 rabbi of Chodsisen
(Chodzitz, in Polish - between Schneidemuehl and Posen).
He also had written several responsa to the young man's
father, Yisrael Lipshitz, 40 author of the popular Mishna
commentary, Tiferet Yisrael .
Notwithstanding this long standing friendship, Eger
was greatly disturbed when he learned that Yisrael Lipshitz was making efforts to have his son Baruch installed
as rabbi of Wronke .

In a very sharply worded letter Eger

protested against this plan.

He made it perfectly clear

that he was not taking this stand because of any personal
motives, but because he felt strongly about the sanctity
of the rabbinate .
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We well may marvel at how this usually modest man
wrote with the authority of a "gadol hador" (an outstanding personality of the time) where the rabbinate was involved.

He was particularly concerned about the appoint-

ment of young Baruch L,ipschi tz as rabbi, since the
accession of an unmarried young man as rabbi would introduce a new practice in his own province:
My heart burns like fire at the thought of
introducing also into our province new practices, to appoint a young man, still single,
as the rabbi [of a community] • • • •
Incalculable harm might come from this because other communities might follow this
example and might appoint_ unqualified men
[
ltc-3µ1 ,L1c,,v ,P'Jl I ' /l)p
J4fs we unfortunately witness so frequently.
1/

As an additional reason for his opposition to the appointment of young Lipschitz as rabbi, Fger mentioned the fact
that the young man was actually a native of the town whose
spiritual leader and religious guide he was now to become.
How, he asked, could such a man be expected to deliver
sermons and preachments to those who knew him in swaddling
clothes?
In this very first letter Eger made it clear that he
would do all in his power to make this planned appointment impossible. 42

He suggested, therefore, that Yisrael

Lipschitz voluntarily give up the project.
The elder Ltpschi tz replied to Eger ' s 1 etter,
apologizing for any derogatory remarks he might have
made against the Posen rabbi; nevertheless, he did not
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change his mind about letting young Baruch accept the
Wronke position.

To this letter Eger replied: 43

Your apology was not necessary, because
my objection to the proposed appointment of
your son has nothing to do with any hurt
feelings on my part.
But • • • I repeat: I will under no circumstances allow your son to carry out the duties
of a rabbi - not even the least important
decision - in Wronke.
Let this suffice.
The second letter is dated July 11, 1833.

Two days

previously Eger had written to Baruch himself, informing
him in a very curt note that he prohibited any rabbinical
.function by the young man, including even the right to
officiate at a wedding.44
At the same time F.ger addressed a letter to the
ahohet of Wronke warning him not to recognize the rabbinical
authority of the young man.45

Apparently the leaders of

the community were aware of the fact that young Lipschitz,
although strongly recommended by his own learned father,
did not measure up to the exacting standards of Eger.

A

correspondence developed between them and Eger, in which
the latter tried very hard46 to dissuade the pamassim of
Wronke from pursuing their intention.

He appealed to

their sense of responsibility as leaders of a Jewish community, and beseeched them to appoint a worthy, learned
rabbi.
A note of resignation and pain can be discemed in
the second letter; after pleading with them, Eger condluded:47
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If you will ignore my words and completely
ignore my views in this matter, at least I will
have done all in my power • • • the failure
will be all yours • • • •
Apparently Fger 's pleas were ineffective, and young Baruch
was installed as rabbi of Wronke.

Eger was not yet ready

to accept the rebuff; he demanded a test1

It will be re-

called that his opposition to young Lipschitz was not only
due to Baruch's youth and the fact that he was unmarried,
but primarily because in Eger's opinion the young man did
not possess sufficient learning to occupy the rabbinate of
any community.

This, of course, could be helped, and Eger

let it be known that he would no longer continue his opposition to the new rabbi of Wronke if the latter underwent
a thorough examination by recognized rabbinical authorities.
Unless their rabbi was prepared to appear for a thorough
examination either before Eger himself or the rabbi of
nearby Filehne, Eger was prepared to impose sanctions against
the community of Wronke .
In a letter48 to the rabbi of Filehne , Eger suggested
that word be passed around among Jewish travelers not to
eat anything of the Wronke shehita, unless the local rabbi
submitted to the examination Eger demanded.

Hearing of

this campaign against their rabbi, the leaders of the
Wronke community finally realized the gravity of the situation.

They urged their rabbi to accede to Fger's demand

and obtain the approval of a leading rabbi.
We can sympathize with the young rabbi, who probably
underestimated the relentless zeal F.ger displayed in the
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whole affair .

He had, it must be admitted , the official

approval of his own father .

But by this time the Wronke

leaders were not ready to take such evidence alone , and
asked Eger if such testimony about the knowledge and experience of a son as a rabbi could be accepted a s ~
fide .

To this Eger immediately replied with an emphatic

"No . 11

"You cannot depend on any ritual decision of your

rabbi , " he informed the communal leade rs , "unless he will
show you official approval [semiha] from leading rabbis . "
With typical thoroughness , Eger added : 49
• • • Send these documents to me [for an
examinati on] and I will return them to y ou •• • •
Apparently Baruch Lipschitz must have satisfied Eger, for
nothing further is known about this incident .

I n spite

of this long dispute , Yisrael Lipschitz wrote v e ry highly
about Eger whenever he made mention of him in his Mishnah
c ormnentary • .50
It must not be thought , however , that Eger, who by
that time was already an old man, spoke and acted as he
did because of the natural tension that exists between the
generations.

We have his own words, in his letter to the

Wronke leaders , in which he made it clear that his unalterable opposition was not due to any personal motives
but was dictated exclusively by his concern for t he s piritual
v,elfare of Posen Jewry . 5 1
On another occasion , some nine years before this issue

arose, F.ger entered the lists on behalf of young Rabbi
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Yossef Shmuel Landau, 52 son of the well-known scholar and
kabbalist Yisrael Yona Landau . 5 3

Indeed , the troubles

Eger experienced in order to maintain this young scholar
in the rabbinate of Kempen, as successor to the elder
Landau , are almost the reverse of those of the Wronke
incident .
Very briefly, this is what happened:

After the death

of his father, the parnassim of Kempen appointed young
Landau as the rabbi of the community .

This met with the

opp osition of the local Beth Din, of whom one member now
.v'~ spred to the position .

An ugly incident occurred in the

community when the members of the Beth 121!l publicly declared a ritual verdict by young Landau as inval i d .

There-

upon, Eger intervened and appealed to the Dayanim of Kempen
to work out a compromise solution, under wh i ch both young
Landau as well as the senior Dayan would , in tum , preside
as head of the l o c a l ~ Din. 54

Of special interest to

us is the plea to the Dayanim of Kempen made by Eger on
behalf of young Landau - whom Eger knew from personal knowledge to be an experienced Talmudist .

He wrote:55

I am greatly surprised at your illustrious
Beth Din • • • that you should be willing to
prolong needlessly this quarrel, especially with
the son of your late rabbi, the Gaon, whom you
are in duty bound to honor even after his death •
• • • Even if he [Yossef Shmuel Landau] is still
very young , is this a reason for fanning the
conflict • • • ? (author's italics)
Thus we see clearly that Eger did champion the cause
of youth when he was convinced - as in the case of
Landau - that the young rabbi possessed the necessary knowledge for the high office . 56

Eger's Approach to Pilpul
Among the outstanding authorities, Eger enjoyed a
reputation second to none as a commentator on Talmudic
literature.

The high esteem in which he is still held

by students of the Talmud is to a large degree due to the
simplicity of his approach, his lucid analysis of problems
raised, and above all, to his brevity of style .
His attitude to pilpul - the unique method of
dialectical mental gymnastics - was one of cautious reserve .

Though he would indulge in it occasionally - it

seemed to hold quite a fascination for him - Eger would
not accept any conclusions reached by means of pilpul
as binding from the point-of-view of Halachah.
We have an excellent example of this attitude in one
question that was submitted to him by the Beth Din of a
small town. 57

Though he agreed with their verdict, Fger

found it impossible to affix his signature to their decision.

One principle used by them in arriving at their

conclusion was not very clear and could be understood only
by comparing - in pilpulistic fashion - two unrelated
aspects .

Arter advancing arguments of his own in support

of the theory, Eger asked:
Are we actually going to decide the issue
~~rNu~'!:J] just because we have compared
[two ideas] by means of pilpul?
A great deal of intensive thought will have
to be given to this question before coming to
any final conclusion . 58
[

Eger's clear, logical way of thinking rejected pilpul ,

but nonetheless he was still attracted by its methodology.
This contradictory attitude is illustrated in another
responsum . 5 9

A. former student of Eger attempted to answer

a difficult point of law he once had h eard his master
raise during a discussion of a Tossefot in the tractate of
Erubin .

F.g er found the attempted solution very ingenious,

but added:
My friend , your words are well thought
through, using the method of t he p i lpul ,
but not to answer the difficulty simply
[
/ ' ' '">?;;; fi J 6°'Q, D -;:::.12.. , f' ] and to arrive
at a truly satisfactory answer , one will
still have to work very hard • • • •
Then , almost as an afterthought , Eger added:
If we are going to answer the question
by using pilpul , • • • were it not for t he
fact that I am not worthy to engage in it
11c q.....:> ...)'le .e
[
✓rl{);c.e,
] I would say • • • •
and then he proceeded to g ive a brilliant answer of his
own - using £ilpul .
There was one basic exception to his reserve towards
pilpul;

he would freely engage in it if he thought it

would help as an exercise to sharpen the minds of his
students .

As an illustration we might use a leamed brief

on some intricate Talmudical problem that the Posen Dayan
Yakov Calvary raised .

In his reply to Calvary , Eger ad-

mitted that he himself had discussed the question in his
Yeshiva , not as a real question [
by way of pilpul .
ing and concluded :

(c 1 lfjl

r'):/

J(

,er ], but

He then quoted his own line of reason-
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1L.2

All this I have expounded by way of p ilpua
in order to sharpen the minds of the friends 1
in their studies at the Yeshiva [ })''1 ;:oflJ',r~n f ].
Almost apologetically, he added:

"But the contents of

these words are, thank G-d, correct . "

We find a similar
62
note in Eger's commentary on the Shulchan Aruch,
partially defending pilpul by pointing out tha t despite the
pilpul , the conclusions reached are valid .

On the occa-

sion of a siyum (formal celebration at the conclusion of
a tractate of the Talmud) of the tractate Ketubot , Eger
had joined together, in the manner of the pilpul , the
beginnings of each chapter in the tractate, and he added:
• • • Praise be to G- d, every detail [of the
pilpul] has some worth while things • • • but
the joining together was done in the manner of
study customary in yeshivot .
There was also one further reason for Eger to elaborate63 an answer to a direct question on Jewish law
submitted to him, over and beyond the confines of what
was necessary, viz. , if he felt that the points raised by
his answer, though not bearing directly on the problem
involved, might serve a useful purpose by clarifying
underlying basic principles which would help solve similar problems in the future .
Eger was asked64 to decide a problem of internal
management in a synagogue, in which a German group and a
Polish group decided to join together and build one
synagogue for both elements.

The question arose about

the rights of persons who were accustomed to lead the

congregation in prayer in the separate Polish chapel:
Could they maintain these rights now in face of the demand of the German faction to have some of their men to
be the readers? 65

Eger gave an elaborate survey not only

of the immediate problem but also of the whole complicated
question of hazakah .

He concluded by saying that he had

written this long brief only for further reference
[

P!.fl 1.:f1

/'0,,. 1.AJU'l-;>/7---> ]

because he could (and did)

answer the immediate problem in four short lines . 66
The same ambiguity discovered in his attitude to the
Eilpul - using it occasionally , yet frowning on it at
other times - is also found in regard to his own novellae.
To a person who studied the Talmud and the multitude of
its commentators with the thoroughness and intensity of
Eger , there was no respite from this labor of love .

At

all times he was busy gathering, comparing , and collating
the diverging views found in the primary sources, and
almost invariably he came up with an original answer to
a seemingly incomprehensible problem. 67

F,ger's attitude

to his own novellae can best be seen from the following: 68
Because of my many and diverse concerns it
is impossible for me to study adequately the
works of the aharonim; and on account of that
the overwhelming majority of the novellae I
succeeded to evolve were lost; I did not take
the trouble to write them down since I thought
there was nothing really new in them, agd surely
somebody else must have anticipated me . 9
(author's italics)
On the other hand , we find Eger delighted when he
discovers a simple answer to an apparently difficult
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problem.

His son Abraham raised a number of important

points and the proud father hastened to answer them one
by one . 70

After answering the points raised, E:ger then

wrote:
Since I am happy to exchange my thoughts
with you , 71 my beloved son, I will not fail
to infonn you of the great novum that I perceived today - a matter that still needs a
great deal of thought - somethi ng that I have
not yet revealed to anyone; it is still new
with me . 72
In almost identical terms Eger wrote to a former
student , 73 after giving his opinion on a number of
interesting points raised by the latter:
In reference to what you wrote about • • •
I have not had time to examine it carefully;
right now something really important was revealed to me . I like it , because it i~ novel ,
and I will not keep it back from you . 74
At times his justifiable pride in his own contributions would clash with his innate modesty , and then we
come across an incongruous mixture such as this:

(Eger

is here corresponding with his son-in-law's father, Zanvil
Schmuel Munk-Schiff75)
I want to mention in this connection a
little contribution I made [
,/\Jc. 1 1~,t
];
it is an extremely valuable one - in my humble
opinion • • • • (author ' s italics)
Despite his sincere modesty, E:ger was very anxious
to defend his views, especially if they had been misrepresented .

A correspondent raised a number of points7 6 on an

explanation of a difficult passage by Eger .
nation Eger replied:

Full of indig-
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• • • From your words I gather that he who
told you in my name either did not fully
grasp what I said, or if he did he must have
forgotten my explanations and then must have
attempted to reconstruct them adding some
of his own [thereby] detracting, completely
upsetting, damaging and confusing • • • •
Therefore your Honor found an occasion to
raise his points • • • • Indeed, in all
humility, I did not explain it so but • • • •
If anyone dared to imply that he was unaware of some
important point raised by one of the classical commentators
or codifiers, then Eger was really hurt.
clear example of this.

We have one 77 very

In response to a critique of his

views, Eger wrote:
• • • My friend writes that apparently I am
unaware of the decision of the "Teshuvot
HaMaymuni"78; it is unheard of that I should
be thus judged [
Jolcf --.::>;:,. ..:.J>1c;1;;r,.-.,r:r;;, ;,(,'@ ] • • • •

Works and Approbations
We already have seen how, throughout his entire life,
Eger continued to study the vast Talmudic literature and
to annotate with connnents the books he studied.

Again and

again in his responsa he referred to such comments, at times
quoting from them.

Lovers of Torah and the Talmud have been

greatly attracted by his brilliant and lucid notes, written
with a brevity that reminds the reader of another great
commentator who annotated the classical works of the
Talmudic literature - the Gaon of Wilna.79

The overwhelming

majority of these notes have not yet been published though
some appeared in print, either as reprints from original
European editions or, at times, directly from MSS - an
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eloquent proof of the perennial interest that his works
hold for students of the Talmudical literature. 80
As an illustration o:f his marginalia we shall use
his notes on the works o:f the Rambam.

In one of his

letters 81 Eger quoted what he had written on the margin
of his own volume of the Rambam.

This copy was later

acquired by an admirer of Eger, and the marginal notes
were later (1921) printed in the magazine Degel Torah
{Warsaw) by M. Kasher. 82

When, in 1947, the brothers

Shulsinger of New York published their monumental edication of the Rambam's works with many new commentaries,
they also included Eger 's notes.
Other printed works of Eger include:
Drush veHidush, 83 novellae on a number of
tractates in the order of Moad and Zeraim.
Chidushe R. Akiba Eger, on several tractates,
part of Vol. IV of his responsa.
Drush V1 Chidush, on tractate of Chulin
(Warsaw).
Gilyon HaShass, marginal notes on the entire
Talmud (Vilna edition).
Tossefot Rabbi Akiba Eger, a concise Mishna
commentary.
Hagahot on the Yore Dea and Orech Chayim84
{Berlin 1862). Hagahot on Kapo
{Pietrekow 1912

1Temarim of Moshe

ibn Habib 85

Hagahot on Choshen Mishpat and Even Haezer
{Thom 1869).
His magnum opus undoubtedly is his collection of
responsa, the first volume of which was prepared for pub-
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lication by his sons Abraham and Solomon86 during his
lifetime.

In the introduction to this first volume there

are a number of points that both his learned sons and
Eger himself raise, and it will give us a better understanding
of Eger, the scholar, if we examine some of than.
Apparently Abraham and Solomon Eger felt a little
uneasy when they published this volume of responsa; not
because they had any qualms about the intrinsic merits of
their great father's work, but because, unlike most of the
contemporary volumes, this one did not contain any honorific
epithets that so richly abounded in similar works.
Abraham Eger made it clear that his reason for omitting
all these titles was a desire to follow F.ger's instructions
to him; he quoted from a letter of Eger dated December(?)
1832:

I will • • • ask you not to print the
salutary formulas which appear at the beginning
of each question; I have always thought about
these titles [ p 1 '?/cJJ ] which it is customary
to write: if I only had the power, I would
abolish them altogether • • • •
For the writer there is the suspicion of
flattery, and as for the recipient of the
letter, he is either in danger of becoming too
conceited - if there is too much of it - or he
might hate the writer for not having written
enough of these praises.
Eger went on to say that if he felt uneasy while reading
these letters of praise he certainly would strenuously
object to their publication in an "uncensored" form, seeing
that the printed work was likely to endure even after his
death, and he did not want to be put to shame 87 "in the
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world of Truth."

Characteristic of his sensitiveness

to others, Eger did use these flattering epithets; 88 yet
he also insisted that these be deleted from the published
volume.

Basically, he assumed that all great men must

think and feel as he did; so he merely followed Hillel's
dictum:

"A thing that 1s hateful to you, do not do to

others."
In a letter to Solomon dated March 1834, F~er approved of the division. of the volume into two parts:

one,

Pesakim, dealing with rulings on concrete questions of the
law that were addressed to Eger; the other, Ketavim, containing the purely academic questions on Talmud and related
subjects that people had sent to him.
In the light of our observations concerning Eger's
attitude to pilpul, these words of Eger have a familiar
ring:

• • • In my replies on purely academic points
it is quite possible that things are included
which do not obviously come from the views of
the rishonim; I included them nonetheless as
long as they seemed to be sound • • • and not heaven forbidl - empty pilpul.
Solomon hints ' that in this letter his father was at first
reluctant to agree to a publication of this volume and it
took a great deal of persuasion on the part of the two
sons to obtain Eger's consent.

Apparently there must have

been a change, in the last years of his life, in Eger's
attitude to the idea of committing his works to the
printing press.

He begari to realize that he had some-

thing of value to contribute to the scholars of his and

later times.
Just a few months before his death, 89 the publisher
of his notes on the Orah Hayim, Naftali Bleichrode, sent
him a copy of the work for proofreading.

Eger returned

the copy and wrote: 90
I have carefully gone over the copy; in my
humble opinion it deserves to be printed, because for an insignif'icant person as I am, I
/
have made quite.ra f contribution to scholarship
[
J h.1-.:> f"l'lf_jup ...J) lr/....1> D-3~ p:!l#'l ] . (author's
italics . )
Among the many works Eger annotated , which have not
yet been published, the following examples are quoted:
Not es on the MHarSHA9 1
(mentioned in Eger I, #41, 161)
Notes on Haham Zvi9 2
(mentioned in Eger I, #26}
Notes on Panim Meirot 93
(mentioned in Eger I , #158, Eger II, #139)
Notes on Magen Avraham94
{mentioned in Eger I, #17, 174)
Notes on Teshuvot haReMA95
(mentioned in Eger I, #150)
Notes on the SHaH96
(mentioned inEger I, #27 [Yo.De.], Eger I, #130
[Hosh . Mish. ] )
Notes on Mishneh LaMeleb?7
(mentioned in Eger II, #107)
Notes on Bet Shmue198
(mentioned in Eger I, #107)
Notes on Sidre Taharah99
(mentioned in Eger I, #114)
Notes on Yerushalmi
(mentioned in Eger I, # 222)
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Notes on Shaar HaMelehlOO
(mentioned in Eger II, #117, 119)
101
Notes on Mekor Hayim
(mentioned in Eger I, #183).
102
Another commentary to the novellae of Rabenu Nissim
was
apparently published in Eger's lifetime; such is the impression one gets from a passage in the second volume of
his responsa. 103
Interesting is the attitude of Eger toward the problem
of approbations.

In common with many leading rabbis of

his time Eger was reluctant to approve the many books which
were printed by students of the Talmud.

With the exception

of reprints of recognized classical works, 104 Eger was reluctant to give a formal approbation to any new work.

This

reluctance had its origin in Eger's basic modesty - he did
not consider himself important enough to approve the writings
of others.

Partly it may have been due to his intellectual

honesty; he may have felt that most of these books did not
add anything really worth while to a better understanding of
the Talmud.
dilemma:

Be that as it may, it placed Eger in a real

on the one hand he was unwilling (or unable) to

grant the wishes of various authors who asked him to put
the seal of his approval on their works; on the other hand,
he was unwilling to hurt these men and possibly cause them
a financial loss by not approving their books.
ingenious solution of the problem:

He chose an

in most instances 105

Eger refused the requested approval but yet expressed his
willingness to purchase the book about to be published, at
the full price.

1.51

So great was the esteem in which Eger was held by
his contemporaries , that such a letter of point-blank
refusal by Eger to give a formal haskama still was printed,
often as the only official endorsement, at the beginning of
many a newly published book .
A few examples of this method of Eger:
To the author of the HaYam HaTalmud , 1 06 Eger wrote:
As to your request • • • to give my approval of
• • • the book; my friend , in my opini on my words
are completely unnecessary ; since the great scholars of our time 1 07 already endorsed it , what
could rrry humble words add • • • •
F.ger then referred to his firm declaration to withhold formal approval of any new books, 108 but cont inued :
•• • When the printing will be c ompleted I
would beg • • • to be honored by your sending
me a copy • •• • I shall • • • send you the
full price .
Even where the authors of these volumes included religious decisions by Eger himself, Eger succeeded in avoiding the need for a formal approbation, by hiding behind his
modesty .

Thus , he refused to endorse the publication of

the Kur haBechina by Yossef Shmuel Landau though, as we
have seen above, 109 he knew the rabbi to be an outstanding
110
Talmudical scholar . We remarked earlier
on another instance in which Eger refused to make an exception, even in
the case of a close personal friend, Noah ben Shimon, author
of the important Toldot l'!.2!.£•
It is only when we go back to Eger ' s early years in
the rabbinate that we find him willing to approve a new
book.

In 1810, while still rabbi of Friedland, he gave
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his approbation to the book Rishme Shaala by Yisrael
Moshe ben Arye Leb. 111

Occasionally, when Eger was con-

vinced that a new book did contribute materially to our
understanding of the classical rabbinic literature, he
would take the initiative and urge the publication of such
112
a work.

Eger's Attitude to Hassidism
By the time Eger had become the recognized leader of
traditionally-minded Jews in Eastern Europe, the internal
struggle between Hassidism and its opponents had already
passed its peak .

Eastern Europe, especially the Jewish

masses of the Ukraine, Poland, and Galicia, had become a
stronghold of the movement; the bitter opposition of the
Lithuanian rabbis against the movement ceased, since it
became apparent that traditional Jewry would have to close
its ranks to the inroads of the "Berlin-enlightenment. nll3
We have only very little evidence as to the attitude
of Eger to the Hassidic movement.

In Posen itself and in

the other cities of Prussia, Hassidism made but few gains,
so he had little opportunity to get to know the prominent
leaders of the movement personally.

As a Talmud scholar

par excellence, Eger could not help looking askance at a
movement which did not put sufficient stress on the study
of the Talmud .

If we can trust the reliability of one

remark about a prominent Hassidic rabbi attributed to Eger,
we would find that Eger's attitude to Hassidism was one of
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skeptical caution.
During one of his many visits to Warsaw, Eger met the
young Yitzchak Meir, who later became the rabbi of Gur,
and founder of one of the most popular Hassidic dynasties. 114
Eger was very much impressed by the great erudition of the
young man, and is quoted to have said:

115

• •• You should know that this young man will
in his studies, if only his preoccupation with
hassidism will not distract him from his studies,
certainly reach the leyel of the late rabbi
Jonathan Eybschuetz . llO (author ' s italics)
It is not improbable that Eger's involvement in the
well-known controversy about the printing of the Talmud in
Slawita had its origin in the fact that the Slawita printers,
the brothers Shmuel Abba and Pinchas Shapiro, were scions of
a Hassidic family, whereas their competitor - Menahem Rom
from Vilna - was a mitnaged . 11 7

This is the suggestion of

one of Eger's biographers , 118 who surmised that Eger ' s own
stand was influenced by his dislike of hassidism .

In order

fully to understand the background of this dispute, it is
necessary to delineate briefly the events leading up to
it . 119
In the beginning of the nineteenth century there was
an acute shortage of copies of the Talmud in Eastern
Europe .

The burning of thousands of copies in 1758, as an

aftermath of the struggle of the rabbinical authorities
120
against the sect of the Frankists,
and the simultaneous
rise of the famous yeshiva in Valozsin with the subsequent
demand for Talmud literature, 121 unders c or ed the need for
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a plentiful supply of Jewish books of learning.
Thereupon Moshe Shapiro, father of the two partners,
Shmuel Abba and Pinchas, decided to devote himself to the
sacred task of printing copies of the Talmud .

To safe-

guard their financial investment, they secured an interdict
from the leading rabbis of the time that during a period of
ten years {1817-1827) no other publisher would be permitted
to publish another edition of the Talmud.

Eger himself

was one of the men who supported this plea of the Slawita
printers .
At the end of five years, however, most of the copies
were sold and Rom, the enterprising Wilna printer , prepared

a new edition of the Talmud; the brothers Shapiro , who
felt that the original interdict for ten years protected
122
them, also made preparations for reprinting the Talmud.
The dispute was brought before the leading rabbinical
authorities, some of whom favored the Slawita printers;
others, including Eger, felt that the Wilna publisher had
a sounder claim. 123

Out of respect for Eger, most of the

rabbis favoring the Slawita publishers withdrew their
support.
In their desperation, the brothers Shapiro resorted
to unethical means and accused Solomon Eger of having a
vested financial interest in the matter12 4 and of having
persuaded his father to support the claim of the Wilna
printer against his better judgment .

These attacks on the

integrity of Eger and his son Solomon had wide reper-
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cussions; leading rabbis, friends, and students of ~er
12$
rallied to his support
and Eger himself defended his
honor with vigor.
In a letter to the Wilna publisher he wrote:

126

I am terribly upset about the impertinence
of the Slawita publishers • • • and their
attacks against my son • •• and me • • • • I
have read their claims and found it impossible
to justify their claims.
'
According to the decision of the Torah the
right is with the Wilna publishers • • • •
I cannot forgive them this matter because
while I am not concerned about myself, the
disgrace caused to the Torah cannot be forgiven .
Numerous legends 127 are told ab out the personal contacts Eger had with leading Hassidic rabbis of his time ,
but these only strengthen the impression that Eger's attitude to Hassidism was one that permitted him to respect
individual great leaders 128 without identifying himself
with the movement.
In one area Eger came very close to the beliefs and
practices of the Hassidism; he believed in the efficacy of
written amulets - kamiot - and is said to have given many
himself , especially during the cholera epidemic of 1831 . 129
We have two letters in which Eger appealed to the wellknown kabbalist Yisrael Yona Landau130 to send him an amulet
for two local patients who were greatly in need of special
intercession to the Almighty . 1 31
Occasionally Eger would permit his preference for the
writings of the great mystic and kabbalist, Yitzchak Luria , 132
to decide a question of law; in his notes on the Shulchan
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Aruch, dealing with Tefillin, he strongly urged that the
practice of the Ar1 133 be followed.
There was one feature of Hassidism that appealed to
F.ger greatly; the deep devotion and the burning zeal the
average Hassid displayed toward the teachings and practices
of his religion.

While the majority of the Jews in Posen

still kept the observances of traditional Judaism during
Eger's lifetime, he bitterly complained about the lack of
enthusiasm on the part of the rank and file of Posen Jewry.
In a letter to Moses Sofer, dated Ma rch

5,

1830, he

wrote: 1 34
Surprisingly enough, the majority of the Jewish
population here are G-d fearing men • • • but there
is no fire in them, nor are they men of action •
• • • Thus I have been left to fight the battles
of the Lo rd by myself • • • • (author's italics)
When experiencing the absence of vital interest in the continuation of the Jewish tradition, F.ger must have thought
of the zeal that the Hassidic masses of nearby Poland and
Galicia so amply displayed.

Eger - the Man .
It might be worth while to delineate some of Eger 's
distinctive features.
His thoughtfulness of others knew no bounds.

We have

seen135 how at times, in spite of his busy schedule, he
would write lengthy replies to his questioners because he
thought they would appreciate an elaborate answer.

On

one occasion136 :Eger received a letter from a young rabbi
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who, in the manner of talmud students, desired to exchange
with him comments on some involved talmudic problem. 137
At that time Eger was suffering from a very painful eye
ailment 138 and found it impossible to reply at length to
the problem.

Lest the local scholars misconstrue his

reticence as a slight to the young rabbi, Eger felt constrained to search among his writings and send his correspondent one of his earlier treatises on a cognate subject matter. 139
In another instance his son Solomon had been approached by the Beth Din of Sochatchov 14° to rule on the
legality of a woman's~ (bill of divorce) .

After a

thorough study of the case, Solomon Eger ruled that the
woman must be considered legally divorced and that she was
free to marry again; he made his ruling on condition that
his illustrious father would endorse it .

Although Eger,

because of his physical exhaustion - both the Jewish and
Gentile physicians who attended him despaired of his recovery found himself unable to go into the merits of the case, he
hastened to give the desired endorsement.

He did not wish

to prolong the painful period of uncertainty for the woman
141
until he was fully recovered.
In this same letter Eger
took the opportunity to express his heartfelt thanks to
his physicians for their care and devotion.

He wrote: 1 42

When the beloved words of my son reached me
they found me dangerously ill and all the
physicians of the city, both Jews and non-Jews
(I am forever grateful to them for their great
devotion and valiant efforts; by day and night
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they worked for me; may the Almighty requite
them according to their good deeds • • • ) had
already given up hope • • • •
Gratitude for kindness received was another typical
trait of Eger.

We already have discussed his appreciation

of and gratitude to his first wife; 143 and as a token of
his appreciation for the care and understanding his second
wife, Brendel , lavished on him , he bought from the Hevrah
Kadishah (burl 1 society) of the Posen community the plot
adjoining her grave.
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Thus his simple tombstone is

found not in the special part of the old Jewish cemetery
that was set aside for the great rabbis of the community,
but rather near that of his second wife.
Nor was he unmindful of the help and encouragement he
and his yeshiva received from the communities of Mae rkish
Friedland and Posen.

Writing to his sons - in a letter

we already had occasion to quote above145

-

Eger asked:

• • • it is fitting to mention [in the introduction to the proposed first volume of his
responsa] my profound gratitude to the members
of • • • the Jewish connnunity of Posen in whose
midst I have now lived [1834] for nineteen
years. They hearken to my criticism [
and support those who study at the yeshiva; likewise to the members of the • • • Maerkish Friedland community in whose midst I had lived • • •
twenty-four years [and who] supported the yeshiva.
The warmth and the compassion of which ~er was
capable were by no means confined to instances where he
displayed them merely in words; whenever the opportunity
arose, he tried to help by concrete action. 146

This was

especially true in cases where Eger found it possible to
help his many students, in whose physical, as well as

]
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spiritual welfare he always showed a fatherly interest.

In keeping with the spirit of the times , when there still
existed a considerable number of well-to- do laymen who
were anxious to have an outstanding talmudical student as
a son- in-law, Eger tried to find such men in order to
s ettle securely some of his outstanding students .

This

readiness of Eger to assist in the arranging of a suitable
marriage and the subsequent financial security of his
students throws an interesting light on the social functions
of a Rosh Yeshiva (head of a talmudical a c ademy) in those
days .
We have several instances of Eger ' s endeavors in this
direction .

He was instrumental in arranging a match

b etween the daughter of his uncle Wolf Fger and one of
his students still at the Friedland yeshiva . 147

Very

often Eger would use his many connections and his farflung correspondence in order to arrange a suitable match
for deserving students .

When writing to the prominent lay

leader of the·Frankfurt Jewish community, Aron Moses Fuld ,
F.ger asked him for information concerning a promising
young man, apparently with a view to arranging a match .
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His main interest in arranging a suitable marriage
for his students was to enable the young men to sit undisturbed and devote their time to the study of the Talmud .
In the Spring of 1819 F.ger wrote to one of his former
students 149 saying that some years previously the father of
the young man had indicated a desire to marry off his
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daughter to an outstanding student of Eger.

Now Eger

had found such a student who
• • • is an outstanding, G-d fearing student
who • •• pores over his volumes day and
night, and given an opportunity to devote
himself without distraction to the further
study of the Torah, should go very far • • • •
In another instance, Eger congratulated a student on
having reached a safe haven where he could now devote
himself to further study without distraction, and said he
was delighted to have had a share in bringing about this
happy turn of events. 150 In his concern for the future of
his students Eger merely continued a practice in vogue
in many a yeshiva;

he was unique, however, in the care he

took in making his students feel that they were his
colleagues, and he did not insist on the customary
master-student relationship.
Owing to his preoccupation with the early talmudical
authorities - we discussed Eger's reverence for their views
at the beginning of this chapter - he had little time left
to peruse the later rabbinical authorities and commentators,
the aharonim.

Occasionally, in his attempt to clarify a

difficult passage of the Talmud, he would develop a theory
which, unknown to him, some aharon had already arrived at
before him.

Then some of his students, who~ aware of

the earlier passage, would draw his attention to it.
Gratefully Eger wou1d acknowledge the students' contribution, as in the following:
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• • • I have heard from the colleagues
[
p 1r>n,-,N .!./IYNe.- ] wh-9r::'itudy at the yeshiva
that the MaHaRaM SHI~F'-.::, explained• •• it
in the same manner.1.::,2
1

In the paragraph just quoted, Eger's choice of the word
''colleague" (haber) was deliberate; throughout his res pons a
and other writings 153 we never find anyone who studied at
his yeshiva referred to as talmid (student) .

In explaining

the reason for this reluctance to refer to those who studied
under him as his "students" Eger wrote:
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I said [to myself], who knows as to who
learned from whom? Especially now that many
[of the students] have become famous scholars
themselves • • • [if5is not becoming to call
them as my pupils] . 5

His Influence
Towards the end of his life Eger was unquestionably
recognized as the outstanding leader of traditional Jewry
in Germany and beyond; 156 the Jewish masses especially
revered him to an extent that seems almost incredible to
understand in our day .

But this reverential attitude was

not confined to Jews alone; even the Prussian authorities
respected his views affecting Jewish ritual law.

Thus,

when some problems arose in the city of Magdeburg regarding the building of a ritualarium {mikvah) the government
authorities approached F.ger to express his views on the
problem . 1 57
That Eger had the most cordial relationship with
Oberpraesident F'lottwell and other high government officials,
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we have already noted. 1 58

Of far greater importance was

the fact that during his lifetime the other rabbis of the
province of Posen felt secure, even though there was a
tendency on the part of the younger generation to drift
away from traditional Jewish practices.

With the death of

Eger, however, a general demoralization of the forces of
orthodoxy set in.

According to a letter of Solomon Eger159

the rabbis were afraid to reprove their congregants for
fear that they would be told to leave altogether and that
their positions would be offered to the less exacting
refonn rabbis.
It might perhaps be appropriate to mention here the
remarkable impact Eger produced on those who came into
personal contact with him.

One of the finest descriptions

of Eger found in the literature of the last century is
that by the noted German Jewish writer, Ulrich Frank.

In

her story of nineteenth century Jewish life 160 she describes
a visit by Eger to her native Breslau where Eger was to
perform the marriage ceremony of his granddaughter.

The

whole connnunity was at a high pitch of excitement .
Thursday evening he had arrived in Breslau;
a delegation of the community, which was joined
by hundreds of other members, had traveled to
meet him at Obersitzko •
• • • In the carriage sat the small, spare man,
wrapped in his silken caftan, with his fur cap
on his head, silent and simple.
Yet even now I recall that something sovereign,
something noble rested over the modest appearance,
that indefin~ble something which surrounds those
that are born to rule and spreads the halo of a
pure soul around the outer man . This was the
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effect the old man had on all who stood in a
breathless silence around the house of • • •
in the hundreds.
And when he left the carriage and stood for
a moment on the stone steps that led to the
entrance, while a mild, infinitely benevolent
smile appeared on his lips, then, full of
reverence, the men inclined their heads and
one of the crowd called out loudly: ttBlessed
art thou • • • "161 and the others repeated
the words silently, while the women cried out
loudly, overcome by their emotions.
The influence that Eger exerted on the Jewish world
during his lifetime continued unabated after his death.
The thousands of students who had studied under him
carried his method of learning - a critical scrutiny of the
texts, dependence on the early authors instead of the more
voluminous, later authorities - to every place where the
Talmud was studied.
Eger's great love for Israe1162 was fully shared by
two of his most outstanding students, Zebi Hirsh Kalisher
and Eliyahu Gutmacher, both of whom were leading advocates
of Jewish settlement in Palestine, and who are rightly
regarded in Israel today as the precursors of religious
Zionism.

These two men, who were so utterly different in

their personalities - the former was a keen student of the
Talmud, a pre-eminent halachist,

163 interested in philosophy,

and a man of action; the latter, a saintly scholar, mainly
interested in the study of the kabbala and other mystical
writings - nevertheless shared one great ideal.

They both

wanted to help in the upbuilding of the Land of Israel.
It is therefore safe to assume that F.ger, whose

164

influence on Kalisher is also apparent in other areas,
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was the driving power who influenced his students towards
a more positive attitude to the problem of Palestine.
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In addition to his greatness in the field of Jewish studies,
his shining example as a modest person whose conduct inspired
reverence, Eger contributed - through the influence of his
students - to the revival of the love for the land of
Israel among the Jews of the Diaspora .
From the time that Eger's novellae on the Talmud first
appeared, they were studied avidly by Talmudists ; wherever
he raised a problem and was unable to give a satisfactory
answer, scholar~ have attempted to find the solution.
Numerous works 166 were written by rabbinical scholars whose
purpose was to show how some of the questions could be
answered; some of these books were written in recent years,
one of them here in the United States of America. 167

Thus

we see how Ege r's main interest in life - his study of the
Torah, in the broadest sense of the word - constituted, at
the same time, his most important contribution to posterity.
The crucial problems that faced him regarding the
adjustment of German Jews to a life outside the walls of
the ghetto, resolved themselves.

The struggle between

orthodoxy and reform continued unabated after Eger's death,
and in time two separate bodies emerged, whose ideologies
were molded by the constant challenge that the existence
of the one group represented to the other.
Eger may be said to have anticipated the rise of
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neo-orthodoxy in Germany.

The ideology of German ortho-

doxy that developed under the dynamic leadership of Samson

168 was akin to the spirit of Eger . 169

Raphael Hirsch

He ,

too, realized that the new conditions of Jewish life called
for new measures , and he sought a modus vivendi between the
modern culture and Israel's ancient heritage .
Where he stood above all his contemporaries in Germany,
however, was in his dedication to the study of the Talmud
and its commentators; no rabbi after Eger succeeded in
inspiring the students of a yeshiva in Germany as did Rabbi
Akiba Eger .

Hundreds studied under him in Friedland, and

Eger became the rear-guard of traditional Judaism in Germany, which helped to stem the disintegration that seemed
to threaten the very survival of traditional Judaism in
Germany.
As a talmudical scholar Eger commanded the respect and
admiration of world Jewry to an extent that no other central
European scholar has enjoyed since. 170

Even Lithuania, the

home of the Gaon of Wilna, humbly acknowledged his
eminence. 171

Among students of the Talmud, his works were

accorded a place of honor that was customarily reserved for
the works of the rishonim; the study of his notes or his
responsa is to this day a special intellectual enjoyment
for the serious student of the Talmud.

The relentless

logic, the bold sweep or imagination that is characteristic
of Eger's approach to the most complicated problems, fully
justify the claim that was made by .historians:
Eger was indeed Germany's last Ga on1 172

Rabbi Akiba
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KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THE NOTES

IDER I

- Teshuvot Rabbi Akiba Eger (New York,
1948; phot . reprint .)

IDER II

- Teshuvot Rabbi Akiba ~ger, Mahdura
Tinyana (Vienna, 1889.

EGER III

- Sefer Sheelot uTeshuvot veHidushe
Rabbi Akiba Eg rt ed. D. Greineman
(Jerusalem, 19 7J•

EGER "IV

- Teshuvot veHidushe Rabbi Akiba ~
(New York, 1952; phot. reprint).

EGER

- Sefer Derush veHidush Rabbi Akiba
Eger , Helek Alef uBet (Brooklyn, 1943;
phot. reprinTI:- -

V

EGER VI

4

- Hagahot Rabbi Akiba Eger al Shulhan
Aruh (Part I - Berlin, 1802; Part II -

Thorn, 1869).

SCHREIBER I

- Schreiber, Solomon. Sefer Igrot
Sofrim (Vienna, 1929).

SCHREIBER II

- Schreiber, Solomon . Sefer Hut Hammeshulash
heHadash \Drohobycs, i908).-

EMANZIPATION I

- Freund, Ismar . Die Em.anzipation der Juden
in Preussen. VoY:-I {Berlin, 19121'7

EMANZIPATION II

- Freund, Ismar. Die Emanzipation der Juden
1!! Preussen . Vol':-II (Berlin, 1912).

FOOTNOTES TO CHAP.rER I (continued)
Weitz, ibid., points out that if the Tosefot K'tuba
amounted to 807 adumin, then the bride's dowry must
have been 2/3 of the sum, i.e., 538, the equivalent
of the Jewish year - 538 (not counting the five
thousand).
20.

Eger II, #29 -32.

21.

Ibid., #30: "A thousand thanks to my lord for the
arrangements he made to rejoice publicly on the day
of my rejoicing; this is indeed a true sign of the
strength of his love to me, though I do not know
why I deserve it. Thanks I express to you, and to
his Honor, the Gaon [Rabbi J . Fraenkel] his fatherin-law, and to the Gaon Rabbi Isaiah Pick and the other
great rabbis for the blessing that was brought to me
through • • • my uncle. I hope to the Lord that he
will fulfill the words that these Tzaddikim have
spoken; may those who blessed me be blessed• • • • 11

22.

Eger I, #30 .

23.

Schreiber I, .21?.• cit., p. 11: "Then, when I dwelt
securely in the happy city of Lissa , so full of
scholars • • • "
In the introduction Wolf Eger mentioned his sister
Gittl and her husband Moses Guens; he wrote of them:
Eger reciprocated the interest of his uncle by taking
care of his uncle's young daughter; it was he who
arranged the match between the orphan and a scholarly
7,oung man from Wuerzburg . Cf. Eger III , #19:
1Mazaltov blessings on the union between the daughter
of the Leipnik Rabbi [his uncle Wolf] and a young
scholar from Wuerzburg , which I was instrumental in
arranging." Cf. IDER VI, #134 .
L. Lewin , Geschichte der Juden in Lissa (Pinna, 1904),
P• 47. Between 1767-1790 Lissa had 4,000 - 5,000 Jews;
Posen - 3,000.

26.

Wessely, Hartwig (Naftali Hirz Weisel), M1 sechet Avot
im Perush Yen L 1 vanon (Berlin, 1775), P• 2 •
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FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER I ( continued)

27.

28.

In a letter to the Trieste Jewish community, published by Yizhak Shemnel Reggio, noted Italian
Maskil, in Kerem Chemed (Vienna 1833, ed. by Samuel
Yechiel Goldenberg) , Wessely spiritedly defends his
friend Mendelsohn against allegedly unwarranted
attacks by the Prague rabbinate.
Cf. numerous instances of traditional rabbis appealing
government authorities to prohibit innovations of
reform practices; on the other hand, wherever the
reform groups, especially in Western Germany, had the
ear of the authorities, they tried to force their own
ritual on reluctant orthodox groups . H. Graetz,
Geschichte der Juden, Vol. II (Leipzig 1870) • .££•
especially Eger 's letter to Eisenach Jewry in Igrot
Sofrim, #45 .

to

29.

Reggio, Kerem Chemed, op. cit., P• 6: "In Wilna and
in Prague • • • our brethren sit and cry and proclaim a fast, and it is considered a time of tribulation by them; and all this because of the royal decree
that they should teach their children the vemacular.
• • • "

30.

Vienna, 1826.

31.

Divre Shalom • • • , .2.E.• cit.

32.

Simha Assaf, M'korot l'Toldot Hachinuch b'Yisrael
(Tel Aviv , 1925), Vol. I , p. 128. Extracts of both
sermons are given in that volume.

33.

Louis Lewin, "Aus dem juedischen Kul turkam.pf," in
Jahrbuch der uedischen titeratur Gesellschaft
{F'rankfur't;-191 , Vol. XII, pp. 182 ff., discusses
and quotes the Lissa sermon.

34. Yet in the haskamah to Wessely 's work (cf. note 26

above) he calls the author: harabani hamuflag (the
outstanding rabbinical scholar).

35.
36.

Rav Tuv Le Bet Yisrael, printed together with first
The letter
was written in the spring of 1782.

I'etter7 Dfvrf)shalom • • • • (Vienna, 1826).

Marcus Herz , noted physician and philosopher; later
(1788) he published a booklet entitled, Uber die
fruehe Beerdigung der Juden, in which he's:dvocates
later burial of Jews and in which he ridicules L.andau
for insisting on the early burial of Jews.
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37.

Marcus Eliezer Bloch , self-taught physician and
ichthyologist.

38.

Wessely , Rav Tuv • • • , .£E• cit., P•

39.
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4o. Cf. note 27, supra.
41. er. note 29, supra.
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43.

Loe •

44.

Loe. cit.

45.
46.
47.

Ibid., P• 7•

48.
49.

Chapter V.

O'Yr 0;1 'v .J.../1' 1 i ) I

ill• , p. 6.

Ibid., P• 6.
Ibid.

For a full discussion of Lissa, cf. Lewin, Juden in
Lissa,~• cit., pp. 47ff.

50.

Eger I, #51 and #157 .

51.

Moses Guens died 1790; .£!• Bernhard Wachstein,
Grabschriften des alten Judenfriedhofs in Eisenstadt
(Vienna, 1922)-:--

52.

Eger I , #157: · "I know that • • • father • • • need
not ask anyone so young in years • • • as I am."

53.

Loe. cit.
Eger I, #161, #215-217 ;

54.

Eger III, #17 .
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55.

Eger I, #217: "Because I rejoice when I talk with
you about Torah [ · r.1v"Y' · -· '"tl-L'r.ru ,. · · · ] my beloved
son I will not fail to tell you what I discovered
today. • • • n

56.

Solomon married the daughter of a prominent Warsaw
merchant (ca. 1801) and resided in Warsaw for over
thirty years, combining the occupation of a merchant
with that of a scholar, as his numerous letters to
his father show. We have more than twenty responsa
of Solomon in the printed works of Eger. Together with
his brother Abraham he edited the first volume of
Eger's responsa, during the lifetime of his father.
After the uprising against Russia (1830), he lost his
fortune and accepted the call of the community in
Kalish in 1835; both Prague and Frankfurt had also
expressed their willingness to appoint him as a
rabbi.
After the death of his father, Solomon Eger succeeded
him and he had some interesting plans to settle the
poorer members of the Posen community in agricultural
settlements (Kolonien) but, at the outbreak of the
1848 rebellion against the Prussian king, these plans
had to be abandoned.

57.

Eger I, #222.

58.

A

59.

At the end of Eger I, #170 .

60.

Eger I, #171 .

61.

In one of the most moving letters extant, Eger pours
out his heart to two Lissa friends, after the death
of his beloved wife, Glickche. This letter in
Schreiber II, p. 65-b, is quoted fully in the appendix.

62.

Eger maintained the most cordial relationship with
his parents-in-law; cf. his real concern for them in
the letter just quoted.

63.

Cf. p .17, supra.

64.

Schreiber I, #61, p. 86: Pleading lack of means to
one of his Mechutanim (parents of his son-in-law) Eger
wrote that any reputation for affluence at the present
time (1837) was completely unfounded; only his happy
stay at ~issa could have warranted such a reputation.

play of words on the Hebrew "Avrech 11 ; cf. Rashi's
comment to Genesis 41:43.
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Cf. Lewin, Juden in Lissa, .2E.•
Lissa documents':"

ill•,

P• 244, based

65.

on

66.

g.

67.

For further details on this fire see detailed description in Lewin, Juden JJ! Lissa, .212• ill•, PP• 69-70.

68.

His son Abraham married and lived in Rawits.

69.

Was a close friend of Eger; cf. his letter of congratulation on the occasion of the latter's acceptance of
the posit ion as rabbi in Maerkish Friedland, :in Schreiber,
ed. Sefer Igrot Sofrim (Vienna, 1929), #4. From this
letter it appears that Noah taught Abraham at that time:
"Best regards to your son Abraham, my beloved student."

Weitz , Ateret ~ , .2.E.• cit., P• 36, footnote #13 .

It is interesting to note that even to this close personal friend Eger gave no formal Haskamah when years
later he published his work, Toldot Noah. Instead he
promised to buy a copy of the book. -

70.

Weitz, Ateret Poz , .2!?,• cit., P• 37, asserts that
Abraham actually married the daughter of Fger's host
during his stay in Raw1ts. While as a rule Weitz is
very careful in his statements concerning family
relationships, he does not support this one with any
other evidence.

71.

Eger III, #43 : Eger suggested to a correspondent that
while he found it impossible to provide an adequate
income for a suggested son-in-law in Friedland, something could be tried in Rawi ts. He said: "They should
try to settle him in Rawits , where thank G-d, I am
very well liked by the inhabitants of the city, who
will do a great deal for me [
jYIV
IL 'v-

r ,');:, ');)

1/

]

•"

Another indication of the popular esteem Eger enjoyed
in the city can be obtained from one of his letters
(Schreiber I) where he contemplated retiring from the
rabbinate altogether; he then would want to settle in
some small town where he could devote himself to the
study of the Torah, but not in Lissa or flRawits • • •
where the people of the city would disturb me too
much. • • • "
72.

££.• letter just quoted (Schreiber I, letter #9-b ,

pp. 11-13); also Schreiber II, p. 65b (see appendix).
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73 .

Schreiber I, #9-b, loc . ill• In this letter, which
because of its outstanding importance will be referred to several times and is also quoted fully in
the appendix, Eger describes how he came to accept
the position of a rabbi: "My father-in-law • • •
almost forced me to accept the burden of the
rabbinate when it was offered to me by the people
of Friedland . "
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FOOTNarES TO CHAPTE.'R II
1.

This omnibus bill, consisting of 33 paragraphs, is
based on an older General-Reglement from the year
1730; it is striking to note the increasing antiliberal outlook of the latter of the two documents.
The whole background is fully discussed in &anzipation I.

2.

Ernanzipation II, P• 50ff.

3 • .!Ell•, P• 53.

4.

In the same section the intent of the government to
restrict or abolish altogether rabbinical jurisdiction
is unmistakable. Thus we read (ibid., P• 53):
" • • • the Rabbi and the elders have no proper jurisdiction • • • ; we permit, however, for the time being
in internal Jewish affairs that have a bearing on
their ritual, such as marriage contracts • • • the
rabbi be given a kind of legal recognition. • • • 11

5.

Wreschner, .2!?.• ill•, p. 26ff., based on entries of the
Friedland Gemeindebuch.

6.

Their election had to be confirmed within eight days
by the local authorities, according to Section XXIX of
the General-Reglement.

7.

In the minutes of the Friedland connnunity, only thirtyfour signatures are found on the occasion of the election of their rabbi; (Schreiber I, #2, 3, pp. 2-3} perhaps one of the electors was absent. Wreschner suggests that there were only thirty-one deputies Yehide ha-kahal - who were entitled to vote. We must
then assume that the regulations conceming the local
administration of the Jewish comrm.mities under the
General-Reglement of 1750 were not strictly adhered
to in Friedland.

8.

Yochanan ben Meir Kremnitzer; well-known talmudical
scholar, also a former Lissa resident. While in
Friedland, Rabbi Yochanan approved several Talmudical
works.

9.

Schreiber I #3 contains a detailed breakdown of the
rabbi's proposed income.

10.

Emanzipation II, #58, p. 235.

11.

Schreiber I, #3 (end}.
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FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER II (continued)
12.

Meir Posner, rabbi in several important cotmm.mities,
including the small Danzig suburb of Schottland. He
was the author of the important Bet-Meir and other
works; was one of the leading rabbis of the time and
by many years Fger's senior; he died in 1803.

13.

Zvi Hirsh Zamosh was greatly interested in Eger's
welfare; F.ger calls him Mehutan, indicating a family
relationship. ·Rabbi Zvi was rabbi in Glogau (Silesia)
until 1802 and then, until his death (1807), rabbi in
Hamburg.

14.

Rabbi Kalish~r's son, Abraham Moshe, rabbi of
Schneidemuehl (Pila) married Sarl , F.ger's second
daughter. Eger exchanged responsa with him (Eger II,
#95, Eger IV, #37, 38); in 1812 Kalisher died and
his widow Sarl married in second marriage Moses Sofer,
the famous Pressburg rabbi.

15.

Yaakov Lissa is the author of Bet Yaakov, Netivot
Hamishpot, Chavat Da-at, and many other important
Talmudical works. He was a great-grandson of the
famous Haham Zebi and was considered one of the outstanding authorities on Jewish law. For a number
of years he was Ab-Bet-Din of Lissa (1809-1821); he
then went to Kalish for a number of years. In both
cities he had large yeshivot with many students eager
to listen to his brilliant lectures.

16.

Yaakov Lissa had no luck in the choice of his wives:
he divorced three of them and the ensuing publicity
led to his eventual banishment from the city of Kalish.
In vain did his friends, including Eger, try to intervene; he had to leave Kalish in 1825.
One of his students, Nauman Simonson (Nachman Berlin),
in an introduction to the book Edut L'Yisrael, bitterly
complained that the authority of the Talmud has declined at such an alarming pace that recently a famous
rabbi, a veritable "laurel tree of learning'' (a word
play on Lissa 's German name - Lorbeerbaum) was exiled
from his city.

17.

Volume III of his responsa actually consists of extracts from different collections of responsa in which
Eger's own are mentioned.

18.

F.ger I, #108. In case of an Agunah, F.ger finds a way
to permit her to remarry; but unwilling to accept the
responsibility he adds: "If another two rabbis will
agree with me •• f I am inclined to permit re-marriage

[

(f;,I

!_/\Y'? J>._'.JY

'J/c:_j ]."
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These phrases, like "incapable of understanding"
(
.JI Y'JN ?t'PJ ) must not be taken literally.
In
common with1iis contemporaries, Eger alludes to
Biblical parallels; in this instance Jeremiah 10:14,
.....>.-i'1tv ;1 1c G "l)f::J ( every man is brutish in his knowledge), comes to one's mind.

26.

Son of his uncle Leib Eger, rabbi in Rotterdam and
Halberstadt. Zabel F.ger is the author of Ateret Poz
v'Rimon P eretz.
-

27.

Eger I, #100 .

28.

Loe.

29.

Eger I, #101 .

30.

Posner, in support of his view, quoted a source in
the Rambam ; F.ger carefully analyzes the relevant
passage and finds that a different interpretation
should be looked for and remarks (ibid.): "Unfortunately for me I did not find the!)iisage thus
explained. • • • "

31.

Eger I, #202. 11 You accuse me of wrongly interpreting
the Rambam and his commentators."

32.

ill•

Ibid. "Let the decision • • • be mine; what can I do
• • • if you have so decided~ If

-

33.

Eger I, #103 .

34.

Eger I , #104.

35.

The unreliability of the witnesses forms an important
part of Eger's line of reasoning.

36.

Eger I, #105 ! Just a few examples: "I am amazed at
his honor • • • , your argument is faulty • • • non
sequitur • • • with all due respect - this is a mistake • • • • "

37.

Eger I , #106.

38.

Cf. letter written after her death, in Schreiber II ,
P• 65: "She hid from me all t'inancial worries [,>?.'.!Jo,.,rc•,..,
'i) O.J "')

v ,M!Ct

39.

Supra, p . 32.

40.

_!lli.

41.

~-

In the name of his father.

jNN ] • If

The fear of the wrong decision ( ,)/n/;i;, .J>fJ'k

) •
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Abraham was largely responsible for the editing of
his father's novellae on the Talmud; he collaborated
with his brother Solomon when publishing the first
volume of the responsa.

43.
W+.

Cf. letter, note 38.
Ibid.

Because of its great importance, many extracts

Trom this letter are quoted.

Son of communal rabbi David Tevele Chorochov, of
Lissa.

4.6.

David Pollak- Landau was first rabbi in Yanov and
Zlatove; from 1803 until his death, 1818, rabbi in
Dresden; two responsa to him are found in Eger I,
#60, #81 . Both Mendel Zecharayah Chorochov and
David Pollak were active as Dayanim in Lissa .
His way of studying the Talmud will be fully analyzed
in Chapter VI. Eger refers here to the pride of the
Talmudical scholar on solving some textual difficulty.

4.8.

Cf. letter, note 38: "I must also consider how I
will arrange things in connection with the [question
of] plans of my mother • • • whether she is going to
live with me, which is an important factor to be considered in connection with a proposed re-marriage.
His father, Moses Guens, died in the winter of 1790
(16th Sh 1 vat).

50.

In this letter (cf. note 38) he writes: "What was
the hurry to aggrieve those precious souls [of his
in-laws] by the sorrow that completely breaks the
body of distinguished father-in-law, the perfect and
G-d fearing man • • • knowing the weakened condition
of my mother-in-law I fear you may have endangered
her very life [by your hasty proposal of a second
marriage]."

51.

Cf. response exchanged in Eger I, #80, #147, #155 ;
F.ger IV, #35 , 56.

52. Weitz, .21:?.• cit., p. 4.4., quotes extract of marriage
contract from Lissa Pinkas .

53.

This time his brother Bunim did attend the wedding;

£f.• extract just quoted.
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postscript to one of his responsa.

F.ger I, #147•

54.

A

55.

Cf. Responsum in Tiferet Tzv1 of Hirsh Zamosh, quoted
by Schreiber II, p. 66 (note).

56.

Schreiber I, #6.

57.

Ibid., p. 7•

58.

Schreiber I, #9B, PP• 11-13.

59.

Though no date is given in this letter we can approximately place it some time after 1803 (the year in
which Sarl, Eger's daughter, married Avraham Mosheh
Kalisher, who wanted Eger to remain in the province)
and before 1810 (when Eger had reconciled himself to
the rabbinate and consented to accept the position of
Rabbi in Eisenstadt; cf. supra, P• 43).
The change in his financial situation since 1796 is
worth noticing: In his first letter, written at the
time of his wife's death, he complains about his
strained financial circumstances; now he writes: "I
make a comfortable living [
though I refuse to accept many remunerations • • • • "

],

60.

~ • , P• 12 •

61.

Son of his friend Yehuda Leib Kalisher.

62.

Gittel Eger had every reason to be wary of the financial
implications involved; she wanted to temper her son's
idealistic leanings with her own bitter experiences.

Cf. supra, p.25.

As noted earlier, she was left a widow in 1790 on the
death of her husband Moses. Though the son of a prosperous and prominent businessman, Moses Guens did not
adequately provide for the needs of his widow and
orphaned daughter Sarl.
In 1793, three years after the death of her husband,
Gittel had to appeal to the leaders of the Eisenstadt
cormnunity to allow her future son-in-law to receive
the weekly sum of two gold pieces from the endowment
of Samuel Guens.
It will be recalled that Samuel Guens, the paternal
grandfather of Eger, left a considerable sum of money
to the Eisenstadt community as a Keren Kayemet, the
interests of which were to be used at the discretion
of the community.
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In a codicil from the year 1786, it was agreed that
the present beneficiary - a poor teacher - would
continue to receive the weekly allowance, but that
after his death the late Moses Guens, or his sons or
sons-in-law should have precedence over anyone else.
(It seems likely, therefore, that the
tunes of the family had already begun
Moses Guens wanted to leave a kind of
for his family, should they ever need

financial forto decline and
life insurance
it.)

The leaders of the community found her request
reasonable and an entry in the Eisenstadt Gemehdebuch
records the favorable action of the connnunity.
Both Gittel's petition and the favorable decision of
the authorities are quoted in B. Wachstein, Urkunden
3 ur Geschichte der Juden in Eisenstadt {Vienna, 1926),
pp . 556-558 .
Having experienced the difficulties of indigence at
first hand, her adamant rejection of Eger's plans
cannot but meet with our sympathy .

63.

Eger apparently felt very strongly that only the pious
layman, who toils for his daily bread, has a claim to
the title" p1..,,>:i~l' 11 (a servant of the Lord) . Nearly
thirty years later, when Eger drew up his Last Will,
we still find an echo of these thoughts which seem to
have lodged penn.anently in his sensitive mind; he asks
that on his tombstone only these words be written:
"Here is buried Rabbi Akiba Eger, a servant of the
servants of the Lord, in the communities of Friedland
and Posen." (author's italics)
Cf. N. Schr:t ftgiess er, Tzvaa t • • • , .212. • cit . , #6.

64.

For further details about Eger's philanthropic works,
see note 105, this chapter, supra •

.£!• Chapter I, note 56 , for further details on Solomon
Eger .

66 .

Schreiber I, #61, p. 86.

67.

For details about Birnbaum, cf. the introduction to
his Maase Choshev, his commentary to Belmonti 1 s Safer
Shaar Hamelech {phot. edition, Pollak, New York, 19[9).

68 .

Bet Menachem (Krotoschin~ 1834) Sheelot uTeshuvot
MRaM Yafe (Hamburg, 1852J.
Ibid.
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70.

Throughout the responsa of Eger we find interesting
references to postal conditions of the time; mail
would be brought to him in the morning, and paid
for - this was before the current system of affixing
prepaid stamps on letters came into vogue. This in
itself was already a very serious matter; in the
letter of the year 1795, after the death of his first
wife, Eger complains that on the average he spent
1-1/2 Rt. daily for his mail l
If the matter were urgent Eger would attempt to answer
it immediately so that it would still be sent by the
day's delivery.
Cf. Eger II~ #95 , where Eger writes to his son-in-law
Kalisher:
I received your letter • • • last Sunday
but I was unable to reply to you on the same day as
you requested, because no sooner did the mailman
deliver your letter, the local mail left."
A few other instances of Eger 's habit to reply immediately ( Eger V, letter #8): rr About half an hour ago
his letter [brother] reached me and since the postoff'ice is ab out to be closed • • • "
At times Eger would interrupt a non-essential letter
in order to answer an urgent halachic inquiry before
the mail would leave that day. Eger I, #171: When
replying to a theoretical query of his beloved son
Solomon: "I had already taken some paper to reply to
your question, and had written some 8 or 10 lines,
when a few letters arrived which I had to answer,
urgently concerning an actual halachic decision
[
;f',,(,.JI/C'"l/,1 [ .
Now there is not enough time
before the mail leaves to answer your question adequately., so I will just touch on one point."

71.

Numerous instances of his habit to keep copies of
everything he wrote are found throughout his writings;
just a few examples:
Eger III, #20: "Please send me a copy of this answer
• • • and I will reimburse you for the expenses you
incur • • • • "
Schreiber I, #12 (in postscript): "Please send this
letter on to my son Abraham • • • by mail. I have no
more strength left to write to him separately because
of the many letters; today I completed a lengthy responsum to my friend the head of the Eissa Beth Din
[Yaakov Lorberbaum-Lissa] • • • and I copied it into
my special Pinkas. All this without interfering with
my regular daily dissertations • • • • "
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F.ger III, #27: "I am weary to death with all these
letters to which I have to reply; and I have nobody
to copy my letters." (author's italics)
Eger III, #2: n I will ask [ the correspondent] • • •
to keep my letter carefully until it can be retumed
to me, because I have no copy of it." (author's italics)
72.

Eger III , #18 .

73.

Introduction to Eger I, P• l

74.

The phrase
lt~j' ;;J1.:JN
(his holy letter} is very
frequently used by Eger and hi s correspondents.
Being convinced of the saintly character of his correspondents Eger honors them by this epithet.

75.

The letter just quoted is from Eger I, #107 .

76.

Eger I, #95. Tho,h basically agreeing with views of
his correspondent Mei r Zilch, ra,9-bi in Lask), Eger
elaborates his answer (
JJ <:?7 V;>fo le ) to show
respect.

•

Eger IV, #31 (to Meir Posner): ''I also strongly long
to continue our correspondence and therefore I write
again • • • [although first letter covered the subject
fully]."

77.

Schreiber II, p. 64, suggests that Eger devoted the
hours between 8 - 10 P . M. for his daily correspondence.
Though Schreiber gives no source for this statement,
in view of Eger 's exactness it is very likely that he
did have a certain time set aside for his daily task.
On the other hand, we do have numerous instances which
suggest that in cases where an immediate answer was
requested, Eger would reply in the morning. Cf. note
71 above; especially Eger V, #68 {K 1 tavim} where he
writes: "His holy letter reached me • • • • I have
just this minute completed my lesson after the morning
prayers and I find it necessary to write to my son-inla.w before breakfast."
(He used to study a portion of the Talmud with the
commentary of Tossefot every morning with a select
group of laymen; cf. his daily routine in Schreiber II
above.)

78.

Eger I, #126.

79.

Eger III, #31 . Corresponding to s. z. Posner, Safer
Sheelot uTshuvot Chem-dat SH'lo-mo (Warsaw, 1922) Even
Haezer #28.
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80.

Ibid., #50 .

81.

s . z.

82 .

Eger V, novellae on Ketubot, P • 72b .

83 .

To his son-in-law Moses Sofer; cf . Moses Sofer, Sefer
Sheelot uTshuvot Chatam Sofer (Vienna, 1878) Even
Haezer II #91 .
-

84 .

According to Schreiber II, 19a , in 1806 the important
Jewish community in Pressburg considered Eger as one
of the candidates for a successor to Meshulam
Tusmenitz, who died in 1802; the other candidates
were Baruch Frankel (his uncle's successor in Leipnik)
and Shalom Ullman , rabbi of Frauenkirchen . Eventually
Sofer was chosen as Pressburg's rabbi.

85 .

Heppner-Herzberg, Aus der Verganfenheit und Gegenwart
der Juden in den Posener Landen Koshmin-Bromberg,
1904-06), P• 213.

86 .

Schreiber II, p . 68a (footnote). After the wedding of
Eger's daughter Sarl to Sofer in the fall of 1812,
the latter writes a letter to the Jewish community of
Trietsch in Moravia, asking them to offer the now
vacant rabbinate to his father-in-law. In the course
of this letter - which will be fully discussed later,
page 46 - Sofer mentions that Eger must now return to
Friedland because "he has been called to an important
national assembly of his province (
:?)';>N;, ..1>001c ]
to discuss some matters of vital importance."

Posner, 1765-1839, prominent rabbi and contemporary of Eger. He was the brother- in-law of the
Posen Dayan Zv1 Hersh Skag (.£!. Eger's responsum to
him in Eger I , #21); at first he was rabbi in
Nazielsk, later rabbi in Praga , the Warsaw suburb .
Because of his great piety he was known as R. Shlomo
Hazadik. Posner was very close to Sol omon Eger,
especially during the latter's stay in Warsaw.

Schreiber I, #5. The letter is written in the flowery
style typical of the shtare harabanut of the period.
88 .

Unlike the rather uncooperative attitude of the
Friedland community who limited him, under the terms
of his official contract, to have no more than four
scholarship students in his yeshiva;£! • p . 24, supra.
Schreiber I, #12 . In this letter F.ger gives his
reasons for wanting to leave Friedland early in 1815 .
He writes: "It is true that I do not want to
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leave [Fri edland] because of money or honor, for
I do not lack either, but unfortunately the reform
tendencies begin to be felt here [
..._P)L?h,..., ;")Q .JJl(;f)J1N
and this causes me great anguish • • • • And here they
do not educate their children for Torah: I was unable
to enroll even a single local student into my yeshiva.
Tiuthor's italics)

]

90.

Schreiber I , #7 . A majority of the community's leaders
decided to increase his weekly salary to 16 Rt. In
this extract of the Friedland community Pinkas mention
is also made of the fact that, recently, the community
had decided to appoint a permanent Dayan, to ease
Eger's burden.

91.

In view of the importance of a dowry in those days and
the obvious inability of Fger to save any large sums
from his small salary, such community support was an
absolute necessity. When Eger's oldest daughter Shendel
was married in 1796, the community paid only 155 Rt.
for a dowry. (Cf. extract from Pinkas-Friedland in
Wreschner, op. cit., P•
.)

92.

Author of important Petach Habayit, rabbi of several
S1lesian communities and at the end of his life chief
rabbi of Breslau. While rabbi in Glogau (until 1815)
Titkin refused to decide a certain question until Eger
agreed with his views(.£!. Fger I, #94). His son and
suricessor, Solomon Titkin, was involved in a violent
struggle with Geiger , whom the liberal wing of the
community appointed as assistant rabbi.

93.

In the introduction of Abraham Titkin, Petach Habayit
(Dyhrenfurt, 1820).

94.

Ibid.

95.

Ibid.

96.

1 /)I C / jt- 0 '> j> 'l (~Jllv

,P'IC '~

,7 ?1,}

Ibid.

97.

Better known br, the name of his main work: Chatam
Sofer ( noli&tam' - ".Q!!idushe _!orat Mosheh").

98.

f!•

responsa Chatam Sofer, Yoreh Dea #139, dated 1810,
where Sofer signs his letter, "a friend more loving
than a brother."

ill£•, #140 . V'lhen receiving F.ger's reply to the question
Sofer sent to him, he writes: "The letter • • • reached
me yesterday on Shabbat and it was a delight for me, a
veritable day of enjoyment."
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99.

Schreiber II, p. 53b (footnote). In a letter to his
brother Samuel, Eger complains of not having heard
from Sofer: "I cannot reply to your letter for I find
it impossible to concentrate • • • because of my
great anguish at not having had a letter from my sonin-law the Gaon, nor my daughter • • • for more than
three months • • • • I cannot endure my agony, I have
become ill • • • and it is difficult for me to grasp
a pen. Would that my anguish be an atonement from my
iniquities and may the Lord grant me to hear good
news frcm my son-in-law Moses , and my daughter."
This letter is from the year 1822; earlier, when F.ger
was about to accept the call to Posen, he wrote to
Sofer (Schreiber I, #10) begging him to include him
in his (Sofer's prayers: "• •• I will ask again, let
my son-in-law do it for the sake of his righteous
wife, and let him have mercy on me and remanber me in
his prayers. • • • 11

100. Eliezer ben Aryeh Leib Rokeach, one of the foremost
halachic authorities of the time. After Trietsch, he
was rabbi in Pilsen and Regensburg, returning to
Trietsch at the end of his life; he is the author of
Sheman Rokeach and other works.
101. Schreiber II, p. 68a (note) . How anxious Sofer was to
secure the position for his father-in-law in Trietsch,
and thus be in closer personal contact with him, we can
leam from an examination of the dates concerned.
The wedding of Eger and Sarl took place in Eisenstadt,
Thursday, 23rd of Cheshvan 1812; the letter to Trietsch
was ·written in Pressburg , Wednesday , 29th of Cheshvan.
(cf. extract from marriage contract (ketuba) in
Schreiber II, p. 23a (footnote).)
In the letter Sofer writes how after having spent eight
happy days with his father-in-law, he is NOW consumed
by a desire to have Eger near him, if possible.
From this it follows that immediately on returning from
the traditional Sheva Berochot, perhaps on the very
afternoon of his return, Sofer penned this letter to
the Trietsch communal leader. So great was the mutual
respect and love between the two scholars.
102. His mother passed away on the 11th of Iyar 1811.
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103.

In the introduction of Eleazar Rokeach, Shemen
Rokeach, Vol. III (Krakau, 1902), 3rd ed., it is
written that Sofer's attempt to have E'ger eceiv~
the call to Trietsch did not succeed [
r/,;; ,:, ,f rc1,

1cJ ] •

104.

In 1815, after the Congress of Vienna, Posen reverted
to Prussia and was thereafter under Prussian, later
German, rule until the end of World War I.

105.

Wreschner, .2£• cit., appendix, quotes statutes of a
society for distribution of wood among the needy,
that Eger organized.
Before leaving for Posen he expresses his hope (in
a letter to his brother Samuel, Schreiber I, #11)
that in his new position he will be able to introduce
needed measures for the good of the people.
Schreiber, in his Chut Harmneshulash, quotes numerous
instances of F.ger's incredible activities on behalf
of the poor during his stay in Friedland.
In a later chapter, pp. 123 ff., his meritorious
efforts in combatting the cholera epidemic in Posen
and surrounding towns will be discussed.

106.

Schreiber I, #10.

107.

Aharon Yehoshua Eliyahu; approved Plessner's FJ::lut
L'Yisrael (1825).

108.

In keeping with his deeply religious nature, Eger was
a great believer in the efficacy of prayer; he never
refused to pray for anyone, as a few examples taken
at random will show:
Eger I, # 213 (to the son-in-law of Solomon F.ger,
Yehoshua Heshel Rokeacb): " • • • I will, please
G-d, fulfil his wish to mention the name of his
grandfather in [my] prayer • • • • May the Lord listen
to our prayers and heal him. • • • "
In a haskama (approbation) to the new edition of the
book Kaftor vaPherach, wh ich the noted scholar Hirsch
Edelman published (1839), Eger wrote: "I have fulfilled the request to pray for the sick, the great
man, his uncle • • • • May he have a quick and speedy
recovery."
On the other hand, Eg er was very anxious that before
he made an important decision, others should pray
for him:
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F.ger I, #148: Before setting out on his journey
to Warsaw to attend the wedding of his son, he
asks his correspondents: " • • • And you pray for
me that the Lord should bring me back safely • • • • "
During one of his many periods of sickness he wrote
to Yossef, rabbi in Brig ( ~er III, #11): "My
friend, I beg of you to remember me in your prayers •
• • • I do need indeed the prayer of the righteous."
On another occasion Eger was so 111 that his physicians gave up any hope of saving his life; when he
did recover he ascribed his recovery to the intervention of his fellow citizens, as he writes in
F.ger I, #126: " ••• until the Lord turned to the
prayer of the many and did not despise their entreaties - because they all - old and young alike,
in the city and in the whole province, prayed to
the Lord to keep me alive. • • • 11

er. also Eger III, #15 (wants that the wedding company
should bless him); Eger III, #20 (after illness, expresses hope that G-d will keep him well; asks his
correspondent to reply with an "Amen" to his prayer).
109.

Schreiber I, #11 .
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1.

For a full discussion see Heinrich Graetz, Geschichte
der Juden, vol. 11 (Leipzig, 1870); Ludwig Geiger,
Geschichte der Juden in Berlin, vols. 1 and 2 {Berlin,
1871); Ismar Freund, Emanzipation I .

2.

Cf. full treatment of subject in Graetz, Geiger, ~

al.

This interference of the Prussian Government in the
affairs of the Jewish connnunity was of far-reaching
importance: it started Zunz on his monumental
"Ueber die G-ttesdienstliche Vortraege der Juden!'

J . Heinemann, Sammlung der die Juden in den Preussichen
Staaten Bertreffenden Gesetze (2nd ed ., with appendix)
(Breslau, 1839) , I, c, #2, p. 317; given Berlin, 1829,
May 25 .

5.

6.

Orthodox Jews were not the only ones who appealed to
the govemment to secure their aims, the continuation
of the status quo . There are numerous instances of
Reform leaders forcing orthodox Jews to modify the
religious practices of their fathers . er. Schreiber I,
#45 , Eger ' s letter to Jewish leaders inEisenach, etc.
er . also trend in our Chapter IV . s. R. Hirsch , in his
1'Gesannnel te Schriften" brings numerous instances of
such attempts of government-supported religious coercion.
Heinemann , .2£• .ill•, III , C #1, pp . 188ff. dated July
17 , 1836 .
filnanzipation II , p . 12, #6 .

"12.!2.

8.

Emanzipation I , P• 14 quotes the king as saying :
Juden muessen aussterben . "

9.

filnanzipation II, #23 , PP • 20-21.

10 .

Emanzipation II, XXXI, p .

11 .

~., P•

12 .

Section IV of the General Juden-Reglement for South
and New East Prussia . For full text of this order,
cf. N. Lippman , Leben und Wirken des David Caro
TG'logau, 1860), P • 15.

13.

Emanzipation II , p . 64.

14.

In the year 1792, Eina.nzipation II, p. 77 .

52 .
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15.

er.

16.

Em.anzipation II, p. 89.

P• 45, supra.

". • • Um den Gemeins inn zu brechen und die • • •
kirchliche Gewalt zu brechen, welches die Hauptabsicht
der Refome ist. ft

18.

Emanzipation I, pp. 58-59. The attempt of the government to revise the constitution of the Jewish communities seemed then - as it indeed later proved to be a possible threat to religious life. To quote Freund:
"Man fuerchtete wohl von der Aufhebung der bisherigen
Gemeindeverfassung eine Beeintraectigung des religioesen
Lebens, wenn nicht gar einen Eingriff in die Freiheit
der religions uebung."

19.

Ibid., chapter VIII, pp. 109-125. He entered the servic'es of the Prussian government in 1795 as the head
of the Provincial Department for East Prussia. For
about a dozen years he was violently opposed to Jews,
repeatedly urging curtailment of their rights.
After 1807 his attitude gradually changed, perhaps
under the influence of the liberal von Stein, the
father of Prussian reform and reorganization.

20.

Emanzipation II, P• 247.

21.

~ . , P• 246.

22.

Karl Wilhelm, Baron von Hum.bolt (1767-1835), statesman
and philologist, brother of famous naturalist, Friedrich
H. Alexander.
In 1808 he was appointed Councilor of State to the
Prussian government and later Minister of Education.
As head of the Department for Public Instruction he sent
his long and care.ful opinion on Schroetter's plan on
July

17, 1809.

23.

Emanzipation II, p. 270: Ihre Lage 1st daher eine • • •
so merkwuerdige Erscheinung, dass bereits von gewiss
nicht schlechten Koefen gezweifelt word.en 1st, ob sie
sich ueberhaupt auf bloss menschlicher Weise erklaeren
lasse.

24.

~ - , p. 276.
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25 .

~-

26 .

~ • ., P•

27 .

Ibid . , p. 286 . " •• • die Schul - und Erziehungsinstitute
zu wahren Missions-Anstal ten fuer s ie zu machen. n

28 .

What alarming proportions these mass conversions reached
in Berlin we can gather from a letter of David Friedlaender to Chancellor Hardenberg ., dated January 18,
1811 (Emanzipation II ., pp . 421-422) . In this letter
Friedlaender informs the Chancellor that in the last
eight years no fewer than 50 families left their ancestral religion . In an abjectly humble manner, Friedlaender - whose own allegiance to the Jewish religion
was of a rather questionable nature (in spite of his
very long and ardent struggle for Jewish emancipation)
apologizes for bringing these facts before the authorities . 11 If this be evil ( and for J awry it is a great
evil - ein grosses Uebel - from the point of view of
morality as well as from a financial consideration)
then it was my duty to report it without fear, even
at the risk of seeming too insistent."

285 .

From the figures in the letter we can see that in 1806
the total number of Jewish families in Berlin was only
405; thus the conversions represent more than 10 per
cent . of Berlin Jewry •

29 .

.Emanzipation II , PP • 469-L.99 . The Minister of Finance
candidly declared that the aim of the government must
be to grant complete rights of citizenship (including
appointment to public offices) only to those Jews who
would convert to Christianity (p . 483) . Even if these
conversions were not sincere~ they ought to be encouraged by all means {pp. 4~4-5) .

30.

Ibid • ., p. 482 . Zu ersterem scheint mir das Recht nicht
begruendet zu sein l

31 .

Eger I, #41. Addressed to Jacob Littauer, oldest sonin-law of Abraham Eger, rabbi in Wongrawitz.

32 .

Ibid.

~

1No /"~P

33 .

Ibid.

34.

M. G. Kletke, Or~anisation des Judenwesens im Grossherzogtum Posen Berlin, 1843, p .
• Section:
CULTUS, #11 • )

Eger writes:

;-, ??

?i/c..:::>

1~
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35.

~ . , #13, P• 145.

36.

l!?.1£•, #14, p. 158; dated January 27, 1935, Posen.

37.

~ . , #16, dated February 28, 1835.

38 • • • • Die Entlassung aus christlichem Verband niemals
erteilen • • • •

39.

Fbr details sees. Bernfield, Dor Tah-pu-hot (Warsaw,
1897).

4o.

Author of responsaMaHaRaM Mintz , ca. J.477.

41.

MaHaRaL Prag , famous mystic {1530-1609), twice rabbi
in his native Posen.

42.

Mordechai ben Avraham Jaffe (1530-1612), author of
series of works under the name of Levush.

43.

General Juden Reglement fuer Sued-und Neu Ost-Preussen.

44.

For full text, cf. Lipmann, Leben und Wirken • • • , .2£• cit.

45 •

.£!• Wreschner , .2£•

46.

He was the author of the well-known responsa and
novellae Bet Shmuel Haacharon.

ill•,

P• 54.

In November, 1806, the French occupied the city; in
July of the foll owing year the city came to the newly
established Duchy of Warsaw; for details cf. I. Perles,
Geschichte der Juden in Posen (Breslau, 1Eo5), pp.
116ft.

48.

~ . , 1740 - bloodlibel accusation; 1764 - devastating
fire, etc.

49.

November 17, 1808.

50.

Lesegesellschaft; most of the following account conceming the internal struggle in the Posen Jewish community prior to the election of Fger as rabbi is taken
from: Philip Bloch, Die ersten Culturbestrebungen der
uedischen Gemeinde in Posen unter reussischer Herrschaft,
in the u e sehrift zum
ten Geburtsta des Prof. H.
Graetz Breslau, 1 7. Bloch based his research on a
study of the royal state archives in Posen .

51.

This school was opened in 1816, recognized by the state
in 1824; cf. Lipmann , .2£• cit., p . 23ff.
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52 .
53.

Schreiber I I, P• 67b .

54.

Schreiber I , #10, dated May 11th.

55 .

Schreiber I, #9.

Further extracts of this letter were quoted on P•
supra .

48,

56 .

None of the biographers of Eger have s een the significance of the letter quoted bel ow . If , in spite of
the storm of protest that Eger ' s proposed c oming to
Posen caused , he was still willing to proceed , then
we must radically revise the current estimate of Fger
as a man of peace . He definitely could be a fighter,
when the need arose . This aspect of his character
will be fully discussed in the next chapter .

57 .

Schreiber I, #12 . Eger writes: "I was then [after
first receiving the call to Posen] willing to pro1 f r3
c e ed • • • P.
1_
1 1 1 J'i jt?-.'.)Y /''~;) /~ f ie/ {),
') /c j>.::JOIN~ P'D j /cL
Jt 1'-i'> ~ ? f' JI fi .N ....A h N e
1

Cf. below .

58 .

In his response to him, Eger I, # 71 , #72, Eger addresses him as II i' ~'U j<'N fhr "; the traditional title
for the dayanim was -,,?,t_ , j-;:, 110 n • Cf. Schreiber I,
footnote to #9 {p. 8).

59 .

Of him nothing further is known to me ;
Jewish name for Filehne .

60 .

In Schreiber I, through an obvious printing error, we
read Srak. Rabbi Hirsch is identical with the corres pondent of Eger in Eger I , #2.1 . We can see the
great esteem Eger had for him, from the real concern
Eger felt towards his distinguished correspondent:
Eger beseeched him not to fast and endager his heal th .

61 .

Perhaps identical with R. Aharon of Sh lank~Schoenlanke,
to whom Eger writes in the same year; cf . Eger III, #2 .

62 .

Schreiber I , #12 .

63 .

Eger had no son-in-law who resided in Filehne; but his
son Abraham did , and Naftali Hirsh Bleichrode, beloved
student of Eger who lived in the town until 1820. He
was later Av bet Din in Kurnik . Bleichrode edited
Eger's novellae on the Shulchan Aruch (Yore Deah and

Vielen is the
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Orach Chayim) and also wrote a short bl ography of
Eger.
Because of his great love for him, E.ger often
refers to Bleichrode as his son- in-law. ff• F.ger II,
#125, 127 (just as he does here) .

.£.!•

65, supra .

64 .

The "Haverim";

65 .

Bloch, .2.E,•

66 .

Ibid . It is t .o be feared that • • • dass er durch
'iiarte Fluchaesserungen auf der einen, durch suesse
Seligkeitsversprechungen auf der anderen Seite allen
Sinn !"uer Auf'klaerung und Bildung &inschlaefern wird;
waehrend die durch ihn vergroesserte Schar der
talmudisch Studier- Bachurim dazu beitragen werde,
der Jugend das Gehirn wirblend zu machen und der
wahren lusbildung ihrer Seelenkraefte entgegen zu
wirken . (that he will stifle all interest for enlightenment and education by promising sweet salvation on the one hand and threaten with dire imprecations on the other; while the group of talmud-studying
bachurim, considerably increased [by Eger's magnetism)
will do their part to confuse the youth in ·their
views and counteract the true development of their
spiritual forces.

ill•,

P•

P • 200.

Wreschner, .22• ill•, p . 62: Eger is a •• • verbissener
Fanatiker der ausser Stande 1st eine reine Religion
und echte Moralitaet zu lehren 1 bloss Bigotterie und
Vorurteile beguenstigt. (Eger is a wild fanatic incapable of teaching a true religion and real morality,
merely favoring bigotry and prejudices . )

67 .

Bl och, .2£• cit ., 201: Eger • •• in Ruecksicht seiner
Ansichten ueber den Cultus und Unterricht zu manchenlei
Besorgnissen Veranlassung gaebe .

68 .

~ . , P • 202ff.

69 •

!.!2!.g_. , p. 2 04 .

70.

Though as a rule only married men were given these
honorary titles, if a young student showed great
progress and made outstanding progress in his talmudical studies. he was also awarded the title "Haver"
(Fellow) or "Morenu" ( our Master).

71 .

In the official book of records of the Posen community,
the Statuten-buch - Sefer Hazichronot .
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72.

Cf. Bloch,~• cit., P• 209.
In the "shtar rabbenut 11 of the Posen community, as
given in Schreiber I, #9, we find the following situation:
The original document of March 13, 1814, is reproduced; in the typical style of the time Eger's
unanimous election is recorded and some of the conditions of his office are enumerated (salary, additional
income, special honors, etc.}. It is interesting to
note that already in this document (#L.) the rabbi is
limited to 6 free places (Plett en).
This letter is signed by 133 men.

In order to satisfy the government's enquiry concerning the legality of the election (cf. p. 71, supra)
there follows this remarkable postscript:
We also, leaders of the community, affix our
signature to this document; we delayed until
now [
] in order that this line
[
] confirm that all the above
signatures are authentic [
]

.

Given, Friday, Elul 3, 1815.
Signed by 9 leaders of the congregation, and in
the next column by another 19.
It will be seen that the total number of signatures:
133+9+19 equals the 161 that Bloch mentions. The
two accounts, the one based on the city archives,
the other on the "shtar rabbanut," supplement each
other perfectly.

73.

September 12, 1815.
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1.

Large areas of the recently acquired territories of
Sued & Neu-Ost Preussen were in 1812 part of the Duchy
of Warsaw, and were therefore not included under this
edict.

2•

d f. p •

3.

Headed by the senior Dayan, Baruch ben Meir Ozers of
Prague.

4.

Eliezer Liberman , Noga Tzedek, Dessau, 1818.

5.

Liberman, as agent of the patrons of the Hamburg Temple,
published the responsa of Rabbi Shem Tob Samum of
Leghorn in defense of the proposed changes in the manner
of worship (use of the organ, prayers in the vernacular,
a.nd others ) •

6.

This prohibition is found in the introduction of the
special book the Hamburg rabbinate published to combat
the movement: Ele Dibre Haberit (Al t ona, 1819).

7.

In the new prayerb ook of the Tempelgemeinde all references to the temple worship, return to Zion, etc.,
were eliminated.

8.

Moses Sofer, £12.• cit., Vol. VI, #84 .

9.

Ibid.

4' i,

supra •

/95/J /~?IC l ltct-~ fn

/11 ,?; p

10.

Ibid., #85 .

11.

Ibid.

12.

The rabbi of Fuerth, Shlomo Zalme.n Hacohen, author of
the responsa Bigde Kehuna; the Breslau rabbi Abraham
Titkin; the rabbi of Mainz , Hirz She~br .

13.

Moses Sofer; Moses Mintz of Alt-Ofen did not write a
letter but did take a very active part in combatting
reform tendencies in Hungary . Cf . p.
ff., infra.

1L..

The rabbis of Modena, Padua , Livomo, Trieste, etc.
The last named, Avraham Eliezer Halevi was the leading
spirit of Italian orthodoxy and worked in close cooperation with Sofer .

15.

The rabbis of Ra.wits and Lissa.

16.

Leading rabbis of Moravia (Nikolsburg, Trietsch), Bohemia
(Prague), Holland , and France also wrote in support of
the Hamburg Beth Din 's decision.
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17.

#10 in the collection

18.

Birhot Hashahar, Ashre, etc.

19.

j /1

20.

/Jt, I fh? I ,,fu,.,,/jrl · · .,,cNLtV f e

0 11

l(Jfc

/Cir> ,Jj~ jWtc/V

,.,@~ ,

21.

y;)L ~ 1?

j 'fc..l

fi?JJ/1 'NI

j }{Vlrc.l' fc:I

r

jf

fc ljliJ

;:;fG

;J ';JJ

22.

Berit Em.et, Berit Elokim, Berit Hakehunah. The author
gave this title to his book in order to indicate his
desire to answer the Hamburg rabbinate's Ele Divre
Haberi t.

23.

In the book itself, the author is given as
; but Caro's authorship
is established beyond doubt. Vide infra, p. 82 •

24.

P. 6

25.

Israel Jacobson (1768-1828), financial agent of the
Kingdom of Westphalia, president of the Consistorial
organization established by Jerome Bonaparte. Jacobson
later took a very active part in the efforts of
Prussian Jewry to secure their emancipation.

26.

Quoted by Lipman,~• cit., p. 22; .£1:• also J.M. Jost,
All emeine Geschichte des uedischen Volkes, Vol. II,
PP•
2-3 •

27.

#8 in the collected Hamburg rabbinate letters:
Haberit.

28.

Cf. Talmud Babli, tractate Brachot, p . 286.

29.

David Caro,Berit

30.

Ibid., P•

31.

Adon Olam, well-known hymn - one of the few metrical
liturg ical poems, at t ributed to Solomon ibn Gabirol.
(Others ascribe it to Saadya Gaon.)

32.

One of the most important prayers, written by the men
of the Great Synagogue.

33.

His attack on Eg er seems to parallel the feelings expressed in the broadsides against the proposed election
of Eger, which were di s cussed on P• 6 ff., supra.

34.

October 12, 1837.

, supra.

~

(Dessau, 1820), p.

Ele Divre

58.

59.
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35 .

Number 93, under the date November 4, 1837 .

36 .

Schreiber I, #22, dated March 11, 1930.

37.

February 21.

The letter is quoted in Schreiber II,

P • 26b (note) .

38 .

Mordecai Benet, 1753-1B29, student of renowned Rabbi
Shrnelke Horowitz of Nikolsburg , became Av Beth Din
of the city in 1774, at the age of 21 . As the Chief
Rabbi of Nikolsburg he was the officially recognized
Landesrabbiner of Moravia.

39 .

Moses Sofer, .2.£•

4o .

~

L.l .

It is not possible to determine whether Eger was merely
visiting his son Abraham, who lived in Ravits or - what
seems more likely - whether he went there in order to
consult with the local rabbi (Aharon Yehoshua ben Dov
Beer); the latter ' s letter against the Hamburg Temple
(#11 of the collection Ele Dibre Haberit) followed right
after the epistle of Eger .

4 2.

In true style Eger refers to the book Nogah TZEDEK
(Light of Righteousness) as "Sefer AVEN" (Book of
Iniquity) .

43 .

Abraham Titkin; .£!• note 27 of this chapter .

44 .

Yaakov Lorberbaum.

45 .

Supra , P • 7

46 .

The Italian rabbis had special reasons to be active,
because Livorno Jews were tricked by Lieberman into
giving a "heter" (permission) for the playing of the
organ . Cf . Moses Sofer, .!?.E• cit., VI, #87 .

47 .

The efforts of the Alt-Ofen Rabbi Mintz were directed
mainly against the Arad pro-Reform Rabbi Choriner,
whose part in the struggle will be discussed below .
As we have just seen, the Trieste rabbinate was engaged
in salvaging the reputation for strict orthodoxy of the
Italian rabbinate , which was deeply compromised on
account of its support - albeit involuntary - of the
Reform practices in Germany .

ill•,

VI, #86 .

supra, note 37 .

•

A very interesting pattern thus emerges: while Sofer
and Fger were carrying the brunt of the fight against
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the Reform movement in permany , Mintz of Alt-Ofen
and Halevi of Trieste were securing the flanks, so
to speak, by cutting off the support of any (in
their opinion) misguided sympathizers , in their re spective countries.
48 .

Graetzt in discussing the Hamburg Tempelstreit (XI,
p . 419J wrote that only the rabbi of nearby Altona
had condemned the innovators . "The old rabbis , "
wrote Graetz , "had appeared to be so indifferent and
sleepy that they had to be asked twice . " (Die alten
Rabbiner hatten sich dabei so laessig • • • gezeigt,
dass sie zweimal • • • aufgeforde rt werden mussten
[p . 420] . ) The evidence we now possess , however,
(Responsa Moses Sofer, VI , #84- 96 ; Schreiber I [Part II]
#54-59; Schreiber II , PP • 24a- 26b , et a l. ) much of it
published after the death of Graetz , reveals the great
efforts the leaders of traditional Judaism were making .
It should be mentioned in passing that Graetz also is
guilty of a slight mistake which was allowed to pass
through all editions unchecked: In writing about the
one protest that was forthcoming immediately, he stated
(XI , p . 420): "Only one [of the leading orthodox
rabbis) AKIBA EGER II , rabbi of the neighboring Jewish
community in Altona, had condemned them . " This is a
very obvious mistake; Graetz confuses here our Akiba
Eger of Posen with the then Altona rabbi , Akiba Breslau;
the latter had indeed issued a prohibition against
praying in the new prayer book of the Hamburg Tempel•
gemeinde . (See Hamburg , rabbinatet,.!m • cit. , introduction; also D. Caro, 2£ • ill •, p . 44 : " • • • The great
and illustrious rabbi, AKIBA •• • BRESLAU, rabbi and
master of Altona, prohibited to pray from the prayerbook
of the reformers [
] •" )
Schreiber I (Part II , coITespondence of Moses Sofer),
#54 . In this letter, dated March 3, 1819, the Hani:>urg
rabbinate appeals to Sofer to keep up his good work in
combatting the reform movement . They are almost panicky
for not having had word from any of the Italian rabbis
to whom they had written, requesting an open support
for their fight against the Reform congregation in
Hamburg, except for the Trieste Rabbi Avraham Halevi .
They wrote: ''Indeed we are amazed; more than two
months ago we wrote to the rabbis of Livorno , Venice,
Mantua, Padua and Modena and we have not yet received
their reply • • • • " And now comes their request to
Sofer·to kindly write a letter of thanks to Trieste:
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"Please • • • give our thanks to the • • • ~ of
Trieste • • • for his efforts • • • • Because of
the
rohibitive
ostal ex enditure we did not
write to him directly
/?jr>../)..:J 12.I'-,1c'JFlJ1J<3/D..vAl/lN
{author's italics)

] . "

In a postscript to the letter the Hamburg rabbinate
indicated that they had just received a rep l y from
Modena, Mantua , and Padua . But they were greatly
alarmed about the silence of the Livorno rabbis; there
was that lingering doubt lest these rabbis , who had
given their consent to the playing of the organ in a
synagogue (most of them only permitted this practice
on weekdays , but one allowed the organ to be played
even on Shabbat , provided the player was a gentile)
would not be willing to change their minds .
tt These Livorno rabbis might have acted bona fide , "
hopefully suggested the Hamburg guardians of orthodoxy to Sofer, "and we explained to them that since
here in Germany the playing of the organ had been
prohibited by leading rabbis'1 they would not want to
go against this prohibition . '
Both Sofer and M. Benet of Nikolsburg had found that
the position of the Livorno rabbis , as seen in Lieberman ' s Nogah Tzedek, was untenable on halachic grounds .
Their letters would be printed in the forthc oming
publication of the Hamburg rabbinate . "Would perhaps
Sofer be kind enough," they asked, "and write to the
one Livorno rabbi and call upon him to recant publicly
his decision concerning the playing of the organ on
Shabbat?" (The Livorno rabbinate eventual ly acceded
to the requests of the Hamburg rabbis, so ably seconded
by Sofer and the Trieste rabbi; their repudiation is
f ound in #17 of the Ele Divre Haberit . )
As before, the Hamburg Beth Din asks Sofer to convey
their thanks to the Gaon (M . Benet} of Nikolsburg , for
his letter. They added: " . • • we did not write to
him because of the [great] expense involved in our
corres~ondence; but when our publication will be
printe , we will send him a copy . " (author ' s italics)

50.

He also studied with Rabbi Yermiyahu of Santov;
Schreiber I (Part II), #55 .

51 .

For a defense of Choriner see his autobiographic al
letter in Kerem Chemed, ed . by Samuel Yehuda Goldenberg
( Vienna , 1833) .

cf.

52. This letter is printed in full in the responsa of
Sofer , VI , #93 .
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53 .

Sofer, his uncompromising opponent , always refers
to him as ACHeR (an allusion to the talmudical
scholar and heretic Elisha ben Avuya): Aron Choriner,
Rabbiner .

-

-

54.

Responsa Sofer, VI,

#94 .

55 . ill£·, #96 .
frlnl '?IN,
56 .

Sofer ' s customary salutatory formula,
when referring to Eger .

57 .

Sofer , VI, #87 ; Livorno rabbi writing t o Sofer , mentions that Meir Weyl of Berlin had communicated with
Eger on this problem .

58 .
59 .

Heinemann, .£12 • cit ., pp . 191 ff .
For a similar threat in Austria , cf. Trieste rabbi
Halevi ' s correspondence with Sofer in Schreiber I (Part
II) , #58-59 .

60 .

Heinemann , .£12 • cit. , p . 191ft .

61.

Ibid ., P • 192 •

62 .

Schreiber I ,

63 .

See pp . 79 - 80, supra .

64.

f-?~'<".:) ?~JI \le f' tvl,) IL f];) p ~, !}'J,. /?lc '~?Y~ Ti lt5/l})
An ~ llusion to Jacobis blessing , Genesis , 49 :b
vide 'L1 .!£ loc .

#45 .

r.r

A play of words on
i>tc'>f,1 ,·n/tv (the usual designation
of' a rabbi) and
,) y-,,, ;n IAJ .

66 .

In a previous chapter we tried to analyze the true
attitude of the Prussian Government to the Jewish religion , and we have found that, on the whole , there was
little love between the Berlin authorities and the
Jewish religion .
As a typical example , we quote the case of' Rabbi M.
Kurnik in the responsa of Sofer, VI , #35 .
This rabbi , who specialized in the study of the calendar
(Ibbur) - he was the author of the f'our volume Meir Ene
Ivrim - used to supply the printers of Hebrew pocketcalenders with information conc erning the molad and
other similar matters.
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In 1821, after the death of Breslau rabbi Avraham
Titkin, a Breslau printer had not heeded the existing
copyright arrang ements and simply used the data of
another year, similar to the coming Jewish year 5522
(1821-22) making many mistakes in the process.
Kurnik had first written to F.ger , asking his help
against the unscrupulous printer, saying that if Eger
did not feel strong enough to proceed against the
printer - by proclaiming a ban against any unaut horized
calendars in the synagogue of each town - then let
F.ger make every effort to bring the question to a successful conclusion by appealing directly to the
"Kultusminister. 11 And now follows a passage that
betrays an almost blind faith in the benevolence of
the Prussian ministry of Kultus and Education: " • • •
because they [the Kultusminister ] also express them•
selves very st ongly against anr chanije in the Jewish
religion [
rnu JI=/ /N 1? 1 JJ1L ((?J' /c~ ] •
Apparently neither Eger nor Sofer shared the faith
of this rabbi in this question, for they sim~ly advised him to issue his own 11 luach" (calendar) and to
let the truth speak for itself.

68.

See Chapter I , note 36
him.

69.

Schreiber I , #16 . We can judge the importance Eger
attaches to a speedy reply in this: the latter is
dated Sunday , Adar 26, and Eger expects to receive
their reply by the following Thursday.

70.

Heinemann, £2• cit., PP•

71.

Eger V, p. 178 - letter to Izik Levy in Burnst in which
the problem of a shochet is raised; the latter is an
11 (a person who is mourning the loss of a close
11 ~
relative, but the dead has not been buried) because
flaccording to the royal edict nobody can be buried
b~fore the tbird day after his death [ /'Jc -? 7&1,...P1lp:Y
,) 0 P 'i j/ ··ii-;-. /1 f /'/)JN ] • If

72.

In Germ.any these laws against an early interment were
enforced until our own days.

, for further details about

415-416.

According to Rabbi Dr . Joseph Breuer of Frankfurt,
the Jewish community had a tacit understanding with
the Jewish physicians of the city, who would leave the
date entry on a death certificate blank, to enable
the Chevrah Kadisha to proceed with an earlier burial,
by ante-dating the day of death.
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So great was the power of bureaucracy in Germany,
Rabbi Breuer reminisced , that the Nazis , who could
not have objected to the burying alive of a Jew , yet
insisted on the most careful observance of the law
against early interment .

455-459 •

73 .

The Edict is quoted in Emanzipation II , PP •

74.

Heinemann, .2£ • cit ., section III: Religioes e Handlungen
und Zeremonien . 7Religious Acts and Ceremonies)

75.

Die Ausfertigung eines Scheide rbriefes [1st] nicht
notwendig .

76 .

The date of the edict .

77.

Heinemann , .2£• cit. , PP •

78.

Ibid ., PP • 248ff .

79 .

Hirschel Lewin was the last Oberlandesrabbiner .

Bo.

Heinemann , .2.E • cit ., P •

81.

Eger II, #83 .

82 .

This would be considered as a
Get al Tenai (conditional bill of divo r ce) and would
therefore be invalid.

83 .

The whole problem Eger faced with regards to the
"Benjamin Latz Fund" has been described by Wreschner
in his study of Eger; he had access to official documents of the city of Posen , and this writer has drawn
heavily on these documents .

84.

P . 6 1/-

85 .

Schreiber I , #65. In this Stiftungsurkunde Eger menti ons that he had . first rented two rooms .

86 .

They were from among the many leamed , strictly
religious men , as can be seen from their designation
by Eger as
p•,p 1, ) ,PJ ?/Ji t• (worthy scholars} . Altogether
five men participated .

87.

Schreiber I , loc . cit .

88 .

Details of this new legislation will be discussed in
the next chapter .

,)JJ.Lh 'Al

245ft.

249 .

-!in .

, supra .
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Schreiber I , # 22 . Eger apparently contemplated ac cepting the position of Chief Rabbi of Moravia after
the death of Benet in 1829. There seem to have been
complications also in this decision , bec ause appa rently the rabbi of Brody was also a candidate . Cf.
also letter of the Lemberg rabbi to Sofer on this
question , Schreiber I (II) #50 . Eventually Nahum
Trebitsch became the new rabbi of Nikolsburg .

90 .

Wreschner , -2.:Q • cit ., P• 98 . 11 Ich verzeihe es die
Anzeige , etc . ] ihr [i . e . , der Gemeinde
erne muss
j edoch dabei innigst bedauern , eine s olche Schwaeche
wahrgenommen zu hab eR. 11

91 •

Ibid ., p . 99 . 11 • • • eine Koenigliche Regierung
• • • dass sie mich nicht beschraenken duerfe ."

92 .

One of the clauses in the Stiftungs - verfassung reads :
• • • any public transgression of a · rel i gious commandment on the part of an employee will cause his
immediate dismissal • 11 Ibid ., l oc . cit .
11

93.

Schriftgiesser, 2.E• cit .,
man [
'JI /N 'lhlcJ ] nicht [
~re~ZU Sein [ No/N I 1,;n /.,,-,

r

94.

Schreiber I,

95 .

Ibid .

#1.

"[

(d /1 ] is

/CO..:;) ("( ,:,.t/11, tfi>JN f.:Jll ~ N.J)
1

Pr'>I P'~

P)fii)N/

/iW f'l:-2.f'

/,1 'q,/(.')?

J;./1"1ttp1cJ

,)/CJ/,/'? ~

Solomon Eger was not appointed until the fall of 1839,
when the traditionally-minded elements of Posen a gain
assumed the leadership in the Posen community .
Cf . the "shtar rabbanut" to him , Schreiber I ,

97.

•

#54.
'J..,l:)ri~ ~C'

96 .

,')l '3N .!J.F' ] dass
Wochen ohneRav

#59 .

Schriftgiesser, -2.:Q • ill •, # 2: "[JJti'J/CN ?/>/cl "f/Ne p it. ]
soll solches in den Zeitungen gestzt warden mit dem
Bemerken , dass ich meine Talmidim und Chaverim b i tte
das erste Jahr [ f'l'Jf'l' r-:>;\ ] • • • zu lernen [ !/l/V!:} ~ !C-Pb~f ]. "
Schreiber I , #54. Sofer was distressed why he had
not been notified of the death of Eger . Solomon
explained that no slight was intended . He thought
that Sofer would not learn of the event because :

20,5

FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER IV (continued)
"I thought it would not be reported in the newspapers of Austria, since I saw that the Posen
community, because ofr,their present leaders • • •
were reluctant (
t dY..ll_.J ] to insert a notice in
the Berlin newspapers, while the local Posen newspapers do not have such a wide circulation. I said
to myself: if Berlin will not have this item,
whence should Vienna have it ."
Solomon himself was reluctant to be the bearer of
sad tidings; but now that Sofer had found out the
truth from other sources , he hastened to inform him
of the true situation there .
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FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER V
1.

Cf. struggle of progressive elements against Fger's
appointment, PP• 67ff. supra.

2.

Moritz Lazarus (b. Filehne 1824, d. Maran 1903),
philosopher and one of the founders of the Lehranstalt
fuer Die Wissenschaft des Judentums; his essays 11 Treu
und Frei 11 (Loyal yet Free) were very popular in Germ.any.

3.

M. La zarus, Treu und Frei (Leipzig, 1887).

4.

Ibid., P• 294.

5.

Compared to some of the contemporary pre-World War II
chadarim in eastern Europe, this school curriculum
sounds quite modern.

6.

Unbelievably large number; but apparently not unusual.

Qf• Fger II, #3 , where Eger suggests to the rabbi of
Labischin - a townlet of about the same size as
Filehne - that a person who caused the death of two
people should, as a means of atonement, pay ten poor
Melamdim to learn daily some Mishna for the soul of
the dead.

1

7.

Cf. reference to n 1etten" in Eger's contract in
Posen (p.73, supra and in Friedland (Schreiber I,
#3) : "The rabbi should also have the right to maintain four bachurim and if necessary these will be
provided with pletten every shabbat. 11

8.

Fger II , #3 . "To teach him [a poor, local boy who is
to be maintained by the penitent sinner;.£!• note 6,
supra] Torah and Gemara until he is 15 years old when
he should send him to a Yeshiva."

9.

Schreiber I , #18. In this letter written to Plessner,
Eger clearly states his position toward the question
of secular versus Jewish education. He wants children
to be taught Talmud and other Jewish subjects most of
the day, but adds: "It is necessary to combine Torah
with secular knowledge ( µ1 N7 ~,au,1, 1..n ::ilV] to learn
with them for an hour or two every day writing and
arithmetic, as we are accustomed to teach our children
with the help of G-d, since because of the kindness
of our lord the King • • • and his officials they
carefully watch over this [ .,~ f tp:> j'Y /NR.. ... J'Jt/ 7w;J '~O htJ
and they ordered us to do so."
Apparently this governmental insistence on a minimum
of daily secular instruction meets with Eger 's wholehearted approval; he refers to it as
71:,_YJ;, ·,on •
We have already seen in the case of the ~question
(pp. 93,
supra) that he does not hesitate to express

]
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his strongest opposition to anything that smacks of
unwarranted interference.
10.

Bloch, .212.• cit., P• 211.

11 •

.!.£!.£•,

12.

er.

13 •

Ibid. , p. 7 3

14.

In 1816; this school was later (1824) put under the
supervision of the Ministry of Education.

15.

Nothing further is known about him by this writer;
he was perhaps a relative of N. Lippman, Caro's biographer and friend, who must have been one of the
intimate members of the radical "progressive" group
in Posen .

16.

w.

P• 212.

detailed account in Chapter III, pp.

, it em

65

ff, supra.

#4 .

J. Eichhorn, author of the official German and
Judeo-German (Yiddish) Sammlung der die neue O~anisation
der Juden • • • betreffenden Gesetze, (Posen 1 34).
{ Instructionen in deutscher und zugleich hebraescher
Schrift.) This booklet was issued as a result of the
ori ginal 11 Verordnung 11 of June 1, 1833, where it was
stated (cf. M.H. Kletke, op. cit., p . 22) that: "this
regulation with further instructions must be published
in both languages, i.e., German and Jewish."
In his introduction Eichhorn severely criticized the
Jewish authorities for their insufficient attention
to the problem of the education of poor children (p. 8).

He also stressed the need for the establishment of a
school for girls, whose religious instruction was then
sadly neglected.
17.

Posen City Archives, P.C . 317, quoted by Bloch,££• cit.,

p. 208.

18.

~ • , P• 209.

19.

Cf. reluctance of opposition leaders to publicize their
"'real reasons" against Eger 's election, p.70 supra; and
Caro's hesitation to acknowledge his authorship of the
Berit :Emit, p. 80
supra.

20.

Posen Archives , XVIII, 38 , as quoted by Wreschner, .2£•
cit., p. 81, note 100.
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21.

Ibid., P• 82.

22.

October 23, 1817; #4 o:f the circular reads: 11 • • •
that all Jewish schools be supervised in accordance
with the law o:f October 23, 1817 • • • • "

23.

The following quotations are all from the same circular.

24..

n •••

25.

They were exempt from attending Christian religious
instruction.

26.

A. M. Fuld (1791-1847), Talmudic scholar, author o:f
Bet Aharon (Frankfurt, 1890}. Fuld was a very great
respecter o:f outstanding scholars, as this brief
quotation from his letter to Eger, quoted in the
introduction to his Sefer Bet Aron, p . V, shows:
" • • • How honored is this day • • • when I was found
worthy in • • • your eyes to stand be:fore you and
serve you; this was from the very beginning my main
interest in life to be a servant to the great men • • •
and especially to the zaddik and leader o:f this
generation, such as your Honor • • • 11

28.

Fuld realized that if the government spoke in terms
actually prohibiting the study o:f the Talmud this
must be the result of the intervention of the fanatic
opponents of the Talmud from within the Jewish camp.

Sie dem verwahrlosesten Zustand zu entreissen."

o:f

29.

Ibid.
Cf. supra, p .70

ff.

30.

Assa:f, .2.E.• cit., IV, 200, #161 .

31.

Ibid.

32.

~-

33.

Ibid. " • • • and even if they take a teacher from
our own people, who knows what his mode of life will
be like, whether the fear of the Lord will come before
his general knowledge • • • ti

34.

Schreiber I , #13 and 14, are addressed to him. In
these letters F.ger asks for ttkameot" for persons to
whom he is too modest (or perhaps reluctant) to issue
them himself. Cf . p .155 infra.
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35.

Solomon Plessner, Ein Wort zu seiner Zeit 1 • • • die
Autoritaet der uedischen Traditionslehre (sec. ed.,
Bres lau , 1 0 •

36 .

~ . , P • 12.

37 .

By Abraham Mendola, member of a prominent Sefardic family.

38 .

Yen L 1 vanon, cf. p. 8 ff . , supra .

39 .

Schreiber I , #18 .

4o.

In a f ootnote to his Hebrew version , Edut LeYisrael
(p . 3) Plessner quoted Wessely ' s definition of secular
knowledge as the "handmai d of the Torah , 11 (
P ') /_;, ':;~~ fl
But fro m his additional remark we can see that Plessner
himself was fully aware of the dangers of a one-sided
emphasis on secular studies. He writes: "But unfortunately • • • in our time , before a boy knows how to
read one word of Greek or Latin , he already b egins
to • •• despise the fa i th of his fathers , he desec r ates
the Shabba t of the Lord • • • 11

41 .

Schreiber I, # 18, loc. cit .
~\'r f '..h~ llc. ....Phil ,)?{R.,;J pJ)l(c, ;>INl\

'f")rc r'rf<'
l'l"L/, ;) I

,))i..Ji r-1G1

jYi' V\.:>;)

-Jolc.W

42 . Schreiber I, #19 .

43.
44.
45 .
46 .

Ibid .

,1

r'~r Ge; J)lq_,rS (e,\t rStri

~le,

Schreiber I , #19. Loe . cit.
·
1
,!~ flv f -;)lliJ p•,)'iJ/ ..}ll'ot, /-11 /(C? /G) Nlo 1/N,)? J,h/~ j)/(
).tl~r" /j'Ji)/J\ 1/l"•ff i Q,, "I ,.fl, tin p.::;f ;') ' ,i ' r<l/ f ''l ?-7 ')JCL
Schreib er I, #19, loc . cit .
Incidentally, Plessner never got around to doing this
assignmen t ; it was later (1865) published by David
Deutsch, who quotes the letter of Eger in his postscript (Nachtrag, p . 433) .

) •
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Shlomo Salmon Landsberg was a native of Posen and
lived most of his life in Lubrance. He is the
author of the important Tear Pne Shlomo; his son
Eliyah Landsberg later became a son-in-law of
Abraham Eger.

er.

P•

65

supra.

That Moses studied at the time (1818) in F.ger's
Yeshiva at Posen we can establish by means of some
careful interpreting of a letter that Fger sent to
Shlomo Zalmen Landsberg (Schreiber I, #20).
In this letter, dated February 15, 1825, F.ger congratulates the youngest(?) son Avraham on his becoming
a Bar Mitzva; after encouraging the younij man to take
his studies seriously, Eger tells him:
Perhaps the
Almighty will grant and you, too, will study at my
Yeshiva with intensive concentration l
2..-:)J;~ / 1~ ]
like your older brothers. 11 (author's italics)
We lmow that Eliyahu studied under Eger (the custom
of choosing the most promising young bachurim for
sons-in-law is of old standing in the yeshivot of
Europe) and Moses is therefore the other one of the
"older brothers" mentioned in Eger' s letter .
That Eger speaks with the highest approval of Moses
Landsberg and his brother, in spite of (or perhaps
because) the fact that he maintained an interest in
secular studies according to the instructions of
Landsberg pare, is in itself significant. It shows
that Fger not only allowed a few hours for secular
studies among young er students, but even among the
bachurim of his own yeshiva.

50 .
51 .

Quoted by Assaf, .2P.• cit . , IV, #160 , p. 199ff.
, still practiced in
many Eastern European communities until the outbreak of World War II.

52 .
53 .

See supra, p.107.

54.

Pl essDer, -22 •

55 .

Um • •• eine voellige Aufhebung des Talmuds
anzuhal ten .

56.

Schreiber I, #19.

Supra, p.110

•

ill•,

p.

14.
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57. ~ • ,,'JtV f
58.

'O!Jc f)'1Nl/v /.:>IC/

Ibid.
P1 r N~/? l 1 P 1 'NI 'Al Cf. also similar fears
expressed by the letter of the Lissa Beth Din,
p. 108, suEra.
Posener Staatsarchive C XVIII,
ill•, p. 82, note 101.

56,

quoted by Wreschner,

.Ql2•

60.

Der Talmudunterricht • • • wird zur Genehmigung
vorgeschlagen.

61.

Schreiber I, #22.

62.

We have already tentatively identified David Caro
as the prime mover of the aggressive anti-traditional
group in Posen ( p. 65 , supra) •

63.

Leviticus 26:17. Rashi explains the word as "from
among you," i.e., members of your own people will
persecute you.

64.

Heinemann, .22• cit., I, #51, PP• 433-434; dated
September 22, 1E'27.

65.

Heinemann., .£:2• cit., I, #53 (June 12, 1828).

66.

11 Eine

geduldete Sekte." Such a remark does not betray
any excess of sympathy with the Jewish population;
though in all fairness it must be added that in another
document (#54, dated June 30, 1830) the authorities
take pains to show that no anti-Semitic policy is responsible for the decision; just as Christian parents, who
for some reasons educate their children in private
schools., must still - through taxation - contribute to
the upkeep of the public school, so do Jewish parents
still have to shoulder this additional burden.
Ibid., Section III, # 20, P• 228 . This decision, dated
September 4, 1835, reads as follows: "Since Jewish
schools are to be considered as private schools, the
government, while supervising such schools, has no
right to enforce the i r continuation and thereby ensure
the salary of the teachers. The latter must deal
directly with the elders of the Jewish community who
engaged them . "
An earlier document, attempting to regulate the working

conditions of Jewish teachers (tenure, etc.) is quoted
in the appendix, p. XII.

68.

Cf. p. 58 supra, for Prussian misgivings about exM
tending emancipation to new provinces.
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69.

The dilemma of the Prussian authorities with regard
to extending the edict of emancipation to the reconquered or newly acquired territories is fully discussed
in Emanzipation I, Chapter 18, PP• 241-246.
Basically, this was the problem: Should one automatically apply the law of 1812 to all Prussian
provinces, in which case the position of some Jewish
communities, such as Posen, would be considerably
improved, while others, who had lived under French
rule up to the Congress of Vienna and enjoyed a
greater amount of freedom still, would find their
rights curtailed. In 1817 it was decided not to change
the status quo found by the occupying Prussian troops,
at least for the time being.

70.

Cf. Perlas , I, Geschichte der Juden in Posen (Breslau,

I'8'65).

·

71.

Ibid.

72.

Flottwell was violently anti-Catholic and anti-Polish;
he realized that he had an excellent chance in
''Ge:rmanizing" at least one element or the population the Jews. Cf. Eger 's praise of him, P• 121, infra.

73.

P. 64

74.

Soll ten sich dennoch die Rabbiner der selben angemasst
haben, Erbsordnungen nach dem Ritualgesetz vezunehmen
• • • so ist es • • • nur • • • der Unvo llkemmenheit
• • • der • • • Aufsichtzuzuschreiben 1 wenn soche
Anmassungen nicht von Amtswegen gerruegt worden sind.

75.

Cf. how careful Eger was to have the Last Will of Latz
publicly notarized, supra, p. 95. Eger had his own
testament likewise notarized. Cf. Tzvaat Hag'onim,
Eger's Will, item 10: "I rm notarizing this will
publicly
/Jl·tc /'5r>Njfc f' G0 H'c ,J/c11<3n so that it
should not be changed.

In moeglichst kuerzester Zeit.

supra.

1

76.

He must have used his Jewish name 11 Akiva Gins 11 - perhaps absentmindedly also on this official document.
Usually we find him in official documents as Jakob
Moses Eiger . £!• letter of King to Eger, footnote 95,
infra, etc. In the official census in Breslau, however,
we find the combination 11 Kiewe Moses" (p. 4 supra).

77 •

• • • Der durch seire Antraege zu dies em Berichte
Veranlassung gegeben hat • • •
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#41 .

78 .

P . 60 ff., supra; Eger I,

79.

We know from the letter to his son , and their subsequent remarks , how strenuously Eger resisted the
idea of having his responsa published .

Bo .

Eger I,

81 .

Vorlaufige Verordnungen wegen des Jud enwesen im
Grosshertzogtum Posen , June 1 ~ 1833 . Published 1834
by w. J . Eichhorn (Posen 1834J .

82 .

Only naturalized Jews enjoyed, with modifications,
the privileges of the emancipation . The others were
still severely restricted , including such bothersome
legislation as the prohibition of marriage until the
groom passed his 24th year .

83 .

Wreschner, who quotes from the Hebrew MSS in his
possession , must therefore be corrected . He writes,
.2E.• cit ., p. 101 , that the sermons were never published. They were published : (1) Rede • • • bei der
Re)resentanten Wahl der Isr . Gemeindein Posen , and
( 2 Opfer des Dankes , Predigt • • • gehal ten am Tage
der Einfuehrung de r Representanten am 2t en A~ril, 1934.
Both booklets , bound together with "Der Jude by G.
Riesser , Altona, 1835 , are in the library of the Jewish
Theological Seminary in New York .

84 .

"R ed e • • • " , p •

85 .
86 .

r

#41 .

\N,)

J)/C J

j;:;

1;)

4•
.Ji/c

/C')

I

(Proverbs)

As an illustration of his devotion to the old practices of Israel, reference is made to the extremely
interesting responsum (Chasam Sofer , vol. Yore Dea,
#236) among the responsa of Sofer.
To understand the background, this historical information is necessary . In 1831, Ibrahim Pasha invaded
Syria and Palestine from Egypt . He promised free worship for the Jews, including apparently the use of the
Temple area in Jerusalem . Thereupon Eger very exc itedly discusses with Sofer the possibi ~i ty of approaching the Ottoman authorities in an attempt to secure permission for the Jewish community to bring the paschal
sacrifice .

87.

Schreiber II , P • 45A .
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88 •

"Rede • • • " p • 9 •

89.

This prayer was said in the presence of representatives of the government. The use of the vernacular,
and the composition of a special prayer specifically
for the occasion, is worth noting.

90 .

Item

91 .

Opfer des Dankes .

92 .

Wreschner, .2P • cit. , p . lOlff . ; Schreiber II, P• 72a.

93 .

Opfer des Dankes, p .

94.

For the details see Schreiber I , #30.

95 .

The letter was actually addressed to Oberpraesident
Flotwell: "Ich habe aus Ihrem • •• Be r icht ueber
die Sterblichkeit in Posen wohlgefaellig vernommen,
wie guenstig sich das Verhaeltnis der i n der Stadt
Posen an Cholera erkrankten und verstorbenen Juden
in Folge der v on der dortigen Judenschaft
UNTER DER TAETIGEN UND UMSICHTIGEN LEITUNG IHRF..S
OBERRABBINERS JAKOB MOSES EGER ergriffen en Maaaregeln
• • • und beauftra e Sie dem enannten Oberrabiner
mein Wohlwollen • •• auszudruecken .
author ' s italics)

4 of the Verordnung, quoted in full in appendix.

4.

Eger was proud of this royal recognition of his effective measures and quotes it in his appeal to the
Jewish communities of London, Hamburg , etc . Cf .
Schreiber I, #64 .
-

96.

Cf . Schreiber I, #29, 30 .

97 .

~

98 .

Eger VI ,

99 .

Among the arguments Eger uses: Though the person is
rumored to be a violator of the Shabbat, he is not
regarded in the eyes of the Jewish Law as such until
he has done a
in front of ten trustworthy people. Eger now argues that it is not our
responsibility to verify the facts, thereby leaving a
legal loophole open for the employment of this person
as a mohel .

-, #29.

48 , 2ff .

1 00 . Eger I , #28 .

Hilchot Mila .
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101 .

It therefore had no eruv which would enable people
to carry it in the streets. In spite of the principle of
//vj1-...Jl/c fc.LlJ 'nn
it is not right,
according to the Jewish sources, to carry minor
children who are unable to walk.

102 .

Well-known Talmudic stratagem to leave people, who
are bent to commit a transgression in any case, in
ignorance of the fact that their action constitutes
a violation of the law, rather than risk having them
flout the law openly .

103 .

;) 'J /

,be/\ l

'JI.Jl. ,) ,? ~

104 .

Eger I , #96 . His correspondent held that~ cer ain
person was unfit to give testimony (
J r Yf lo v
)
because he had transgressed against the biblical
injunction against shaving with a razor (Cf . Leviticus
XXI , v . 4) . Eger decided that since most people ignored that prohibition, there was no basis for not
accepting the testimony .

1 05 .

The problem here was whether the issue of blood was
directly from the womb, in which case the woman's
marital life was prohibited according to Jewish law,
or whether it was caused by a vein that did not come
directly f'rom the womb (Eger I, #61) "goldene Ader".

lo6 .
107 .

Yitzchak ben Sheshet Barfat (1326- 1408), Spanish
Talmudist; chief' rabbi of Algiers , noted for his
numerous, very important responsa .

108 .

Eger I , #108 , 109 .

109 .

Question was raised by Eger's brother Bunim who , at
that time , was rabbi in Rogasen; he later became rabbi
of Mattersdorf in Hungary . Fger IV, #50 .

11 o.

i)

rv-A

J\,11'1 ,

r,;>tr 3/l 1

111 .

Fg er III , # 39 . The Jewish community of Magdesburg
intended to build a Mikvah in accordance with the
Jewish law , and wanted to know if the water from
the r i v e r ~ could be used . Eger replied that under
his guidance the community of Posen built a Mikvah,
utilizing the water of the river Warthe .

112 .

The social , religious and moral status of women of
that period , as reflected in Eger ' s writings, will be
discussed fully in a special excursus .
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1.

A legal formula indicating a rul e of c onduc t prescribed by the Oral Law, or the traditional practice
of the Jewish people; in many instances Eger •s legal
decisions have been accepted as authoritativ e by
traditional Jews the world over .

2.

Rishonim (the first) : term des i gnating the rabbinical
authorities who lived before the completion of the
Shulchan Aruch .

3.

Aharonim (the later ones) : designation given , in
rabbinical literature to the latest rabbinical
scholars; generally speaking the term is used of
scholars who lived after the compilation of Joseph
Caro ' s sixteenth century Shulchan Aruch .

4.

Pilpul , a dialectic method used for the study of the
Talmud . During many centuries it was practic ed indiscriminately and fell into disrepute .

5.

Above , Chapter II .

6.

Ibid .

7.

Adret , Solomon ben Abraham (1235-1310) , Talmudist ,
rabbi of Barcelona and prominent leader of Span ish
Jewry . Author of cormnentaries and novellae on
Talmudic treatises and of numerous responsa .

7A.

Eger II , #103 .

8.

Shimon Feibelman , son of Eger ' s second father - in- law ,
Yehoshua Halevi Feibelman. Shimon was a student of
Eger and was rabbi in Forden , later in Rogasen; he was
the author of Shaar Shimon , novellae on several
tractates of the Talmud . Eger was very fond of his
brother-in- law , as we can see by his attempt to secure
the position of the rabbinate of Kaempen for him .
See Schreiber I , #41: " • • • though it would have
been right and my duty to recorrnnend to y ou [the leaders
of the Kaempen community) my brother-in- law • • •
Rabbi Shimon • • • of Forden, but I think even this is
superfluous , since • • • both the excellency of his
character and his preeminence in scholarship are well
lmOim . "

9.

Eger I , #129 .

10.

Eger II , #23 .
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11.

In Talmudic law the stringent observance of the seven
days of mourning is only prescribed if the news of
the event reached the relatives within 30 days of the
actual death ; if the intelligence was obtained at a
later day, the laws of shivah need NOT be observed.

12.

David ben Samuel Halevi, 1586-1667; Lemberg rabbi,
author of basic Ture Zahav and the SHaCH (Shabbetai ben
Meir HaCohen, 1621-1662, author of equally important
commentary Sifte Cohen) and other authorities.

13.

Fger V, note to Taanit, 13b.

14 .

Ibid., note to Taanit, 18a.

15 .

Eger II, #111 .

16.

Eger I , #169 .

17.

F.ger II, #99: "Apparently this is a very real difficulty and it is our duty to endeavour to find a
solution. • • • "

18 .

F.ger V, Ketavim, the very last of the letters.

19.

Cf . Eger II, #108 , where l?ger discussed a difficult
passage of Tossafot and wrote: "I did not see that
any commentator mentioned this difficulty." Also, cf .
Eger II, #131: 11 It is indeed surprising that none
of his commentators [Rambam] noted this dif'ficulty."

20.

P . 27 supra.

21.

Isserles , Moses ben Israel (1525-1572), leading scholar
of Polish Jewry; wrote notes on Caro's Shulchan Aruch
(Mappah) and Bet Yosef (Darche Mosheh). His decisions,
defending the authenticity of European (ashkenazic)
customs against Caro are accepted by the former.

22 •

Eger I, #99

23.

P . 29, supra.

24.

Heller, Yom-Tob Lipmann ben Nathan Halevi (1579~1654).
Talmudist and poet. Heller is best known for his
Mishnah commentary, Tosefot Yom-Tob.

25.

Eger I, #180 .

yrc · ··lt

1

~1;)

'/co j 'tc/
::> i_jc Jlrd'fl re '.J ,') , In

'1hlt ·,;\ 1:·)\'

t,.,
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26 .

Eger's style betrays many influences of' Yiddish,
the lingua franca among the talmudists of his day .
The phrase quoted is a direct translation from
Yiddish, where it would read : die kashe hebt zich
nit on .

27.

Edels, Samuel Eliezer (1555- 1631) : Talmudist . His
principal work is a comprehensive commentary on the
entire Talmud; this work was printed in almost every
edition of the Talmud.

28 .

Eger I , #216.

29 .

Zion Lenefesh CHaya .

30 .

Eger II , #122 .

31 .

Eger was very much concerned about any new hala chic
decision; when he learnt of a novel decision concerning the heating of water in the ritu a l arium on
a Jewish Holiday (Eger I, #17) he immediately wrote
to the rabbi who permitted this new practice, protesting this decision on halachic grounds .

32.

P. 129

33 .

Eger II , #23 .

34 .

Schre~ber I, #23 .

35 .

Ibid . , #24 .

36 .

Mosheh Teitelbaum, one of the first hassidic leaders
in Hungary , was rabbi in Satorja- Ujhely and the
author of Yismah Mosheh .

37 .

Heller , Zebi , Hungarian talmudist, author of Tib
Gittin .

38.

This Rabbi Schwerin enlisted the support of the
fathers of the modem Wissenschaft des Judentums :
z. Fraenkel , Geiger , Jost , etc . ; while almost all
orthodox rabbis of Hungary and Germany sided with
Sofer and the other opponents of Schwerin . Cf. also
note in Schreiber I, #23 .

39 .

Gedalyah Lipschitz was a noted talmudist; he was
r .9.bbi in Obersi tsko and Chodziesin, where he died in
1804 . He was the author of several talmudic works ,
i ncluding Keneset Yisrael , Regel Yesharsh , etc ••
To him are addressed the fol l owing responsa: Eger I ,
#38 , Eger II , #16 , #40 .

, supra .
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4o.

Yisrael Lipschitz is t he recipient of the following
res ponsa of Eger: Eger I , #14, 15, 108 .
Schreiber I, # 31.
Ibid . Eg er wrote: " • •• indeed I am going to
oppose it [i.e ., the appointment of young Lipschitz
as rabbi) and I will do all I can to prevent it from
happening ."

43.

Schreiber I , #32 .

44. ~ ., #33 .
45. Ibid ., #34.
46.

Eger appealed to the leaders of the community to
listen to him . "Though I know how unimportant I
really am, 11 Eger wrote , "you should listen to me
since I have no other interest, but t o serve the
c ause of Heaven • • • 11 Schreiber I , #36 .

47.

Ibid .

48 • Ibid • ., #37 •
49 .

Ibid ., #38 .

50 .

See note 166, infra .

51 .

See note 46 , supra .

52 .

Noted talmudist , author of Mishkan Shiloh, ~
Ha - bechinah, etc .

53 .

Yisroel Landau was the author of Meon Haberochot .
Eger 's great respect for Landau will be discussed
below , p .
•

54 .

Two detailed letters of F.ger, one to Rabbi Meir Weyl
of Berlin , the other to the Bet Din of Kaempen , are
quoted in full in Schreiber II, p;--69a (footnote).

55 .
56 .

In the letter to the Kaempen Bet Din , ibid .
In the letter to Weyl (see note 54, supra) :Eg er
writes: "I have really nothing to do with the
appointment of a rabbi in Kaempen or elsewhere, but
[in the Kaempen dispute] I just could not withhold
the personal knowledg e I had about young Landau ' s
qualifications .
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57.

Norigen; Eger I, #148 .

58.

Eger I, #148 .

59.

Eger I, #189 .

60 .

Eger I , #175 .

61.

In his writings Eger always referred to his students
as his chaverim (friends).

62.

Eger VI, P • 83a.

63.

Another, humanitarian reason for an elaborate answer
on the part of Eger was discussed above, p. 2 ff.

64.

Eger II, #12 .

65.

A further instance of the friction that existed between
the German elements in the Jewish community of Posen
and the non-naturalized Polish Jews can be found in the
booklet dealing with the emancipation of Jews in the
Posen province , edited by W.J. Eichhorn, entitled
Sammlung der die neue Organisation des Judenwesens im
Grossherzogtum Posen betreffenden Gesetze (Collection
of the new laws concerning the organization of Jewry
in the Grand Duchy of Posen) . In the introduction to
this book Eichhorn wrote (p . 8f.f): "It would be very
desirable if our highly placed coreligionists, instead
of looking down scornfully on the non-naturalized
Israelites, were to attempt to raise the latter to
their • • • own 1 evel • "

66.

Eger does not sound too convincing here; it almost
seems as i.f he is actually apologizing for his long
answer .

67.

With great regularity we find F.ger adding a note to a
res ponsum that he had just answered, in which he wrote:
nAt the present I am greatly worried by a difficult
problem in this and this passage," or words to that
effect . Cf. Eger I , #75 (end), etc .

68.

Eger I, #212 .

69.

Occasionally we find that Eger is very thrilled on
discovering that some idea of his was already anticipated
by an earlier scholar - unknown to him. Cf . Eger II,
#130, where he learned that his view had already been
quoted in the Shittah Mekubbezet of the Jerusalem
rabbi Bezalel Ashkenazi .
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70.

Eger I, # 215-217.

71.

Ibid., #217•

72.

Cf'. p.17 supra .

73.

It is always rather difficult to ascertain whether a
correspondent happenes to be a student of Fger or not,
due to Eger ' s reluctance to designate in writing a
student as such; cf. note 61 , supra .

Eger's g reat love for his children.

But here the correspondent mentioned that he heard a
problem from Eger, apparently while a student at t h e
yeshiV,! •

74.

Eger II , # 116 .

75 .

Ibid. , # 14 1; Sh muel Munk-Schiff was rabbi in Wollstein .

76 .

Eger I, #181 .

77•

Eger III, # 20 .

78.

One of the early collection of responsa .

79 .

The notes of the Wilna Gaon, however , are written
in such a cryptic style - they were never intended for
publication - that one has to be quite a talmudical
scholar in order to understand them .

80 .

The Drush VeChidush Rabbi Akiba Eger was one of the
first Hebrew books reproduced in the United States by
photolithography in 1943; since that date countless
Hebrew works of all kinds have been reprinted by that
method .

81 .

Eger I , #218.

82.

Kasher found the copy with Eger 1 s notes in Berlin.
Abraham Eger ' s son-in- law , N. Bleichrode, published
Eger VII in Berlin , 1862 , and his descendants apparently
lived in that city too.

83 .

Eger ' s son Binyamin Wolf (Berlin , Johannesburg) was
responsible for its publication. He also arranged for
the publication of the Tossefot Rabbi Akiba Eger ;
moreover, he also arranged for a new printing of the
Shulchan Aruch , with the notes of his father . Eger V ~
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84.

The edition prepared by Bleichrode also contained
Eger's notes in the important work of his friend
Rabbi Jacob Lissa-Lorbeerbaum, Chavat Daat.

85 .

Cf. note 170, infra, for further details about this
book.

86 .

Eger knew he could depend on his son Solomon . In
Eger III, # 22 the proud father wrote to a questioner :
"Thank G- d , I have • • • a learned son • • • the Gaon
Solomon • • • and whoever has a question [on any
printed work of mine] let him ask my son • • • and he
will answer the right way • • • •

87.

For being found unworthy of all the epithets.

88.

Towards the end of his life Eger apparently decided
not to write any other title but 11 rabbi II in his correspond ence . In a letter to the son of his friend
Abraham Titkin , Solomon Titkin, successor to his
father to the rabbinate of Breslau from the year 1835,
Eger wrote: "My friend, recently I have decided • • •
not to use any other title b~t 'rabbi' in my letters •
• • • By doing so I also save time and have to write
less, which is extremely important to me, on account
of the weakness of my hands. • • • " This 1 etter, a.
copy of an original MS, is quoted in Weitz , £2• cit.,
P • 62.

89.

October 12, 1837.

90.

In introduction to Orach Chayim, edited by N. H.
Bleichrode, Berlin, 1862.

91 .

See brief note on Edels , #27 , supra.

92.

Ashkenazi , Zebi Hirsh ben Jacobs (1660-1718). Noted
talmudist and widely traveled rabbi; his collection of
responsa are very highly thought of for halachic
practice.

93.

Eisenstadt rabbi; cf. p. l, supra.

94•

Abraham Abele ban Hayyim ha-Levi (Ambraham Gombiner)
(1635-1683). Talmudist. His principal work, Magen
Avraham, a commentary on the portion Orah Hayyim of
Caro ' s Shulhan Aruh, is considered of the highest
authority.

95 .

Responsa of Moses Isserles; see note 21, supra.
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96 .

Cf . note 12 , supra .

97 .

Famous connnentary on the Rambam by Yehuda Rosanes.

98 .

Authoritative commentary on the portion Eben ha-Ezer
of the Shulhan Aruh by Samuel ben Shraga Favish of
Videslow .

99 .

Important 18th century work by Elhanan ben Shmuel
Zanvil .

100 . The book Shaar Ha- Melec , a comprehensive commentary
on the Rambam, was written by the sefardic schol e.r
Mosheh Nunis Belmonte , a scion of a famous SpanishJewish family . The work was first published in 1771
in Salonika and its fame soon spread to ashkenazic
talmudists. In F.ger V, p . 44, in a note to the tractate
Bezah , Eg er mentioned with gratitude that a scholar
loaned him this (apparently) rare b ook . In another,
obviously later passag e (Eger III , #1) he wrote that he
ha d the good fortune to acquire the book . In our
passag e ( Eg er II , #117) he reported to have found a
question that he had raised earlier in this work, and
then he quoted from his own notes .
1 01. The work
l'''n ?IJ>N deals with the laws of Passover ;
its author was Rabbi Jacob Lorbeerbaum- Lissa., Eger's
close friend .
102 . Nissim b . Reuben Gerondi (RaN) , (lived in Barcelona
1340- 1380) , the foremost hakhist of his time . He
wrote the standard commentary on the works of Alfasi
and on the tractates p -i1.J and
,1 ~
•
He alsofwrote
responsa and novellae .
1

103 . In ans wer to an interesting problem that his son
Solomon raised {Eger I I , #120) , Eger ment i oned his own
notes on the novellae of the RaN to the tractate of
Baba Meziah . In a parenthetical note Abraham Eger
wrote : 11 This [comment on the novel lae of the RaN] ha s
a l ready been published in the name of my fatherand
teacher , theI author ..,11 •
•. . ,,,, ' IU l,·n ;\
'• "Jf\/tc,t, iJNrl f' 11
...,,

j

104 .

J"'i>fl/V1')

IN /cfcf tcl-;. 6 'J7-1

T;,0 .

"'l f' hN 1l

[rt

F ?fCJ M c--:J.

Thus Eger approved: t h e Yad Hazakah of the Rambam
(Dyhrenfurt 1810); the novellae of the RaN [tractate
Baba Meziah] (Dyhrenfurt 182 1 ); Alfasi (Pressburg
1836); Kaftor vaFerach (Berlin 1852) . The author of
t he last mentioned was the Provencal Estori Farchi
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(1282-1357), who wrote one of the earliest descriptions of Palestine . The approbation is addressed to
Hirsch Edelmann who spent some ten years in England
examining manuscripts in the Bodelian library. It
was dated 1837.
105.

A full list of Fg er's approbations is given in
Wreschner, .21?.• cit. The only difficulty in that list
is the fact that both real endorsements and point blank refusals are given indiscriminately .

106.

Moses J. Heschel .

107.

Among the authorities mentioned are: Moses Sofer,
Mordekhai Bennet , Jacob Lissa, etc. It is interesting
to note that most of these scholars shared Eger's
reluctance to endorse formally this new work .

108.

Ibid. _ ')'.i>O f19.,
;i N:) o -;-i j,J\ Jilt)!~ '·qt lhJJc l'J'') ,{";S' i),l/r
Even ·more strongly worded is his refusa to a former
student of his, Mordekhai Mikhael Yaffe (for further
details about Yaffe, ef. p . 38 above). In the latter's
work, Sefer Bet Menahem (Krotoschin 1834) there is a
letter from Eger in which Eger wrote, in part:
Nv,:x;)') f'>" (c/'i, pJlv,)AJ-.::>,,'>
1H-~ 1 -.'lr-;;i 'Jl,,t,

h

t"''f'/VJL

,.,~<!-N ]l{llr

,r 1c~,o

f'J.,11>

/''"-;Jo

r()

109.

Pp . 139ff, supra.

110.

Chapter I , note # 70

111.

This Arye Leib was the son of the Lissa Dayan Rabbi
Moses; he was one of the man7, talmudical scholars of
Lissa who had the name "Leib' (lion) on account of
whom Lissa was known as the "lion's den." er. Weitz,
.21?.• cit., p . 33.
-

112.

A fine example of this encouraging attitude toward the
publication of a new work is found in a letter Eger
wrote to his son-in-law Moses Sofer (Schreiber I , #17).
In it Eger acknowledged the receipt of the manuscript
of a super commentary on the Ra.mbam 's Mishneh Torah by
the noted talmudist Wolf Boskowitz . Eger was very
enthusiastic about the great merits of the work and
urged its publication very strongJ.y, as a veritable
pub ic service. He wr_9te:_
'.Jii'il l .. f/lC/V '.llj,~ " •jt'f;, /')~o
..3.b f'tc/-,1 /' ?IC ,, flC'r .JIINJ\'('J) ')ltS /c 3/,) 1 If>:) ,1,v,crv 'G~ ~
,f ' /k '7

, supra.

1

0 '.).. )i) J\NJ\l:»$ f'ANJ,"l

')~r

'nJn

1,

GJo

The volume was eventually published by the /author's
son, Joseph Boskowitz, under the name Seder Mishnah.
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\'IJhile declining to give a formal approbation to
rabbi Yehuda Leib Karlburg ' s work, as requested by
the latter ' s relative (Schreiber I , #4-9) Eger suggested that a small pamphlet of Rabbi Kalburg ,
containing some material that might be of the greatest
importance in combating the trend away from religioq.__,
should be published .
[ ./J ;G /' _p 1;,.r,tv .j'rv. ·0' -;)9 1 ;fl h !
(!IN
~'t nf ,J, IY/-n f lt;-,, , .. -.J'i /IC') 19--/c

r~1

This interest of Eger in material likely to strengthen
traditional Judaism brings to mind an earl i er attempt
to secure a book for women who are not well versed
in Jewish learning . Cf . p . L 11 supra .
11 3 .

While originating in Germany the movement of
"enlightenment" (Haskalah in modern Hebrew) became
and remained a burning issue in Eastern Europe . It
hoped to attain full civil rights for the Jews through
modernization . The rabbis of Eas tern Europe who saw
the disintegration of Jewish life in Western Europe
under the impact of emancipation , violent l y opposed
the Haskalah movement .

1 14.

J1.zhak Meir, author of the very popular Hidushe RIM
(Reb Yizhak Meir) , combined great talmudi c al erudition
with the magnetic personality of a born leader of
men . His followers in Poland were counted in tens of
thousands .

115 .

:Jl/r0

Vol . I , Pietrekow , 1928 . This book
c ontains sayings of and about Rabbi Yizhak Meir .
:J•i,,., •1c;v--, uo

VVhile one must exercise the greatest care before a ccepting all statements at their face value , this particular quotation seems to be authentic , if' only bec ause by implication - it shows the skepticism of Eger towards
hassidism .

116 .

Rabbi Jonathan ~'ybeschuetz (1690-1764) . Talmudist and
Cabbalist . He was the head of the famous yeshiva in
Prague , later he was rabbi in Metz , and since 1750
he was the rabbi of the three commllllities in Altona ,
Wandsbeck and Hamburg . Eybeschuetz was the author of
numerous important halachic works and also wrote numerous
homiletical tracts .

117 .

Traditional designation of opponent of hassidism.

1 18 .

Weitz , .£2 • cit ., p .

65 .

-
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120.

Founded by the apostate Jacob Frank (1726-1791) . The
members of the Frank ist s ect believed th a t their
l eader was t he re inc a rnat i on of all the prophets and
mes siah s preced ing him. I n his native Podolia, Frank
enjoyed t h e s upp ort of t h e local bishop in KamenitzPodolsk in h is fi ght ag ainst traditional Jewish
leaders . Eventually Frank and most of his followers
embraced Catholicism.

121 .

Cf. Ass a f, .2E • cit ., IV, #149 , p . 178ff . Describing
the dearth of books in Lithuania before the establishment of the famous yeshiva in Volozhin, the rabbi of
Krinik wrote:
i)

J'h' \~(G ffc '.J,
p'rcStV/ /'Pf[ o't 1, voI e1p 17iJ O f/./
101 p£ i t 1c~rvJ 1S_j,uG;1 J)h "Y-N t??N
.t,?7' 1fr'D1c11 f)tB 1171(11 f''7'~ r
;')~ F roli/1-;J (e,JJ..-.j, JJ{1 (t/f ~
r)3 ;1';7 ;J

Gt O

eftiiJ

I

1

J\ i'\Nl9

lLJtJ'_J

-...A lic') __)/ - - ~?,'l''l

~ /cN

122 .

;)? 1t }~ JJ/e,

J,:i P')'~\

11NJ ()' ~HJ

[R .WA.1ri"'

Va.l~u ,·~_l/JJ1:'J
-..rihNcl. fr? fl .JdJ/1e ..1, h

I fflt? /'.J'l)J

/' ol;)L

In the S e f er Meir Ehe Hagolah (Pietrekow 1928) , vol . I ,
p . 51 , #123, Rabbi Yizhak Meir of Gur , founder of
the we ll-known hassidic dynasty, wrote to F.ger in an
attempt to influence him in favor of the Slawita
printers . After apologizing for daring to address Eger
directly in this matter, the Rabbi of Gur wrote:
01-,1 h-,;,
J>rv:;;o;, jt.JJ J)tf; r76 ,--1cC,11ifo 10 ;; 1" /J~'J ;)

up

1

:J-,(?,.l'JJ..fr/3;p //u~/;J/ .J)JCl 0'8r :Jf_jrl~1;0-;)r

/M;i/7,::)

IDJ f.l "

rr/ r;JI 'lt J-.li,Jrv fl ttSltN !ri ft;

r1c '.) pr1l11P ,.1iJ~ 1~ 11 ,~
0b J1 c;),,,f 1rv~Y f'O'_J--.:JN "'(e,rl't1
\J'( c

'O'??N 0

')'j

i ?l1 ._:;'{){c l ···f1.i-} ,Nii

Since the interdict w~s intended to protect the
investment involved in the printing of the Talmud , as
soon as all the copies were sold another publisher was
permitted to publish a new edition . At that time
most of t he copies were already sold and Rom offered
to buy all remaining copies .
Moses Sofer, ££ • cit ., VI, #57 ,
similarly; since only 37 copies
edition are left, let the Vilna
copies at full market price and
to issue a new edition .

124 .

1

o'_J /c..b'111c";orv 1~n ;::i1 ;-J
'f:j Gp l f' f{9t, j'Ol

rff,c

123 .

;.btt.:JJ
·11 nS'tJ 01~/;1/
~ 1 ?'1

expressed himself
of the original Slawita
publisher buy the
then he may proceed

Because F~ er's own notes on t h e Talmud - Gilyon Hashas ~
were printed in the Vilna edition .
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125.

Schreiber I, #43 , PP• 44-46.
Here Yosef Shmuel Landau , the rabbi of Kaempen, about
whom we have already spoken (pp .
139
supra) hurried
to the defense of Eger. In a letter dated February
13 , 1836, he wrote: "I want to inform your Honor that
last week I wrote to my friend • • • in Vilna in the
matter of the Slawita printers, who have greatly
offended [
[I?;- J1 '!d,;:, ;.3 17fri ] against your Honor and
against your son, in order that they retract publicly
their words and apologize publicly • • • • If they
refuse to I am ready, with rrry friends the other rabbis
of Poland, to call an assembly of the leading rabbis
to show the Slawita printers what consequences their
impertinence will have • • • • "

126 .

This letter was put in the 1836 edition of the Vilna
Talmud, at the beginning of the tractate Berakhot . It
is dated January 5 , 1836 .

127.

Aharo.n Markus , Hahasidut (Tel Aviv , 1953) , p . 186; also
M. Weitz , 2£ • ill•, pp . 63-65 , quotes numerous instances .

128 .

Markus , ££ • ill •, p . 64 , quotes a letter of the famous
hassidic leader Rabbi Ber, known among his many
Liubawitz admirers as the Mittlerer Rebbe . (He was
in between the founder of the movement Shneur Zalman
of Ladi , and his illustrious grandson Rabbi Mendel of
Liubawitz , author of the collection of responsa
Zemah Zedek) in which he describes the cordial welcome
he received a.t the house of Eger .

129 .

In a very interesting, long letter, written to the
rabbi of the Jewish community of Ansbach, dated in the
.fall of 1831 (Schreiber I , loc . cit ., # 30 , PP • 35-37)
Eger wrote about the measures he took to combat the
cholera epidemic that had swept over his city . At
the end of the letter, after describing many common
sense measures that were taken at his advice, not
omitting references to prayers especially said during
the epidemic , Eger mentioned some peculiar practices
that he had come across in an ancient book, and whose
efficacy in combatt~ng the epidemic he did not doubt .
(Cp 1l{c fj''b'1C ,-,;,,c. 't-f-;11 ;
fl' 1cJD? ~,J)-.J 'J){ct](IJ . fn1 n 11t 7 c l'J""';:.

/lJ

p"\

I')

/ N) 0

17\ 1

pl~?

11-l' f 11 \.1

rlof (Cl/
1? ic'

; /(/;JP l} o ,J 1J) k~fV

rdl 1t1,,,fr'-.o, r> 1~1

f hr p :3'J',f) j'Jor fc-1 ~;'"
D '(.)' f:, /()':JJ. ,'{IJJ' ~, pfnc c·~

130.

Vide supra , note #53 .

131.

Schreiber I , 2£ •

132.

Yi zhak ben Shelomo Luria (1534-1572), foremost
cabbalist and mystic of the 16th century , exerted a
most powerful influence on the beliefs and mores of
Jews during the following centuries .

ill• ,

# 13 and

J4,

pp . 17-19 .
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133 .

(continued)

Eger VI, Hilkhot Tefilin , page 6h, section 27 - 11 :
1£.!.g ., p . 14-a; section 125 , parag raph 1:

In both instances he therefore accepts the practice
of the Ari unquestioningly .

134.

Schreiber I , #22 , p . 30:
~') 'fc') ' _,tJ f>C:o f?'"> ,~~,~i, j 'o~ 9J,'11 J
/)~Y-N ,frR f!J'IC/ tf?1{1?- 7Yl'iv Lie,') ('It Jp/c

135 .

Vide supra , Chapter I I , p . 40

136 .

Eg er I , #151 .

137.

Ambitious talmudic scholars used to addres s learned
briefs to outstanding auth orities . By such c orres pondence they would gain p restig e in the eyes of
their f ellow students .

138 .

In another responsum (Eg er I , #94) Eg er al so mentioned

•

this painful disease , which seriously interfered with
his corresp ondence .

I'? '3J~ l'Not'JGJ 'r

)

139 .

Eger I, #151 (

140.

Ibid ., #126 .

1!µ .

Ibid ., end of res p ons um 11 [ the woman should not have
to wait] • • • until t he Lord would restore my
heal th . • • • 11

142.

Eger I , #126 . The wh ole of this resp onsum, dealing
with a complicated case of a conditional bill of
div orce, Get Al Tenai (vide supra , Chapter I V, note
82). At the end of t h e resp onsum, Eger wrote the lines
quot ed , a nd it is typical of his consideration of
others that he hastened to send this reply, confirming
Solomon ' s decision , that t h e woman in question is al l owed to remarry , before he h ad completely recovered
from his dangerous attack . He wrote:
·, ?Mc j l ft ~ tc ( /,yf' '..JIIC /"l ? ~/C. · · • t\ 13
~-( 'Jt? lt J\ "v Y\ J'~1? ('fc, · .. ~l,{c,)
..Jlj'!Sf (;.[i

1

1

\rt ,h ::>

1

See Chapter II , pp . 32 - 37 , supr a .
Schreiber II , p . 76a , note .

145 .

Cf . Chapter II, p . 40

, supra .

r~

~•e,,J
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FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER VI (continued)
146.

We have already referred to Eger's strong devotion
to the care and visitation of the sick; vide supra
p. 94
He ~refaced a letter to his correspondent (Eger III,
#19) with these words:
_
(:!,•
('i;\IC~;J .. ,h,, .J,ht-1 .JJ o
G;v J):fl?I
'l I I/ 'Wt:JJ.., .. . }l~t,p J //)<;> f "O

r:r~•.r

ri

At that time his uncle was still living; in the winter
of 1803 Eger attended the wedding of a younger
daughter of his late uncle, as we already had occasion
to mention .
148.

Fuld, .2.2• cit . p . v (introduction) wrote that he would
be happy to help in any way possible; the young man ,
a certai~ Kalman Rotschield from Hamburg , came from an
excellent orthodox family and his parents were reputed
to be worth more than 100,000 Rheinisch Gulden.
For further information about Fuld , see Chapter V,
note 26 , supra .
-

149.

Hirsh Temersolm of Plotsk; the letter is quoted in
Weitz , .2£• cit. , p . 61 .

150.

Eger III , #4; in this letter Eger said:
j)/'.>tVI ' ''ON .Jl/'f)r 'n 1.:) '!, :.:, ,')('"'Ir> .:.ri1>1ve1 'Jlji1J

151.

Meir ben Yaacov Schiff (1605-1644) renowned talmudist,
rabbi in Fulda and Prague; author of popular commentary on the Talmud.

152.

Eger I , #223.

153.

Eger V (Derush veChidush) p . 152b, notes to tractate
Ketubot, 13a. "I heard from one of the Haberim who
study here at the yeshiva . "
Eger III , #16: "Immediately after the morning lecture,
when the Haberim had just left . "
Eger IV , #50: 11 0ne of the fraternity [ /c ' 'l~/lN ?f\ ]
added a further reason."

154.

Introduction to F,ger I .

155.

Eger must have been alluding to the well-known passage
in the tractate Taanit (7a) that nwhile one learns a
great deal from one ' s teachers , more from one's
friends - from one I s pupils one learns most of all . n
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156.

Among others, h is op inion was s dught by the community
of Be r lin ( Ege r I, #110) in the legal aspect of a
paternity suit; by the community leaders of Warsaw
( Ege r I , #116} in an at t empt to solve the problem of
an agunah; the Beth Din of Kovno ( Eg er II, #44); and
even the rabbi of d i s t ant Venice (Meir Gabbai, Eger I ,
#1 _'3 0) appealed to Eg er f'or help in a dif'f icult problem.
The Hebrew trans l ation of Eger's lucid exposition
for the r equirements of a ri t ualarium, orig inally
writte n in German, is in Eg er III, #39.

158.

See PP• 121, 123 , supra.

159.

Schreiber I, #54, PP• 68-71, date d Decemb e r 17, 1837.

/C1 '
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160.

Ulrich Frank, Naomi Ehrenfest, in Jahrbuch fuer uedische
Geschichte und Literatur (Berlin 190 , vol. VIII, P• 220.

161.

"Blessed art Thou~ , 0 Lord our G-d, King of the universe, wh o hast imparted of Thy wisdom to them that
revere Thee. 11 This is the traditional blessing recited
on seeing a Sage disting uished for his knowledge of
the Torah.

162.

Eger's
in all
peopl e
sum he
Sorer,

love for the land of Israel and his avid inter est
thing s conn ected with the return of the Jewis:i
to the Holy Land is best illustrated by a responsent to his son-in-law, Sofer (Res p onsa Hatam
Yoreh Deah, #236).

In 1831 Ibrahim Pa s ha, whose f a ther Mehmet Ali rebelled
against t h e Sultan, invade d Palestine and Syria from
Egypt. He promised the Jewish population of Palestine
complete religious freedo m, including, apparentl y , the
use of the area near the Omar Mosque {the site of the
Beth Hamikdash, Israel's ancient Temple) for worship.
Eger was g reatly excited by the prospect of restoring on a limited basis - t he ancient sacrificial cult and
he raised some h alachic points with Sofer. (Cf. Chapter
note 86, supra.
Zebi Kalischer was t h e author of the important
halachic work, Moznaim Lamishpat; his cousin, Abraham
Moshe Kalisher, rabbi of Schneidemuehl, was the first
husband of Sarl Eg er ( p. 3b
, supra.)

v,
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164.

We already had occasion to mention that many of the
intimate friends and students of Eger shared their
master's intense dislike for the rabbinate (supra,
p. 3~ ); Kalisher was, in this respect too, a true
student of Eger . At first he steadfastly refused
the rabbinate of the city of Thorn, where he lived
since his marriage . Eventually he agreed to become
the rabbi of the town, provided he would not have to
accept any remuneration.

165.

Kalisher published the book Derishat Zion in which
he boldly proclaimed that the way to the ultimate
salvation of the Jewish people could only be reached
if Jewish masses were to settle in the land of
Israel.
These rabbis were prominent in the pre-Herzlian
movement, Hoveve Zion.

166.

Yissahar Ber, son of Fger 's lifelong friend, Noah
( supra, Chapter I, note # b'1 ) wrote Hazot Kasheh
(
';)!vp ..J)/ .!, h } , in an attempt to answer all difficulties Eger raised.
The well -known Mishnah commentator, Israel Lipshitz,
repeatedly endeavours to find a solution for problems
Eger raised, in spite of the drawn out conflict between
these two scholars ( supra PP • / 3'-1- - I::.~ ) •

167.

Hagahot HaGRI {New York 1949) by
Jacob Kantorowitz .

168.

Samson Raphael Hirsch (1808-1888) was one of the
prominent orthodox rabbis in Germany who synthetized
traditional Jewish values with European culture. He
seceded from the Jewish community in Frankfurt-a-Main,
where he was rabbi since 1851, and established his
own community, Austrittsgenei.nde.

1'',~n J1/pr,-i

By means of his writings and especially of his own
school system, Hirsch succeeded in gaining many
adherents to his version of orthodoxy, Torah in Derech
E:rez. Traditional Jewry in America and Israel has
taken greater interest in his works since they have
become available in English and Hebrew translation.

169.

As we have shown, Eger wanted the Jewish youth to
possess a minimum amount of secular learning and he
considered the vigilant attitude of the Prussian
Ministry of Education, to see that the laws concerning
secular education were strictly enforced, as an act
of kindness j \'N,J JJ~l:uc '':/O/l/V ( supra, Cha pt er V, note q ) •
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170.

In the introduction to the commentary Kapot Temarim,
with notes by F.ger (cf . supra, the printed works of
Eger, p. 146
) two rabbis, Shmuel Zanvill Kleefisch
and Yizhak Hacohen Feigenbaum, both stress the great
value of Eger's notes .
An annotated copy of the work, with the notes of
Eger in the margin of the book, was put at the disposal
of the printer, and both rabbis confirmed that the
style of the notes carry the hallmark of Eger . More•
over, the publisher is willing to show any critical
reader the original handwriting of Eger.

171.

In the summer of 1836, after attending the wedding
of his son in Vishkova , near Vilna, Eger received a
letter from the leaders of the "Lithuanian Jerusalem"
(as Vilna was affectionately known in those days) to
accept the rabbinate of Vilna. The letter is written
with all the urgency that the men of Vilna, spiritual
heirs of that other great scholar-saint, the Gaon of
Vilna, could muster. By that time, however, Eger was
too old and weak to contemplate a change of position.

172.

Dr. Wreschner 1 s biography of Eger is subtitled:
Deutschland's letzter Gaon; in the January number of
the 1931 edition of the Hungarian-Jewish monthly
Mult es Jovo (Past and Future) Dr. Aladar Furst
published a short biographical sketch under the same
title.

APPENDIX

I

EXCURSUS
EGER'S RESPONSA AS A SOURCE FOR THE MORAL ,
SOCIAL, Ai~D ECONOMIC CONDITIONS OF HIS TIME

Moral Conditions
Among the practical questions addressed to Eger were
many that reflected on the moral conditions of his time .
Through them there is painted for us a clear picture of the
mores and morals of Germany's Jews in the first three decades
of the nineteenth century .
Before attempting to draw any conclusions about these
conditions, however, it should b e borne in mind that the
situations mirrored in the responsa were by no means the
norm .

Questions of the kind we examined were sent to a rabbi

only if there had been an infringement of the law .

It must

n ot be assumed , however , that because several of these res ponsa indicate marital infidelity , all married women had
t heir paramours , or that all or even most single girls had
premarital affairs .

Nevertheless , if the incidence of re-

s ponsa dealing with the loose morals of the young is heavy,
we are justified in surmising that the moral fiber of that
area (or community) was not too sound .
In the writings of Fger examined, in which practical
questions of the nature under discussion occur (the four
vol umes of responsa , correspondence in the Igrot Sofrim
(Schreiber I] , responsa at the end of the volwne of
novel lae Derush veHiddush [Eger V]) , no fewer than fifteen
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many that reflected on the moral conditions of his time.
Through them there is painted for us a clear picture of the
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conditions., however, it should be borne in mind that the
situations mirrored in the responsa were by no means the
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only if there had been an infringement of the law.

It must

not be assumed, however, that because several of these responsa indicate marital infidelity, all married women had
their paramours, or that all or even most single girls had
premarital affairs.

Nevertheless, if the incidence of re-

sponsa dealing with the loose morals of the young is heavy,
we are justified in surmising that the moral fiber of that
area (or community) was not too sound.
In the writings of Fger examined., in which practical
questions of the nature under discussion occur (the four
volumes of responsa, correspondence in the Igrot Sofrim
[Schreiber I], responsa at the end of the volume of
novellae Derush veHiddush [Eger V]), no fewer than fifteen

II

cases involving pregnancy of single girls, and related
problems, are recorded.

1

In some of these cases Eger re-

ferred to the young woman in question as zonah

J?...Jl.5 ,

a

harlot, implying that she was a person who was promiscuously
lewd, probably a prostitute.

2

In the majority of the

cases, however, Fger referred to her simply as "an unmarried
woman who became pregnant 3

,-;.JJ,:J2-

;Jj,;i , or as

11 an

unmarried

woman who became pregnant as the result of an illicit affair4

f>:J_!y(' ;J _Jl ) ,Ji., ,l'!)J •
Bearing in mind that up to the beginning of that cen-

tury Jewish girls were known for their modest conduct;
realizing also that not all pre-marital relationships resulted in pregnancy (and that even where it did, an attempt
was made by all parties concerned to hush the matter up so as
to protect the good name of the girl) and thereby raised
problems that had to be brought to the attention of a rabbi
(in search of a solution to such problems as:

the eligibility

of an unwed mother to marry a Cohen;5 the establishing of
paternity in cases where the father was unable to or unwilling
to marry the unwed mother), one is forced to conclude that a
rapid decline of decency and a breakdown of established
morality must have overtaken the Jewish youth of that time.

1 By comparison, there are only fifteen questions dealing
with such cases as kasher or terepha (meat that is ritually

permissible or not).

""

2 F.ger II,

#46 , 54.
3Eger II , #38 .

4Eger I , #91, et al.
5A Cohen was not allowed to wed a harlot.

III

This assumption is borne out by Eger himself in a
letter to his friend Yaakov Lorbeerbaum, rabbi of Lissa .
In that letter (Schreiber I , #62) Eger asked the advice of
his friend in a difficult problem:

For some years past

he had refused to allow any nursing mother (widowed or
divorced) to remarry until her child reached the age of two.
He based his decision on the talmudic prohibition against
marrying the nursing mother

Jli"llJ\r_J'Jv

of another man's child. 6

An orphan girl from a prominent Posen family was engaged to
be married, but before the wedding took place she was found
to be pregnant.

As soon as her child was born she entrusted

its care to a nurse and made preparationsto hold her wedding
at the earliest opportunity, her fiance agreeing to proceed with the marriage despite what had happened.
This girl was entitled to some money from the estate
of a departed relative, and unless the marriage were performed in the very near future, she would lose that inheritance which, as an orphan, she could 111 afford.
was Eger 's dilemma:

This, then,

up to that time he had steadfastly re-

fused to sanction a marriage under similar circumstances
before the child was two years old, because, as he said:

7

• • • unfortunately [having an illegitimate
child] is no longer considered a shameful
affair in this province and the only whip I have
over them is that they [the illegitimate
mothers) would have to wait in remorse and
shame for two years before being permitted to
6This talmudic prohibition was designed to protect the
interest of the nursing child, for whose continued welfare
reasonable doubt was entertained.

7schreiber I,

ill.£•

IV

marry. Because of this they do not indulge
[in promiscuity] • • • if this last barrier
were broken and marriage be made easy for
them, i mmorality would g reatly increase .
Illegitimate children , or rather unwed mothers , are
but part of the picture that emerges from a study of the
responsa .

There are also ten instances where married

women were suspected of or admitted to hav!ng been unfaithful to their husbands .

In the second chapter of this

dissertation (pp .iG-2g) we mentioned one such case, where
Eger successfully protected the child born of such a suspect mother from the stigma of bastardy . In at least one
8
c ase , a married woman openly admitted her marital infidelity
and d emanded a divorce from her reluctant husband.

Signi-

ficantly , this case occurred in Berlin where the breakdown
i n morals was , presumably, more rapid than in the smaller
provincial centers .
Several cases 9 involving mock marriages - where a
man in a jocular mood would put a ring on the hand of a
gi r l , pronouncing the wedding vows in the presence of witne sses - also indicate with what levity the subject of
marriage was treated by the youth of the time .
Some of these responsa indicate that Jewish women
were free with their favors even to Gentiles; in a previous

chapter1 0 we had occasion to quote instances where Gentile

8F.ger V, letter #15 (p . 181) .
9E:ger I , #96 , 97. Fger II , #55 .
10chapter III, PP • s1

ff
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girls had affairs with Jewish men.

There is at least one

example 11 of a woman who kept company with Gentile friends,
who was suspected by her husband of having strayed from
the path of virtue.
In another case, the possibility of ultimate defection
from Judaism cannot be ruled out: 12

a young girl secretly

left the house of her parents with a Gentile boy friend
and remained in a convent 13 for a week before turning to
her parental home.
Only by remembering that the early part of the nineteenth century was a period of great upheaval can we understand this wholesale surrender of traditional Jewish
standards of modesty.

The emergence of the Jews from their

ghettos 1 4 and their sudden meeting - without adequate
guidance or preparation - with new conditions, led to the
abandonment of the old standards by the youth, without
replacement by new ones.

Within the confines of the Jewish

quarters people lived under the constant and close surveillance of their neighbors and friends.

This and the

vital authority of the autonomous, all powerful Beth Din
ensured conformity with Jewish standards.

When suspicion

was cast on someone, an announcement would be made in the
11 Eger III , #19.
12 Eger II, #52 .
13This is my interpretation of the
cryptic...
)(V/...) ..n'?-r :) :)f,--,e, .. .-.1/.J'i?
14cr. reference to the devastating
Posen (1ITT5'3) after which date Jews first
hitherto exclusively Gentile sections of
I II, p • lo5 •

otherwise

ghetto fire in
began to live in
the city, Chapter

VI

synagogue, urging all persons who possessed any knowledge
of alleged misconduct to come forward and testify .

Thus,

in the famous case of Zlotowe 15 at least one witness testified
because, as he put it: 16
I heard the proclamation in the synagogue
that any person who had knowledge of any immoral
practice of the • • • woman's should step forward and testify.
Sometimes the Beth Din would take preventive action, as in
the case of a man who was suspected of having had an illicit
relationship with his stepdaughter . 17

Here the daughter was

f ore ibl y remove d f rom h er h ome , b y or d er o f the Beth Din. 18
But once Jews resided outside the walls of their
ghetto this kind of supervision was no longer feasible and
its absence may well have been a contributory fact or

in

the weakening of the moral climate observed .
As was pointed out earlier , not all the evidence from
t he responsa indicates a low moral standard of the young
We also have the case 19 of an engaged

girls of the period.

girl who is determined to break off her engagement because
her fiance is rumored to have had an affair with another
girl .

1 >chapter II, supra , pp . ab
16Eger I , #99 .
17~

., #121 .

18 • :::l'-(,:i. Lll'? fJ -;,_Ne )ti :--f
19Eger II, #77

!

VII

Social Conditions
On a different plane, but also indicative of the
changed attitude towards traditional Jewish practices,
was the apparent reluctance of married women to follow
the practice of immersing in the ritualarium after their
monthly menses.

In the first volume of the responsa there

are two cases that deal with the problems of the ritualarium:

#17 and #llh .

In both cases the women were suspected either

of not having gone to a cold Mikvah or to have openly refused to visit one that was not heated . 20

We read 21 of

Eger's approval of the use of a heating device in the Mikvah .
It was, no doubt, the insistence of the more emancipated
women, who refused to frequent the cold Mikvah their mothers
had put up with in the past , that forced Eger and the other
rabbis to sanction this innovation which , as Eger pointed
out, was in vogue throughout Poland .
Interesting glimpses of social conditions are also
obtained from our study.

The payment, or rather the non-

payment of the traditional dowry looms as an important issue.

We read of a case where the bride brought to her groom the
impressive sum of 1500 Rt. (Eger II, #8h) .

1000 also occurs (Eger II , #70) .
the sum of 538 Gulden

The figure of

Eger himself received

Adomim (one adom corresponded

20
The day of her monthly visit occurred on a Jewish
holiday , when there was some discussion whether or not it
was permissible to heat the water.
21 chapter V, p. /1.t, supra.
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to 3 RTs) on the occasion of his first marriage;

22

in

addition, a further 500 gold pieces (zehuvim) were promised to him as his share in his father-in-law's eventual
inheri tance 23

, ...J..!,

•1n 1 Ct •

This custom of a promise

of a financial settlement to a married daughter after the
death of her father (according to Jewish Law , a daughter
is not entitled to a share of the inheritance per~, if
there are surviving sons) is also attested to in the

responsa (Eger II, #66) .
In order to form an idea of the comparative value
of the sums involved, it might be of interest to mention
a letter written by Eger, attempting to arrange a match
for one of his daughters ( Fg er III , #43) .

In it, he assured

his correspondent that his daughter had a dowry of about
800 Rt., which sum, however, he deemed insufficient for
the support of the young couple. 24

In the fall of 1812,

when F.ger 's widowed daughter Sarl married Moses Sofer in
Eisenstadt, she had a dowry of 1200 gold p ieces. 2 5
That a failure to pay the stipulated dowry sometimes
led to difficulties .is not surprising; in at least one
22 cf. note / q , Chapter I, supra.
2 3According to an entry in the Lissa Pinkas, quoted
by Weitz,££• cit., p . 42ff.
24 Eger anticipated that his future son-in-law would
devote all his time to the study of the Talmud, for at
least the beginning of his married life.
2 51 RT - 6 gold pieces ; extract of marriage document Schreiber II , p . 23a (note).
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instance (Eger II, #65) the disillusioned husband contemplated divorce as a result of such non-payment.

On the

other hand, we have the example of a young man who,
realizi ng the financial straits of his future father-in- law ,
loaned him the dowry as an investment (Eger IV ,

#47) .

Instead of the dowry, or at times in addition to it,
the brides would bring valuable gold and silver vessels
into their marriage.

These precious objects, although given

to the husband, remained the inalienable property of the
wife, according to a ruling of Rabbi Abraham Mosheh Kalischer,
Eger's son-in-law.

In the winter of the year 1808 a case

came up before him in Schneidemuehl (Pila) as to whether a
totally impoverished husband was entitled to sell the silverware his wife had brought with her in lieu of the traditional
dowry.

After a careful analysis of the opinions of early

and late authorities, Kalischer decided in the negative; he
submitted his decision for the approval of his father-in-law
and Eger whdeheartedly concurred with the opinion of his
son-in-law (Eger II , #95) .
A groom would also make gifts of rings and other

jewelry to his fiancee, and there is at least one responsum
with an almost modern echo, where it is reported that
• •• in the manner of Jewish daughters [they
like] to show off their glory [saying] this
or that present I received from my fiance.
It is an interesting commentary on the conditions of
the time that the local rabbi, under whose guidance a
marriage document was drafted, laid claim to a certain

X

percentage of the stipulated dowry.

Fger's contracts

with both the Friedland and Posen communities contained
clauses to that . effect.

(Cf. Schreiber I, #3 , clause #5;

#9 , clause #5 .)
Economic Conditions
Some of the responsa indicate that women owned real
estate (Eger II, #91) and carried on a business of their
own (Eger I , #126), at times in successful competition with
their husband's family (ibid.).

There are only a few

responsa that throw light on the economic aspect of the
Jewish population.
in business.

The majority of' the Jews were engaged

This we lmow from the impassioned appeal

Eger sent in the year 1832 to the leading Jewish communities of Western Europe (Hamburg, London, Rotterdam, etc.)
after the cholera epidemic that engulfed Central and Eastern
Europe in that year had brought commercial transactions
between Prussia and its hinterland , Poland , to a standstill
(Schreiber I, #64) .

Eger wrote:

• •• for 9 months now all commerce between
us and them (Poland) • • • has stopped • • •
and thereby the staff of our sustenance is
broken, because on it [commerce] we lived.
In another letter of the same period (Schreiber I, #30) ,
Eger described vividly the impoverishment that had overtaken
the Jewish merchants, craftsmen, and peddlers as a result of
the spreading epidemic.
These are some of the trades mentioned in the responsa:

XI

wool and animal hair traders (Eger I, #52) , banker (Eger IV,

#3) , dried fruits (Eger

I ,

#134), wine merchants (F.ger I,

#140), milk merchants (Eger II, #35) and bookbinders (Eger II,
#75) .

Sometimes there is evidence of partnership with

Gentiles, as in the case of the famous printing establishment at Dyhrenfurt .

26

The owners had undertaken a new

edition of the well-known Roedelheim Holiday Prayer book
(Mahazor) and had invested borrowed capital, including that
of Gentiles, as a historically interesting letter of Eger
reveals.
The case of a Jewish farmer, engaged in the lucrative
business of raising pigs (against the spirit and the letter
of the Jewish Law) in conjunction with a Gentile partner
(Eger II, #32) , is also mentioned.
A fascinating picture of Jewish participation in the
incipient industrial development of the 1820 1 s is obtained
from a question addressed to Eger about a textile factory
in Kalisz . 2 7

The Jewish factory owner found it difficult

to maintain a six-day week schedule with his predominantly
Gentile workers; the latter would not permanently work on
Sunday, and the question of operating the factory on the
Jewish Sabbath, with the safeguards of relig ious requirements, was raised.

26The original owners of the press, the Brothers May ,
were close friends of Eger .

Cf . Chapter II , p.

2 7Hemdat Sholom Orah Hayyim #9.

37

supra.

XII

THE STATUS OF THE JEWISH TEACHER
Government Intervenes to Regulate Abuses

Circular of school-ministry- to all district school authorities concerning the employment of Jewish school teachers.
Berlin, April 29, 1827
School Ministry

v. Allenstein

The original of this document was drawn up by the Stettin
authorities and sent to the schools-authorities of their
district.
(a)

To prevent the frequent dismissal of teachers and the arbitrary procedure practiced in connection with their employment,
the following instructions are given:
1 . No teacher be employed by a Jewish community who did not
receive our official confirmation and permission.
2 . The Jewish community must send their application to the
magistrates of the city enclosing:
(a) evidence of teacher's citizenship;
(b) a life-history, written in German by the teacher;
(c) documents and diplomas about teacher's education
and especially preparation for teaching;
(d) attestations as to his character by local authorities and the Jewish community;
(e) document of appointment
(f) salary and other income.

4.

Once accepted by us [the school authorities] the community must make a written contract with the candidate and
submit it for our approval.

5.

This candidate can at first only be employed temporarily
for one or two years . He can only be employed permanently
if both the Jewish and local authorities are convinced of
his abilities; we reserve the right to confirm his immediate
permanent employment or demand an additional examination, at
the end of the above period.

6.

The community has no right to dismiss the teacher arbitrarily either before or after the termination of his contract, but must give us notice of their intention to dismiss the teacher so that we may examine and decide the issue.
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8. Teachers can only be dismissed at Easter (Passover)
and Michaelmas [September 29 - Jewish New Year] after they
have rece i ved notice in writing at least three months
before the appointed time, stating reasons for dismissal,
unless the now vacated positions can be filled earlier.
12 . The above instructions apply also to the teachers,
who will only give Jewish religious instruction [auch
auf die ausschliesslich fuer den juedischen Relig1ousunterr1cht
zu bestellenden Lehrer].
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Genealogy of Akiba Eger II.

Meir r insman(d,1674)

Mosheh Broda

Eliyah Eiger(d.1703)

Saul Broda.

j

1

Abra.ham Broda(d.1717)
§:Frankfurt-an-Ma.in

Simha Bunim----Ziporah
(d.1764)

Mosheh Broda(d.1742)
§Bomberg,Worms

Leib i iger(d.17 50) A,

Meir(

iba Levi

l

P.Zabel Leidesdorf

l

1

):na.vid.....,.~Aki ba I•
, ---Yue tel

Binyamin Wolf'~
§Zilz ,J.eipnik

l

)Leib
§Rotterdam,
Halberstadt

Akiba. m(d.1824)
§Halbersta.dt

§ :denotes'rabbi in'.
d.:denotes'diedt.

Zabel t .1842)
§Braunschweig

Sarl--samuel

itel

AkibaII

Mosheh Guens

~unimLJSamuelf-.1Sarl

xv
Genealogy of Izik lvtargolies(bae-ed on Weitz , teret Poz)

Ya.akov 1rargolies (author of Sefer Gi ttin Va':-Ializah)

1
l

Yizh~.k llfargolies §-Prague ( d . 15 25)

Shmuel Margolies

:U:osheb. Lifshitz

f.\-Menaxhem M.Stangen-Margolies§(Pintchow)

l

l

Eliyah Ralish(l605-J.657)

:Mordecai

Mosheh Gershon

~--~Yizhek Izik§-Lissl (d . 1695)

l

l

:Margolies(d.1646)

Leib Ml rgolies

Kuske Kohen

l

B - - - - -1 e l

Eliyah Margolies Parness

Radish----Izik J;!ar1 lies

l

Glikche-· - - -Aki ba Eger

Abraham<----!Shendel1

n

Solomonf----.+Ziporah~Sarl

~:denotes 'daughtet ;§: denotes'rabbi in '; d.:denotes ' died' .
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